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FREE NATIONWIDE R OAMING
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Publisher's Message

The HP Palmtop Paper

It's been over two years since I
enjoyed the hospitality of NORI,
his wife, and a large contingent of
HP Palmtop users in Japan.
("NORI" is the system operator for
the HP Palmtop section of Japan's
online service, NIFTYServe.) No
where in the world is the passion
and creativity for the HP Palmtop
greater, or the user group community stronger than in Japan. If you
think I might be exaggerating,
check out this issue's twenty page
series of articles on the HP Palmtop in Japan.
Both the content and creation of
these articles demonstrate the
strength of the Japanese user community. The articles, a collaboraHal Goldstein
tive effort of a team of leaders of
the Japan HP Palmtop user community, reflect hundreds of hours of collaboration, creation, translation,
and editing. These articles describe some of the most important software and hardware advances created by Japanese HP Palmtop enthusiasts. As a service to our readers, you will be able to find almost all the
software from Japan discussed in this issue on our www.thaddeus.com
Web site and on this issue's HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK set.
The other theme of this issue is HP's two-pronged Palmtop strategy.
With the announcement of HP's upcoming Windows CE-based palmtop,
many might assume that HP will abandon the DOS 200LX platform.
Apparently not! On February 3, HP announces its new four megabyte
200LX Palmtop and a dramatic price reduction of its two megabyte
200LX. Further, Windows users can now, finally, easily exchange data
between their desktop and the Palmtop. HP worked closely with Puma
Technology to create a useful, useable, and reasonably priced Windowsto-100/200LX transfer and synchronization utility.
To help our readers understand HP's Palmtop strategy in depth,
Khaw Kheng Joo, the HP Palmtop 'division's general manager agreed to
talk with me. In these pages you'll find Khaw's interview and my indepth analysis of new Windows CE-based Palmtops.
With this issue we begin our sixth year. What makes this publication unique and strong is that we depend on you, the HP Palmtop user
located in any of 80 countries for most of its material. The fact that the
quality of material we receive keeps getting better, demonstrates the
versatility, usefulness, and endurance of this HP Palmtop platform. We
invite you in 1997 to once again enjoy your HP Palmtop Paper subscription as well as to contribute to the body of Palmtop knowledge in these
pages.
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When a task is partly completed
but needs further attention, Sly adds
a question mark to the beginning of
the title. When it is complete he
adds a tilda at the front of the title,
and then the Palmtop moves the
record to the bottom of the list. Such
lists can be used for future employee evaluation.
To record further details during
the once-a-week meeting Bishop Sly
makes notes in Memo, using Buddy
iJ to toggle quickly between Memo
and NoteTaker. Then, before the
next meeting he can review what
went on previously.
Sly says his subordinates have
become accustomed to his typing on
the Palmtop during a meeting. They
know his Palmtop records can be
easily retrieved whenever they are
needed.
Other managers use Phone
Book's Note field, rather than
NoteTaker, for keeping records of
assignments and progress for each
employee. Whenever they meet
with the staff member, they open
their Phone Book record, press I!!I
(Note), and enter the date ~ []
each time they want to add new task
lists or track achievements. By
entering Employee in the Category
field, and then selecting ~ subset,
only Employee's files appear.

by Carol de Giere

LEADERSHIP
Managing Assignments
Some managers keep manila folders
on each staff member to file handwritten notes on all assignments
and projects. The files get thicker
and thicker and defy portability.
Palmtop records go with you everywhere, are easily searched or sorted,
and can be uploaded for employee
evaluation reports.
ON THE PALMTOP
Episcopal Archbishop Randy Sly,
known to his colleagues as the
CyberBishop, uses NoteTaker and
Memo whenever he assigns jobs for
his six staff members.
Once a week he meets with each
staff person, Palmtop in hand. He
will open the NoteTaker file he has
set up for that individual. Each
assignment is then listed as a record.
For example, in the NoteTaker file
called ARCHDN2.NDB, one of the
records is titled "Deacons Weekend." The notes field holds lists of
things his archdeacon will be organizing for the event. Sly uses categories based on delegatees' job
descriptions, such as ministery or
administration.
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Use Time-cues To Stay on
Schedule with Visitors
Leaders like to be "accessible" to
employees or visitors, yet still get
everything on their ToDo list done.
B. Eugene Griessman's Time Tactics
I of Very Successful People (McGrawHill, 1994) suggests expanding your
"time-cue" vocabulary. Time-cues
signal to others how much time you
really have for them. For example,
you can signal the close of a meeting
in your office by standing up and
moving towards the door, or saying,
"John, before I have to take my next
appointment, I need to ask you, ... "
ON THE PALMTOP
Used with discretion, the Palmtop's
alarm can signal the end of a meeting. In Appointment Book, as a
meeting begins, replace start time
with the time you wish to end the
meeting, or press ~ to increase the
time in 15 minute intervals. Enable
the alarm with, perhaps, a fiveminute leadtime. At the appropriate
time, you and your guest will hear
the cue and wind the discussion to a
close. If you need additional time
and wish the alarm to ring again,
press the space bar for a five-minute
delay. Every touch of the space bar
delays the alarm's repetition by 5
minutes.
The technique of using a
Palmtop's alarm as a time-cue can
be used for regular staff meetings
that tend to go on longer than is useful.

li~urgics

D.. acons about. r .. adings
ah .. ad of t.i~ ..
~ail

.. d out.

Knowing Details
Can Make a Difference

(~/~O)

"Cyberbishop" Randy Sly maintains one NoteTaker file per staff member. In the records, such
as Deacons Weekend above, he lists the activities or areas the staff member must attend to.
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Knowing details about your contacts can make a difference in your
relations. Some people keep records
of their contacts' personal interests

or notes on family members so that
they can culture a caring relationship. Caring communication facilitates business.

Modify. To make room for new
fields you have two choices: 1) condense the current settings by shortening the fields or squeeze them
closer together. 2) create a second
page for each listing by pressing
Menu, Iile, Modify, then pressing
~ [down arrow I (PG DN).
After you are finished modifying the .PDB file, open it in Phone
Book. If you don't like it, call it back
into Database and make changes, or
restore the backup copy you created
earlier.

ON THE PALMTOP
Take advantage of commercial contact management programs or of
Phone Book's flexibility for adding
fields and even additional pages for
each record.
Ideas for additional fields, borrowed from commerical programs:
Assistant, e-mail address, pager
number, Web site for the company,
preferred shipper, personal information (hobbies, birthday, family), contact type, "bill to" address, "referred
by," and "misc." If you are in sales,
you might create fields for forecasted sales, including the potential size
of the sale and percent probability
that the sale will go through.
To alter the Phone Book, back up
your files, then open your .PDB file
in Database and press [MENuIIile

ON THE PALMTOP
Schedule time for small beginning
steps of a project. Rather than enter
"begin newsletter project," in
Appointment Book, say 'brainstorm
for project," or "Kick around ideas
about newsletter with Hanna."
Enlist the aid of others and make
a commitment. "3:00 pm: meet with
Ralph about budget project" may be
more motivating than "3:00 pm:
work on next year's budget."
Increase your involvement by
gaining knowledge about the subject. Use the Palmtop to search the
Internet for information.

Time Management
Products
mentioned in this article

Conquering Procrastination
with the Palmtop

BUDDY.ZIP -This essential shareware utili-

It's easy to put things off, and often
difficult to live with the results, from
missed opportunities to loss of selfrespect or the respect of others. Here
are some techniques for getting
started early.

QU

ty adds 100's of features to the Palmtop. It
can be found on the Best Tips disk for 1996
and HP Handheld Forum 11 on
CompuServe.
For information on contact management software see HP Palmtop Paper Vol 3, #4, 1994.

&" 4iY~ "l!fF F~1XTM QUiCK/LX learns the words you type most
S S
. ~
often, then suggests them after you type Just
!f!ii ..
....
a few characters. The suggestions are

•

Now you can have the world of electronic communications in the palm of your hand with acCIS ~ and

!..

downloads messages quickly. You can read
and write messages off line, saving on
connect charges and phone bills. acCIS is
the only CompuServe access program that is
designed specifically for your HP Palmtop computer. By using acCIS to join the HPHAND forum on
CompuServe you can correspond directly with Palmtop
experts and programmers from around the world and easily download
software directly to your Palmtop. In addition to tl1e Palmtop version,
you get a copy of acCIS for your desktop or laptop PC at no extra cost.
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ABCILX adds intelligence to battery charging in the HP Palmtop,

plus it provides excellent information about battery conditions and
charging. With ABCILX you can simply forget about your batteries!
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Your Palmtop Access to the World™
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displayed in a box on the screen. You can
ignore the suggestion and keep on typing, or
accept it with the press of a single key, and
QUiCK/LX will fimsh the word. QUiCK/LX can
also be used to correct your most common
typos! QUICK/LX works in
11"
1111'
11M
.'lHJI·
II!l·,a
_ ,11011_
IHliW_-." ... rw
programs under the System
1
• 1
4.
' .
I.
h
Manager
and in text-mode DOS
This is an 8xaJ!tP11IiJ of t.he WlIil of QUICK/LI.
applications.
QUICK/LX can
TD accgpt. t.he eUWIIst.gd ward, pr8!!1S t.he "cursor- right. .. kg".
even be used to enter Macros
r~w!::Xl~: ~~:,.~rv~8 D!ci..~
Bun.aLian when
that work in both the System
Manager and DOS (unlike the
built-In System Macros.)
'suggestion made by
QUICK/LX also comes with a
DOS version for your desktop
Example qJ'using QUICK/LX in MEMO
computet.
•

SIllER Systems & Software, Inc.
920 Hampshire Road, Suite A
~
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Phone: 805-371-9391
IIiIiII
Fax: 805-371-9454
~~
CIS: [74777,2477]
~.~

Visit us on the "Web" @: http://www.shier.com

.- '.

UMl

IJ

QUICK/LX: $39

Now E-Mail & Faxing is Wireless & Effortless!
With the Personal Messenger IOOD
PC card from Motorola and the Ardis
and RadioMail services, you are free
to roam around the country and still
stay in touch!
You can send faxes and have full
two-way E-Mail capability all
with~ut wires, ac.cess numbers,
speCial setup stnngs, long
distance or roaming charges.

Rad"loMa"11

Call for our latest (7~. ~7~ ~
CATALOG of
~~'-'" ~~~ ~
Palmtop Products
Telephone CordCard - only $7.95
Also available from SHIER Systems & Software:
Custom cables to connect your HP Palmtop Computer to a wide variety of serial
peripherals. Examples include: Pocket modems, serial printers (including the
Citizen PN60 and Pentax PocketJet.) Prices start at $35 .. call for details.
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Letters
Won't switch to
Windows CE Palmtop

I am a UK subscriber to your
very useful publication, and I
was more than interested to
see details of the new CEbased machine. Sadly, I shall
not be buying one. This is
only partly because I don't
like Windows.
The real reason is that it
won't go in my pocket. I can
live with an extra 28mm or
so on length and could tolerate a millimeter or two in
additional thickness, but
17mm wider is too much for
me. I have two 200LXs, and
would presumably have
changed to two CE

machines, assuming these
had some sort of DOS
capability, which they
don't. Slipping two larger
handhelds into my pocket
is too much. So it looks
like I'll keep my 200LXs
until further notice.
Jeff Cragg
Plymouth, UK
Dam! Just about the time I get
a new computer wrestled to
the ground, they go and make
it obsolete! It took me ten
months to get my two 200LXs
figured out and made useful,
and now comes this new CE
thing with no upgrade path
for all of my DOS programs
and databases.
Don't laugh! DOS might
be old and creaky, but it
sure isn't the memory hog
that Windows is. I shudder
to think of translating all of

my databases, etc., into the
latest Windows-based applications. I don't have a dataprocessing department to do
that stuff; I am the DP
department! For Gosh sake,
Hewlett Packard, at least
give us a DOS window!
I've always been
afraid that if Hewlett Packard
actually found out how useful the Palmtops reatly are,
they would either double its
price, or discontinue it. I
guess it's the latter, isn't it?

David T. Dixon
Indianapolis, IN
Reaction to the
previous issue

I enjoyed the September /
October issue. I have always
wondered about using
Hypertext at work in the ER.

Ed Keefe's article makes me
reconsider the idea now that
there is PalEdit and HV.
Thanks for publishing
the letter about repairing a
broken latch. I got mine
working now. I'd given up.
I'm glad to hear that
your mission does not
include getting too broad in
your coverage of other
handheld products outside
Hewlett-Packard.
Your PTP CD infobase
was a great idea and a real
boon to me! It's a great reference and helps me sort out
articles and information and
put them where I need them
for easy reference.
Boy, you have come a
long way since those early
issues.
Michael Cox
macox@INETWORLDNET

The EduCALC Catalog-FHEEfor One Year
Cutting Edge Products to Enhance your HP Palmtop!
Memory in Flash

=:::::..=
- ------=.
:5:'::::::i~

Expand your HP
Palmtop's memory
with high-quality
PC Card technology
at an affordable price.
Whether you require
only a few extra megabytes or 40 megs, mM
flash cards are your solution. Built-in data
compression provides up to SOMB RAM for
your palmtop.
#3423A [3MB/6MB Flash] •••••••••••••••••• $199
#3424A [5MB/10MB Flash] .••.•••••••••••• $259
#3425A [10MBI20MB Flash] •••••••.••.•.• $419
#3426A [20MB/40MB Flash] •••••••••••••• $739
#3427A [30MB/60MB Flash] ••••••.••••••• $999
#3428A [40MBI80MB Flash] •.•.•••••••. $1239

BduCALC
87983 Cabot Road
Laguna Niguel, aA. 98877
Oall for more info -

714.582.2637

Wireless Access
Experience the freedom and power of portable
wireless palmtop communication. You can now
reach anyone, anywhere, who has an email address, fax machine or RF messaging devicewireless and from your HP Palmtop!
#3422 [Motorola Wireless Modem] .•• $699
#10020A [En Bloc PalmStation+] •.••• $1495

Your Name in Silver
Personalize your palmtop .with this self-adhesive
nameplate-it installs quickly in the recess on
the back of your machine. Just give us up to 24
characters and allow two weeks for delivery.
#2786 [Nameplate] •••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•• $4.95

EduCALC is your place to
find all the newest, hottest
technology for your
Hewlett-Packard Palmtop!
Call us today

800.713.6526
Check us out on the World Wide Web:
http://www.ec:lucalc.com
HP lOO12OOLX memory upgrade now availablel Call for details
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Palmtop Printing

65-lID

8anzEN

Print anywhere with your palmtop. These plain
paper printers have great resolution (360 dpi)
and allow you to print last minute, life saving
charts and graphs-in color. Designed for
today's professionals on the go, these small
(1O"x2"xl.S5"), featherweight (1.1 lb.) portables fit in your briefcase and deliver laser
quality printing. 2 pp per min on transparencies, cut sheet or letterhead. The economical
PN50 gives you approximately 30 text pages on
black cartridge (requires serial/parallel converter with HP serial cable). The versatile PN60
model gives you a color option as well-print
3-5 pages using color cartridge.
#PNSO [PN50 Printer] •••••••••••••••••.•• $249.95
#PN60 [PN60 Printer] •••••••••••••.•••••• $349.95
#3289 [NiCad Battery] ••••••••••••••••••••• $78.95
#3290 [Car Adapter] ••••••.••••••••••••••••• $44.95
#3061 [Palmtop Cable] •••••••••••••••••••• $34.95
#GA935 [SIP Converter] •••••••••••••••••• $54.95
#3292 [2 black ink Cartrldges] •••••••••• $8.95
#3293 [2 color ink Cartridges] •••••••• $13.95

This section lists new products
of interest to users of the HP
Palmtop PCs . New Products
includes descriptions of hardware, software, books, videos,
training and service offerings.
Prices listed in this section are
suggested retail. You may be
able to get the products for less
if you shop around.
HP Palmtop Paper Staff

HARDWARE

LIGHT

Flexible

Po~ket

Light

This pocket-sized light for
the HP Palmtop PC is powered by 2-AAA batteries
(included) and weighs 2.4 oz
(68 grams). Overall dimensions are 3.5"L x 2" W x 0.9"
H (88.9mm x 50.8mm x 22.9
mm); some thickness is
added by the attached belt
clip. A flexible light wand
stows in a groove around
the light's body and this
groove is what makes the
unit perfect for the palmtop.
It is just the right thickness
for clipping to the palmtop's
screen.
Pricing .. . ............. . ......$8
(Plus shipping, (do not send cash)
Shipping per light: Continental U.S
Via U.S. Mail (2-3 days) - $2
(add $1 for each additional light)
Shipping Europe
via AirMail (5-7 days) - $5
(add $2 for each additional light)
Shipping Asia
via AirMail (8-10 days) - $5
(add $2 for each additional light)
CONTACT: The Palmtop Network,
Mitchell Hamm, 1652 Wethersfield
Drive, West Chester, OH 45069-5513,
USA

PC CARD
Double Density Flash
150MB Type II PC
Cards from SanDisk
SanDisk and Matsushita
Electronic recently announced a new flash technology
that will double the capacity
of flash storage prod ucts
and reduces flash prices.
"Double Density Flash"
enables the storage of two
bits of data, instead of the
usual one bit, in each flash
cell while the chip size
increases only by approximately 10% to accommodate
the extra circuitry needed.
SanDisk's new 150MB
Type II cards employ these
technologies and will be
priced 25 to 30 percent
lower than San Disk' s current products.
The read speed is
approximately 50 % faster
than SanDisk's flash disks,
however the write speed is
about 1/4 the write speed of
current flash products. The
slower speed results from
the additional time required
to program each flash memory cell to one of four distinct states rather than the
traditional 0 and 1 states of
binary storage flash memory.
Cfrds operate at 3.3 or
5.0 volts and are 100 percent
plug and play compatible
with existing SanDisk products.
Suggested uses are for
a pplica tions that require
high capacities and low cost
in environments where the
write speed is not critical,
such as for storage of digital
maps, network routers, and
base stations. Future generations of Double Density
Flash technology are expected to achieve a write perfor-

mance which will match or
exceed the write speed of
today's flash cards.
Availability: Samplings available first
quarter 1997, for OEMs.
Pricing: .. .. ............. . .varies
CONTACT: Companies such as
ACE Technologies and EduCALC sell
San Disk memory cards, but may not
sell these high-capacity cards.SanDisk
cards are also privately labeled by
numerous firms, including: HewlettPackard, Verbatim, Kodak, Canon and
Sony.
San Disk cards are also sold at
Fry's Electronics and Peripherals
Direct, 3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg 7, Santa
Clara,CA, 95054, USA; Phone: 800724-3000 or 408-727-2600 (Prima
International); Fax: 408-727-2435; Email: sales@prima-intl.com; Internet:
http://www.prima-intl.com
For more information, contact:
San Disk Corporation; Phone: 408-5420595; Fax: 408-542-0621; Internet:
http://www.sandisk.com

SOFTWARE

Salesperson in the field and
the Head Office. Data can be
collected on the Palmtop
immediately and accurately
at point of use.
Features include a menuing system and interfaces
for communications with
the head office.
In addition, a "personality" interface works with
user-defined electronic
forms which are easily
designed and rapidly created on-demand by the head
office.
Pricing: ....... ..... Contact vendor.
CONTACT : Richard Hill and
Associates, 33 Shamrock Way,
Southgate, London, N145Sa Great
BnYain; Phone/Fax: 441-81-368-6219.

FREEWARE &
SHAREWARE
Japanese Freeware

S

ALES , ETC

Field:For~e

Personality
This Palmtop product facilitates two-way data flow
between Merchandiser or

Please see the articles by
Japanese authors beginning on
page 26 of this issue.
Particularly the software article on page 36. All the freeware
and shareware on this issue of
the HP Palmtop Paper ON
DISK is described in these articles.

!

I
By mistake on the recent 1996/97 Subscribers PowerDisk we included a I
Our Mistake is Your Good News

file, BCC.EXE, which actually contains a beta (not final version) of D&A
Software's ABC/LX. ABC/LX provides information on battery conditions
and charging, and adds intelligence to the battery charging process.
If you want to upgrade to the actual shipping version of ABC/LX,
The HP Palmtop Paper and D&A Software have agreed to provide it for
$15.00 plus shipping. (You'll get the manual, and a program that will
upgrade the copy from the HP Palmtop Paper Subscriber Diskette to a
FULL Version ABC/LX.) The regular price for ABC/LX is $34.95

This offer is only available to those who have received the 96/97
Subscribers PowerDisk.

To order this upgrade, please call Shier Systems & Sohware 805
3719391, or Rundel Datentechnik +49 716114707 in Europe and Asia.
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HP Introduces 4 Mb 200LX
HP introduces a new HP 200LX with 4Mb of internal memory,
lowers price on the HP 200LX 2 Mb Palmtop PC, and bundles
version of Puma's IntelliSync Connectivity Software for Windows
with 4Mb unit.
By Hal Goldstein

On February 3, 1997 HP officially
launched the 4 Megabyte HP
200LX worldwide. Versions will be
available in all languages that the
200LX is available in previously.
U.s. list pricing is $599 for the 4 Mb
unit and $499 for the 2 Mb unit.
The extra memory on the 4 Mb
Palmtop can be used to store more
data and add more software. The
extra memory will allow PC card
wireless and fax/modem users to
run communications software and
have sufficient space to download
messages.

IntelliSync bundled
in U.S. 4 Mb Palmtops
In addition to increased memory,
in the U .S. the HP 200LX 4 Mb
Palmtop PC will come bundled
with a connectivity cable and a 30day · trial version of Puma's
IntelliSync connectivity software.
Using IntelliSync, users can share
and synchronize information
between their Palmtop and
Windows-based programs . This
includes contact information and
appointments, database files,
address books, to-dos, and notes.
The software comes with the
HP serial cable and is designed for
Windows 3.1, Windows 95, and
Windows NT-based systems. For
more information on the Puma
IntelliSync product see the article
that follows .

Windows transfer utility
included in bundle in U.S.
HP is also including TRANSFILE
WIN 200 with the 4 Mb Palmtop.
This utility operates on PCs running Windows 3.1, 3.11, 95 and NT
4.0. It provides drag and drop
transfer of files from your 200LX to
your Pc. Connect the Palmtop to
the desktop with an HP serial
cable, start Filer on the 200LX, start
Transfile WIN 200 on the desktop
and you can back up your entire
200LX with a click of your mouse.
HP is offering this utility on HP's
World Wide Web site, (www.hp
.com/go/freebackup) free of
charge to all 200LX users.

Z MB lOOOCX now available
HP also announced that a new 2
Mb HP 1000CX replaces the 1 Mb
1000CX. (An HP 1000CX is a HP
200LX minus built-in Personal
Information Management software.
It functions like an XT 80186 DOS
machine and is used mostly for
companies needing a handheld PC
running a specific DOS application.) List price for the 2 Mb
1000CX is $449. HP 1000CX's are
built on demand, so when ordered
in quantity customers can expect to
wait a month or so.
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Connectivity Pack still available
The current HP DOS Connectivity
Pack will continue to be available
for $119.95 and include DOS versions of the built-in software, serial
cable, and serial 3 adapters for
printer, modem, and 25-pin PC
connection.

HP Palmtop Prices
HP 200LX 4 MB - $599
(part numbers: HP F1216A)

ABA-US English
ABB-UK English
ABO-German
ABE-Spanish
ABF-French
AC4-Portugese
ABJ-Japanese
AC6-Korean
HP 1000CX 2 MB - $449
(4-6 week delivery lead time,
part numbers: HP F1222A)

ABA-US English
ABB-UK English
ABO-German
ABE-Spanish
ABF-French
Prices listed are suggested USA list
prices. Dealer prices may val}'.

EWS

Synchronize Palmtop
Data with PC Personal
Information Managers
IntelliSync from Puma Technology lets you easily exchange and
synchronize information between your HP 200LX and Windows PC.
By Rich Hall
Synchronization is the process of
reconciling, or making two or more
things the same. At the end of each
month, we reconcile our checkbooks with our bank statement so
we agree with the bank on how
much money we have to spend.
Palmtop synchronization is
only important to people who keep
the same information on two different computers. For example, a
physician may keep an appointment
book on a desktop computer when
in the office and on her Palmtop
when away. This practice is necessary for executives, sales professionals, and others who have assistants
making and canceling appointments
for them. The danger with this
approach is that the individual may
end up having different appointments for the same time period, or
miss an appointment entered in one
place, but not the other.
You could just sit down in front
of your Pc, open your Palmtop, and
hand-enter any changes from PC to
Palmtop,
and
vice
versa.
Unfortunately, this wastes a lot of
time and you're still prone to make
errors . Back in the May /June 95
issue we reported on a software program called PalmConnect. This lets
you run Windows versions of the
Palmtop's built-in PhoneBook,
Appointment Book, and NoteTaker
applications on a PC, and automatically synchronize them with your
Palmtop'S files. PalmConnect is a
good solution if you're willing to

HP PALMTOP USERGROUPS
Those interested in participating in an HP Palmtop users group
should contact the following individuals. Send us contact infonna·
tion formatted as below if you wish to be added as a contact for a
users group in your area. Some of the individuals listed offer
Palmtop advice but may not be organizing an offiCial users group.
HP PalmtoJl Worldwide User Group News·· Send material
about User Group activities to Conrad Cox at the San Francisco,
CA USA User Group; E·mail: 76164.467@compuserve.com;
Web: http://ccnet44.ccnet.coml-cdcox
ARGENTINA •• Buenos Aires: Miguel Angel Misseri; E·mail:
73070.3665@compuserve .com. Coraoba: Paul Nani; Phone: 54·
51-715649; E·mail: pnani@sLcordoba.com.ar
AUSTRALIA·· Dr. Barry Collins; c/o Forensic Science Center;
Phone: 08·226·7700; E·mail: admin@forensic.sa.gov.au
BRAZIL·· Marcos L. Pedroza; Phone: 55 84 211 6162; E·mail::
mpedroza@summer .com.br

Telephone/Fax: 08- 611 48 85; Also Thomas H., Phone: 46 (70)
5308970 or Phone/Fax: 46 (8) 7733740; E·mail: Thomas.Hult_n
@mc.ey.se (This is a 200LX group)
SWITZERLAND -- Alexander Gutfeldt; Landoltstrasse 28, CH3007, Beme, SWITZERLAND; E-mail: 100527.2461@compuserve
.com; or gutfeldt@msmail .advd.unibe.ch
TURKEY -- Ahmet G. Ozisik; Phone: (212) 227 52 00; E-mail:
aozisik@iJm.net or HP Turkey; (212) 2245925; Fax: (212) 224 59 39
UKRAINE -- Linetskvy V. Oleg; Phone: (051) 36 73 51367313;
Fax: (051) 24 41 25.
UNITED KINGDOM -- Isleworth, Middlesex: Michael A. Brown,
MBA Group, Phone: 0181 8473777; Fax: 0181 5682402.
Farnborough, Hampshire: David Hodges; E-mail:
w.mier@ic.ac.uk

DENMARK· Jesper E. Sigg; Phone: 45 17 23 66 or 40 58 23 66;
E·mail: 100660.3503@compuserve.com.
EGYPT· Mohamed Farag Ahmed; Phone: 20-2-344-9680; Fax:
20-2·344·9680; E-mail: mfahmed@asme.org
FRANCE •• Olivier Della Valle; Phone: (1) 43 53 95 67;E-mail:
101533.160@compuserve.com
GERMANY -- Eckart Prinz; Phone/Fax: +49 6151376065.
GERMANY / LUXEMBOURG _. Gilles Kohl; E·mail:
100114.3146@compuserve. com; Phone: +49 721 693655 (after
6 p.m. Central European time).

UNITED STATES:

GREECE -- Athens: Stavros D. Zacharakos; Phone: (+3 011
8050041; Mobile Pllone: (+3) 093 254 717 24hrs.; Fax: (+301
8050041 ... Galatsi: John Tatsiramos, c/o TAFARM, Phone: (01
29.17.401; Fax: (01) 29.28.174.
HOLLAND/BELGIUM •• Mister G. Dongs; Phone: +31 75 6
704205; E-mail: 74064.173@compuserve.com
INDONESIA -- Dirk H. Eversbert, clo P.T. Austindo Mitratama,
Mr. Elman Sunarlio, JI. Gunung Sahari 2/6E, Jakarta 10610,
INDONESIA.
ITALY _. Stefano Gigli; Phone: 07136845 or 071200916; Fax:
071 200916; E-mail: sgigli@mbox.vol.it
JAPAN -- Georg O. P. Eschert; Phone: 040 12 06980; Fax: 0249
21 4050. (Languages: German, English and Japanese)
KOREA -- Song, Taejin, M.D.; Phone: 82-11-317·4288; E-mail:
placebo@chollian. dacom.co.kr
MEXICO •• Francisco Bricio; Phone: (3) 684 1317; E-mail:
74174.1442@compuserve.com
NEW ZEALAND .- Jonathan H S Cheng; Office Phone: (025) 343570; E-Mail: paladin@ihug.co.nz
PANAMA / LATIN AMERICA -- Aviran Yanir; Phone: 507
4410442; Fax: 507-441-0473; E-mail: aviran@palmtop.com
PHfLIPPINES .- Canos: Caliwara; Phone: (632) 8906229 to 36,
extensions 120 & 121; Fax: (632) 9285635;E-mail:
lawl@mail.ph.net
PORTUGAL -- PPTUG; Phone/Fax: 351-1-2597216; Internet:
sulplano@individual. eunet.pt
SINGAPORE -- Chaikin Koon; 334-B Kin~ George's Avenue, SINGAPORE 208571; E-mail: chaikin @pacillc.net.sg
SWEDEN -- Kent IIlemann; E-mail: Kent.lliemann
@eca.ericsson.se; or 100775.2027 @compuserve.com;

AZ-Phoenix and Tuscon -- Cory L. Curtis; Phone: 602-9309661; Fax 602-930·8554; E-mail: 102010.632@compuserve.com
or palmtops@stanink.com
CA-Los Angeles -- David Shier; Phone: 805·371·9391; Fax:
805-371-9391; E·mail: david@shier.com; Web site: http://www
.shier.com
CA-San Diego -- Don Williams; Phone: 619-452-6267 or 619546-8166; E-mail: donw@cts.com
CA-San Francisco _. Conrad Cox E-mail 76164.467@compuserve.com
CO-Denver •• Bill Hoeltgen; Phone: 303·933-0023; Fax: 303·
971-0347.
GA-Atlanla, -- A.K. Avasthi, Phone: 770·471·1389.
K&-Manhallan -- Marietha Wilson; Phone: 913-532-9775.
OH-Cleveland -- Craig de Fasselle, clo MEM, Inc., 4702 East
355th SI., Willoughby, OK 44094.
MA-Boston •• Bryan Krauthamer; Phone: 617-374-9600 x 197
(work); Fax: 617·374·9620; CompuServe 10: [70444,41J.
MI-Detroil -- Jeff Zom; Phone: 313-489·1855 or Louis Peeples,
SI. Clair Shores, M148080; Phone: 313-777-9390.
ME-Qrono -- University Palmtop User's Group; E-mail: palmtop@tree.net; Web S~e: http://www.tree.netlpalmtop
MN-Minneapolis -- Beth Silverwater; Phone: 612-541·5631;
Fax: 612·541·5636; Email: 73502.3645@compuserve.com
NJ/NY-New York _. Stanley Dobrowski; Phone: 201·807·5857
(work); E·mail: 76711.2302@compuserve.com
OK-Qklahoma City -- Richard B. Meek; Phone: 405-842-1267.
S<:-Charleston -- Ron Rivers, P.O. Box 31284, Charleston, SC
29417·1284; Phone: 800-864-8444; CompuServe 10: [75023,44J.
TX-Houston .- Houston Area Palmtop Users Group; Phone:
713-777·0866; E-mail: horacek@iapc.net
VA-Richmond -- John Haskell; Phone: 804·288-6073 (work);
CompuServe 10: [70750.1243
Washin9ton, DC -- Rick ShaddOCk, c/o Computer Instructors
Corporation, Phone: 703-486-2222; E-mail: rick@cicorp.com
WA-Bellevue ·· Suzanne Ow; E·mail: suzanne_ow @hp.com
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Knowledge Products From Thaddeus
I
The HP Palmtop Paper
I
"1be HP Palmtop Paper has saved me countless hours offrustration"
- Steve Mitchell

Subscribe today and receive each year:
• 6 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
• Bonus issue: PC Card Review (Each Fall)
• Bonus issue: Best Palmtop Tips (Each Spring) • Subscriber PowerDisk (Each Fall)

Order back issues of The HP Palmtop Paper while they last
Like the HP Palmtop? There's plenty of useful information already published. HP 95LX users
will especially benefit from thirteen 1991-93 issues t and HP lOOLX and HP 200LX users will
appreciate the eighteen 1994-96 issues. Included is a Subscriber PowerDisk for each year.

The HP Palmtop Paper

/yett'!

get GAItti

compare PROOUCTS

Handheld PC Magazine

_.-

n. .. 100U1, •

Handheld PC Magazine

~ ----------------------------------~----------------~
I
Interested in Microsoft's new Windows CE operating system? What better way to stay on top
of it than with a magazine from the publishers of The HP Palmtop Paper?
Why wait? Our money-back guarantee lets you subscribe with confidence!
Subscription includes: • 6 bi-monthly issues, 2 Special Reports (Handheld PC Magazine's
Annual Windows CE Buyer's Guide & 12 Important Things EvelY Handheld PC User Should
Know) • Handheld PC Magazine 's Goodies Disk
Special pricing until 3-31-97. First Issue: June '97

save TM go 0Nll\I .eethe RITIIIE

.ooLX

HP 100/200LX Developer's Guide
Attention: Palmtop Developers and Enthusiasts
The Developer's Package includes everything you need to write software, design hardware, or simply understand the inner workings of the HP Palmtop.
The Package includes:
1) Printed copy of 586-page Developer's Guide
2) Disk containing HP-created source code and utilities for developers
3) Complete set of kits for marketing your Palmtop product
4) CompuServe starter kit (CompuServe is where Palmtop programmers hang out)
5) PAL: a C source code library for developing software with the look and feel
of the HP Palmtop built-in applications

HP lOO/200LX Developer's Guide

NOW. .. You can own you,. OWtl

.

Comlliete Palmtoll Library

Complete Palmtop Library

-All the knowledge. All the ~oftware. One low prlce!

f 'Pr.I!J ~ 4, -
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•
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All the knowledge. All the software. One Low Price.
See page 53 for detailed listing
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The Package includes:

Complete Palmtop LibraJJ'

Thaddeus
Computing

1) The 1997 CD InfoBase (to be shipped at the end ofJanuary 1997)
2) "PC In Your Pocket: The Best of The HP Palmtop Paper" (great for users and non-users)
3) DOS and Lotus 123 MicroRef Manuals (printed edition and on the 1997 CD)
4) 1997 The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (stay up to date with latest software and knowledge)

INC.

Publisher: Tbe HP Palmtop Pape,. and Handbe/d PC lIagazil1e
57 East Broadway, Fairfield, lA ;2 55&3201
800-373,(i1l 4· 515-472,(i330
Fax: 515-472-1879 ' E-Mail: orders@thaddeus.com

continued on page 53

NEWS: IntelliSync by Puma

Project: Vision
Giveslbu
Planning In Your Palm For $99
For HP 100/200 and DOS based PC's
Features Include:
Free Demo Pc Di
, One Hour Learning Curve
sk
, Uses 300K with Max file size from 80K to lMEG.
, Logic Networks, Timelines, Resource Histograms
, Critical Path, Milestones, Variable Zoom
, Mouse and keyboard
for nnrtahilitv
'NEW!
toMS
. . . IIIClA .- . .

blishing Ltd.

2673 Terrace Ave. North Vancouver, BC
Canada V7R IB;

Tel: 604-980-9991
Fax: 604-985-5597
use its applications to store your
data at the office. Unfortunately,
many offices have invested time and
money in other PIM software and
don't want to change. Also,
PalmConnect is no longer sold or
supported and does not work with
Windows 95.
Fortunately, a new solution to
this problem is now available for
Palmtop users. IntelliSync is file
transfer and synchronization software from IntelliLink (now part of
Puma Technology). IntelliSync lets
you easily exchange information
between your HP 200LX and programs running under Windows on
your Pc. IntelliSync lets you synchronize with, export to, and
import from a number of different
Personal Information Manager
(PIM) software packages.

Palmtop to the PC via the HP serial
cable that comes with the package.
Make sure the communications
parameters on the Palmtop are correct by going into Datacomm,
pressing IMENU I ~onnect Settings
and specifying 9600 Baud, Coml
Interface, no Parity, 8 Data Bits,
and 1 Stop Bits.
Leave the Palmtop on, but exit
all applications. Then click on the
Server Installation Utility to install
the IntelliLink Remote Server program to the Palmtop. You're now
set to backup or synchronize files.
(If you have any problems with the
installation, call Puma - their tech
support is very helpful.)
Synchronizing data between
your PC and Palmtop
Click on the IntelliSync icon to
access the IntelliSync Main Screen.
This screen lets you Synchronize
your data, specify configuration
parameters, backup application
data from your HP 200LX to your
PC, restore application data from
your PC to your 200LX, or get
online help for IntelliSync.
With the Palmtop still connected to the PC, click on the Synchronize icon and you go to the
IntelliSync Configuration screen.
This screen lets you select which of
the built-in applications' data you
are going to backup or synchronize, and which applications on the
PC you are going to synchronize
that data with.

If you need to keep contact/
appointment information on your
desktop as well as Palmtop, a logical
choice for your desktop are the desktop versions of Phone Book and
Appointment Book that come with
HP's Connectivity Pack. You know
these applications well and the data
files are 100% compatible.
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The Configuration screen lets you select
which of the buill-in applications' data you
are going to backup or synchronize, and
which applications on the PC you are going
to synchronize that data with.

The first thing I tried to do was
to synchronize my Palmtop's
Appointment Book data with a

PDA MEMORY!

~ARD

IntelllSync tor HP ZOOLX
~IHi ulI s

_ _ __

i::i~
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Installing IntelliSync on your PC
IntelliSync installs on any 386 or better PC with at least 8 Mb RAM, 8 Mb
hard disk space, VGA or better monitor, 3.5" diskette drive, and one
available serial port. The computer
must be running Windows 95,
Windows 3.1x, Windows for
Workgroups, or Windows NT.
After installing the software, a
Windows Program Group is created, with icons for IntelliSync, a
Server Installation Utility, and
three other features . Connect the

"_.

Red(lt' fA)Ic . . . ckIt~ftcm
yt#APCtojOl HP2O'l,;.t~

The IntelliSync Main Screen lets you synchronize your data, specify configuration parameters, backup application data from
your HP 200LX to your PC, restore application
data from your PC to your 200LX, or get
online help for IntelliSync.

.

: ••• 'LJistributor inquiries welcome •• • :

··

Expanding Your World of Mobile Communications

ActlonTec ElectrOniCS, Inc. 17702 Mitchell North, IrVine, CA 92614
Tel (714) 851 8242. FAX (714) 851-8249. www achonlec com
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NEWS: intelliSync by Puma

backup copy I had on my Pc. To
test the synchronization capabilities with a desktop running
Windows 3.1, I first created backups of my Palmtops Appointment
Book and Phone Book. I didn't
want to take the chance of my data
being "synchronized" away. I
selected Appointment Book from
the Configuration screen, clicked
on IBrowsel and specified the path to
the .adb file, clicked ~ a couple of
times, and got a message telling me
that I needed to press I~ WILERI to
run the Remote Server on the
Palmtop. I did so, clicked on ~
again, and the synchronization
went on without a hitch.
Next I synchronized my
Palmtop's Phone Book with the
.PDB file on my desktop Pc.
During the synchronization
process, I got to see IntelliSync's
conflict resolution capabilities in
action. The .PDB file on my desktop was an older backup, and I had
made several changes to the
Palmtop version. Each time IntelliSync came across a conflict, it
flashed its conflict resolution screen
and let me specify which information I wanted saved to both files.
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The Choose Application screen lets you select
the application you want to sync., with and
whether you want to sync., import or export.
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IntelliSync lets you synchronize
with, export to, and import from a
number of different Personal
Information Manager (PIM) software packages . You can also
exchange .GDB Database files with
DBase, Paradox and other PC database applications.
During installation, you are
asked to pick the program(s) you
wish to work with, including: MS
Schedule+ 7.0, NetManage ECCO
3.03, Lotus Organizer 2.1, Sidekick
95 and Sidekick for Windows 1.0 &
2.0, Day-Timer Organizer 2.0 & 2.1,
and Now Up-To-Date for Windows
1.5 . The only additional PIMs I
have are the Datacard and
Calendar applications that come
with Windows 3.l.
IntelliSync only gave me the
option to Import or Export
Windows datacard and calendar
files . I followed the procedure
described, except this time I selected Windows Cardfile/Calendar
from the Configuration screen.
Importing and exporting these files
worked smoothly and effortlessly.
The only minor hitch was that
IntelliSync put Datacard's phone
numbers (placed on the line below
the name in Datacard) in the Title
field of Phone Book' s Phone Item
screen. Fortunately, IntelliSync
provides a field mapping feature
you can use to customize the synchronization process so that data
from fields in one PIM go to the
appropriate field in the other.

( a rd View
. .: • •

An effective and
inexpensive solution

Exporting Appointment Book
and Phone Book to Windows
Calendar and Datacard
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The Conflict Resolution screen lets you specify
which of conflicting data you want to be saved.

I had everything set up and was
just about to do a test synchronization when I got a phone call. I
answered it, spoke for a few minutes, hung up, and clicked on ~
to do the sync. I got an error message and no sync. What had happened was that I'd let the Palmtop
sit for more than three minutes and
it had timed out. Make sure the
Palmtop is on before attempting an
export, import, or synchronization.
Since this process is II 0 intensive,
it uses a little extra energy powering the serial port. It might be wise
to connect the Palmtop to its AC
adapter while using IntelliSync.
You' ll probably spend a little
time configuring IntelliSync for the
desktop PIM you use. This may
include a little re-mapping of data
fields. However, once this is accomplished, using IntelliSync is very
easy. All you have to do is connect
the Palmtop to the PC, run the
Remote Server on the Palmtop, and
run IntelliSync on your desktop Pc.
The process of synchronization takes
under one minute for small Phone
and Appointment Books . Larger
ones will take more time.
To my mind, it's easier to just
keep one Appointment Book and
Phone Book in your pocket all the
time. There's no need for synchronization. This works for me because
I make all my own appointments.
Physicians, on the other hand, have
an office staff making and canceling
appointments for them. They constantly have to synchronize their
personal schedule with the office
schedule. Any Palmtop user who
keeps PIM information in two or
more places needs to synchronize it.
IntelliSync provides an effective and
inexpensive solution.

Contact information from the Palmtop's Phone
Book application exported into the Windows
Datacard format looks like this.
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InetlliSync - $69.95
File transfer and synchronization software.
Contact Puma Technology, USA; Phone: 800248-2195 or 408-321-1650,· Fax: 408-4332212; Online: hUp:llwww.pumatech.com

INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

KHENG-JOO KHAW
on Windows CE
and the Future of
Handheld Computers
Hewlett-Packard's Kheng-Joo Khaw answers Hal
Goldstein's questions on new products and future directions.
Khaw is General Manager of HP's Asia Pacific Personal Computer
Division. His division is responsible for HP's handheld product line.

HP's Windows CE·
based Palmtop PC

Q: Why did HP choose Windows CE
as the operating system for a new
handheld?

looks and feels just like the PC on your
desktop.

Q: 1 was a little surprised to see
HP's announcement about a future
Windows CE-based handheld. HP
normally does not discuss a new
product unless it is ready to ship.
Why did HP decided to make the
announcement early?

A: The office desktop today is dominated by Microsoft Windows. One of
the key strengths of the HP Palmtop
PC is its ability to integrate into the
office PC environment and share information. Windows CE is an excellent
system, not only to share that information, but also to work with, since it

Q: What details can you give us
about this HP Windows CE machine?

A: Windows CE represents a significant change in the market for Palmtop
PCs. To assure that our existing
200LX customers have time to understand the impact of this change, we
decided to give an advanced preview
of the technology.
It is our belief that for many people,
the HP 200LX will remain the best
solution. The advance announcement
helps clarify, at the earliest date possible, the distinction between 200LX
and Windows CE-based handhelds.

A: The most important detail is the display. While we support everything that
Windows CE has to offer, the original
display standard from Microsoft (which
will be used by all other Windows CE

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kheng-Joo Khaw is the General Manager, Asia Pacific Personal Computer
Division, Hewlett-Packard Singapore where he is responsible for the designing, manufacturing and marketing of HP handheld products ranging from
high-end calculators to the HP Palmtop PCs. Mr. Khaw received his
Bachelors degree in Computer Engineering at Oregon State University and
his Masters degree in Business Administration at Santa Clara University,
California.
Mr. Khaw joined HP in 1973, working in Calculator Operations,
Singapore, first as Production Supervisor and then as Materials Engineer.
Since then he has worked as a variety of managerial positions, including:
R&D Project Manager, Regional Manager, and Manufacturing Manager.
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Intelli Sv.nC'"for

Today Windows CE connects to,
and synchronizes with, PCs with
the Windows 95 operating system.
At HP we believe that many customers will want to work with
Windows NT. Microsoft has
worked with us to update the
Windows CE software so that it
will connect back to a PC with
Windows NT 4.0 at the time the
new HP Palmtop PC is available.

the HP 200LX

Full synchronization or data transfer with a
wide range of popular PC applications:
Microsqft Scbedule+ 7.0, 7. 0a
Lotus Organizer 2.1
NetManage ECCO 3.03
Goldmine
Sidekick 95
Sidekick/or Windows 1.0, 2.0
Day-Timer Organiz er 2.0, 2.1
Now Up-to-Date for Windows 1.5

V
V
V
V
V
V

I

Import and Export to more applications!
Import to the HP 200LX from popular PDAs and palmtops
Automatically resolve conflicts between the HP 200LX and your PC
Keep important information safe with built-in Backup and
Restore functions
Maintain up-to-date information on your HP
200LX and your PC
Runs under Windows 95, Windows NT,
Windows for Workgroups, and Windows 3.1

Call to order today!

e.YD1fl
2940 N. First St.
San]ose, CA 9511 7

FREE connecting PC serial cable
included ($20.00 value)!

handheld manufacturers) was just not
large enough to work with word processing, spreadsheet, e-mail or webbased information. We have exclusively
designed a display that is one-third
wider than all of the other Palmtop PCs
with Windows CE, so that you can work
with PC information in the same format
that you see on a full-sized Pc.

Q: Can you elaborate on the
advantages of Windows CE?
A: There are three key advantages to
Windows CEo First, since it operates
the same as the Windows on your PC,
there is very little to learn. You know
how to use it already. Second, the
included applications are extensions
of what you already use on your Pc.
You do not have to change formats to
share information. And finally,
Windows CE automatically synchronizes your appointments, phone book
and task list with the Pc. That means
there is an automatic update of infor-

Q. HP has pioneered and led the
handheld industry for many years.
Will HP take advantage of any of
the technologies it developed in its
new Windows CE offering? In particular, what about HP Calc (invented
by the HP developers of the handheld
calculator), the strong 200LX database engine, the OmniGo organizer
flip-over hinge and graffiti, the
sticky shift key?

Tel: (800) 248-2795
Fax: (802) 658-~991
http://www.pumatech.com

mati on. For example, if you have made
changes to your appointment book on
your desktop PC, the Windows CE
unit will be instantly updated as soon
as it is connected to the Pc. There is
not even a button to push to make it
happen.
Q: How important is
PC Connectivity?

A: While we cannot comment on
products that may, or may not be
in development, we will be
announcing additional capabilities
for our new Palmtop PC with
Windows CE over the next couple
of months.

Q: How will you differentiate your
product in terms offeatures and target market from your competitors?
A: I can't speak for our competitors in
the area of target market. We will be
focused on the needs of business professionals. The display clearly differentiates the product. Over the coming
months we will be talking more about
some of the other finer points we have
designed into the new Palmtop PC
based on our experience.

A: Business people today use their
PCs as the central information source
for their operations. They would like to
be able to walk away from their desk
with this information. PC connectivity
is essential to enable this. Although
the Palmtop PC is a wonderful device
by itself, it really shines when it is
able to carry PC information anywhere
and keep it up-to-date.

Q: How would you describe the HP
200LX user as opposed to the HP
Windows CE user?

Q. I have heard conflicting statements
about Windows NT. Will the new
HP machine be compatible
with Windows NT 4.0?

A: Both are people who want to carry
up-to-date information with them anywhere. The main difference is the
operating system they have on their
PCs. In both cases the users of an HP
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Palmtop PC will have a device that
shows more information, and runs
more software, than any other product
you can hold in your hand.

New! Link-A-Printer II
Smaller size & Attached cable
Link-A-Printer II is a serial to parallel converter
that allows direct printing from your OmniGo
100 to any parallel printer. It also works with
the HP 100/200LX

Q: What will the announcement do to
Palmtop sales? Should prospective
200LX buyers wait?
A: If the HP 200LX is the right product for you today, it will be the right
product for you tomorrow . Nothing
about Windows CE will make the
200LX any less capable. In addition, if
you use Windows 3.1 or MS-DOS on
you desktop PC, the HP 200LX is the
right product for you.

Q: Certainly a large percentage of
HP 9SI1001200LX users will move up
to the newest product. How easy will
it be to transfer data, particularly
from PHONE and DATABASE with
their many data fields.
A: Just as a large percentage of DOS and

$79

Link-A-Printer II has a built-in connectivity cable that plugs in to your OmniGo
100. Since it does not require batteries or extra cable Link-A-Printer II is simple
and easy to use.

Also Available link-A-Printer I
Requires connectivity cable and optional battery Features auto
on/off fixed 9600 baud

.......

GREENWICH

Tel: 704-875-8490
Fax: 704-875-2801
Toll Free: 800-476-4070

Windows users have moved to Windows
95, so we expect many Palmtop users
will move to the new product. To make
this painless, we are including software

$59

Greenwich Instruments LTD
European Distributor
Tel: 011-44-181-302-4931
Fax: 011-44-181 -302-4933

that transfers your Phone Book and
Appointment Book to the new Palmtop
Pc. There is nothing extra to buy and no
manual effort required.

TAKE CHARGE
Of All Your Communications
With A Single Wireless Service.
ZAP_ITTM wireless service clears away the communication

clutter. Now one wireless service handles all your
communication needs. Whether messages originate
as e-mail, faxes, or phone messages, you can receive
and respond wirelessly using your laptop, palmtop,
or PDA . Now there's no need to dial in for e-mail
or call the office for phone messages and faxes.
Get 24-hour access to all your communications
with one wireless solution.

O
~

'\ \ \

. \

~

.

For more information or the name
of a participating retail store call

1-888-2-GET-DTS

X

ZAI )·1 1

DTS Wireless, 10 Woodbridge Center Drive, Woodbridge, NJ 07095
E-mail: info@dts.net • Web site: www.dtswireless.com
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Trade Up!
Trade your working or non-working HP 951100LX toward a new
HP 200LX. You'll be delighted
with our high trade in allowance
and low 200 pricing. Call today
for a fast friendly quote.
Phone: 610-588-4444
Fax: 610-588-1727
1086 S Delaware Drive
Mt. Bethel, PA 18343

~~ calculator
. ":';
' .', world
incorp()J ({fed
Repair • Buy • Sell • Trade
Q. A lot of HP 200LX users are concerned with the lack of a numeric
keypad in the new Windows CE
devices. What made you choose a
wider alpha keyboard and embedded
numeric keypad rather than standalone numeric keypad? Is there a
chance that you will offer a model
with a numeric keypad to satisfy
your traditional engineering-base
of customers?
While there are certainly customers
who prefer having a numeric keypad, the vast majority desire the
larger key spacing and key tops.
This is true of the market in general , as well as with existing HP
200LX customers. The embedded
numeric keypad in the new HP
Palmtop PC is the only one in the
Windows CE market. It makes
entry of phone numbers and
addresses much easier than it
would be with only the top row
keys.

Q: Microsoft was unsuccessful with
WinPad, its first attempt at a
Windows-like Palmtop operating
system. Did HP work closely with
Microsoft in the development of
Windows CE? Can you discuss some
of HP's input and requirements?

A: HP and Microsoft have a very close
relationship in the development of
technologies used in Palmtop PCs. Our
experience over the past five years as
a pioneer and leader in the Palmtop
PC market has been a significant influence on the development of Windows
CEo In addition, we are delivering the
wide display that is essential to make
these products true PC companions.
Q: What should we call these things
-PDA's, organizers, handheld computers or what?

A: We call them 'Palmtop PCs'. They
fit in your hand conveniently and
deliver all the best aspects of the Pc.

work very well as companions to
Windows 95 PCs. They do not connect
to PCs with Windows 3.1 or MS-DOS.
On the other hand, the 200LX Palmtop
works with Windows 3.1 and MSDOS. HP is the only Company that can
address the range of operating systems
running on PCs today.
Q: How does the GEOS operating
system and the HP OmniGo organizers fit into the picture.

A: The HP OmniGo 100 and 120 are
, very different products that address a
different market need. As organizers,
they are a convenient way to work
with information on a stand-alone
basis at a very attractive price.

Q. I understand that DOS is an old
operating system. However, HP
200LX users really appreciate the
wealth of good software available
ready to run on the 200LX. How
come DOS was not included in the
specifications for Windows CE?

HP 200LX Line
Q: Even though HP has announced
a forthcoming Windows CE machine
It. also seems to be promoting the HP '
200LX line. Can you give us any
details or insights into these new HP
Palmtop initiatives, such as wireless
solutions and price reductions.

A: The HP 200LX is the market leader
today and will remain a significant
player in the Palmtop PC market for
the foreseeable future. With the maturity of the HP 200LX, we are able to
offer some advanced features that are
just getting started on Windows CE and
at the same time pass on cost reductions
that have come about over time as we
have developed our leadership position.
For customers who need the benefits of
the HP 200LX, we have simply made it
a better value product. We want to
make it clear that the product remains a
key part of the HP product line.
Q: Won't the Palmtop and Windows
CE lines compete with each other?

A: Windows CE-based Palmtop PCs
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••
-LINK

The easy way to transfer files between yO).lr
palmtop and desktop

-+ FAST - 80,000 Bytes/Sec
-+ Easy to use - Works just like a floppy
disk drive.

-+ Convenient - plug in installation to
your parallel printer port.

-+ For both ATA flash and battery backed
up SRAM cards. Model CL683 also
allows use of type III hard drives.
Model CL680 for lYPe I and lYPe II cards.
$179.95
Model CL683 for lYPe I. II and III cards.
$189.95

Steele Creek Technologles. Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charlotte, NC 28278
Phone or Fax: 704-588- 1780

A: The key reason for Windows CE
is to present an interface similar to
the standards existing on desktop
PCs today and in the future.
Palmtop PC software has to be
designed with efficiency in mind
for the small size. Including additional software to support MS-DOS
would not address either of these
key requirements. For people who
prefer to work with the MS-DOS
operating system on a handheld,
HP will continue to produce and
support the HP 200LX platform.

advanced communication product that
can be used only with digital cellular
systems. Unfortunately the U.S. is
behind Europe and the Asia Pacific
region in the implementation of digital
cellular. Until this changes, the HP
OmniGo 700LX will not be available
in the U.S.

invitations to come to HP handheld
user events. You once mentioned to
me you spent a whole day just watching consumers in a retail setting
where HP handheld products were
sold. What are some of the things you
have learned from watching and talking to customers?

Q: Will there be a HP 700LX-type
machine (digital cellular phone
integrated with Palmtop) based
on Windows CEo

A: Our customers want products that
get the job done. The latest technology is not the important factor. We
focus on the latest technology only
when it helps get the job done, not just
for "gee whiz" impact. That's probably the most important thing we have
learned from our customers. In addition, customers who use our products
know a lot more about the potential
uses than we could ever imagine on
our own.

Q: How long will HP continue to sell
and support the HP 200LX?

A: We are considering a specific product at this point and are not able to discuss other products that may, or may
not, be in development.

A : As long as people want to buy
them. Right now, we are not planning
to discontinue the HP 200LX.

Customer Relations

Q: Can we expect to see the HP
OmniGo 700LX communicator in
the U.S. any time soon?

A: The HP OmniGo 700LX is a very

Trans PC Card
Universal Parallel Port

Q: I have always been impressed by
how approachable you are and by
your desire to get as much good input
as possible. You are quick to accept

Q: How can customers send you their
ideas and concerns?
A: Customers can always talk to me at
various conferences and trade shows. I

The MagicRAM Flash Storage Solution
.., 100% Plug & Play
.., Low cost, high capacity storage
.., No batteries required
.., Super low power usage for longer palmtop battery life
.., High performance solid state technology
.., Fully compatible with HP Palmtops and other PCMCIA based computers
.., Withstands 1000G of shock

The PC Card with Fast Parallel Port and Flash for:
• Connection to parallel devices: 1OOMS Zip, etc.
• Printing to standard parallel printers from DOS
and System Manager Applications
• Transfer and management of files between PCs
(software is on the Card flash - Drive A:)
• The Card is Type I, compatible with Notebook PCs
and HP 100 / 200 /700LX, 1000CX
• Very low power requirement and installation upon
insertion and turning Palmtop ON
• Compatible with DOS 5.0 and all Windows versions

Trans PC Card with Trans Flex Cable, Manual,
Quick Reference and backup disk is $149.00
For more information and dealer nearest you please' call:

Trans Digital Corporation
39210 State Street, Suite 105
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: (510) 745·9777 • Fax: (510) 745·9937

.., Rugged stainless steel covers for maximum protection
.., 4MB to 170MB using pre-loaded data compression software
.., Lifetime warranty

4MB Flash Card
8MB Flash Card
12MB Flash Card
16MB Flash Card
20MB Flash Card
40MB Flash Card
80MB Flash Card
170MB Flash Card

(up
(up
(up
(up
(up
(up
(up
(up

to 4MB)
to 8MB)
to 12MB)
to 16MB)
to 20MB)
to 40MB)
to 80MB)
to 170MB)

$ 129.00
$169.00
$209.00
$259.00
$309.00
$499.00
$899.00
$1799.00

Distributor
and Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

To Order Call: 1·800·272·6242
1850 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90057 USA
Tel: 213-413-9999 Fax: 213-413-0828
e-mail: info@magicram.com
Internet: http://www.magicram.com
MagicRAM is a trademark of MagicRAM, Inc.
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A: Contrary to popular perceptions,
handheld computing is a significant
business today. The public perception
has been set by some well publicized
failures. Within HP, we are a division
devoted solely to handheld computing.
Now that standards are being established across a broad range of players,
the market will see even faster growth.

illtimate Palmtop Computer LightTM
Ends Non-backlit Screen Visibility Problems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allows productive use of time in dim planes, trains, autos, hotels & mtg. rooms
Evenly illuminates display, keyboard and work area without disturbing others
Top-quality, patented design for any PDAlPocket Organizerlhandheld video game
Sleek, compact, lightweight
Essential tool for mobile professionals
Includes soft travel case, (6" x 2-3/16" x I"), DC Vehicle Adapter w. hi-lo dimmer
+ four spare bulbs -- clear & red (for night use)
• Uses AA batteries (not included)
• 30-day, money-back guarantee
• Only $29.95 for PCL 300 ($24.95 for PCL 200 wlo DC Vehicle Adapter)
+ $4 USA shipping/handling
AmexiMClVisa ~

To Order, Call:

800 771 3600
_

_

http://world.std.com/-asfl

attend several every year. In addition,
we read the HP Hand forum on
CompuServe and have a feedback area
on our Web site at www.hp .com
Ihandheldl. Please do send your comments and ideas.

The Future of
Handhelds in the
Market Place
Q: I understand that HP wants the
Windows CE to become the standard
operating system for handheld computers. Why?

A: Standards are required for broad
market acceptance of any technology.
Without standards, people are nervous
about making an investment in development or learning a system. With
standards , you can count on your
development and learning efforts pay-

r

S

. '

__

ASF Assoc Ltd • The Personal Portable Ughllng Experts
Box 625 Merrick, NY 11566

Volume Pricing Availab le

Fax
800 625-6897 ' 516-868-6897
_~ Phone 800 936-3638 • 516-868-3638

ing off over a long period of time. The
partnership between HP, with its leadership position in Palmtop PCs, and
Microsoft, with its leadership position
in operating systems and applications ,
is a natural one for promoting standards to help the entire industry grow.
Q: How committed is HP to handheld
computing devices?

A: The virtual office is an essential part
of our future. As people become more
mobile, convenient computing devices
become more important. Handheld computing is a strategic area for HP, and we
intend to continue being a leader in
delivering innovations that make it easier to compute on the go.
Q: The whole category of handheld
computers and PDAs has been slow
in winning widespread recognition
and acceptance in the marketplace.
Why do you think this has happened?
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Q: What will need to change so that
not just vi~iunaries, but mainstream
users will adopt the Palmtop PC?

'A: We have been getting our direction
from visionaries for years now. We
also receive a great deal of input from
mainstream users. Users like CocaCola's delivery personnel in Brazil,
insurance sellers in many countries,
and even the people who run the
Dutch railway system. While in many
cases a visionary was involved in initiating projects like these, the users are
mainstream people. Now that standards are coming to the market it will
be even easier for mainstream users to
take advantage of the technology
without needing visionaries to lead the
way. Visionaries will still have the
leadership roles in how far Palmtop
PCs get stretched to their full potential,
such as with wireless communications.
Q: It's been five years since the HP
95LX was introduced. Can you
describe your vision of handheld
computing five years from now?

A: Palmtop PCs will gain more capabilities of the desktop Pc.
The HP 95LX wa s a dramatic
breakthrough, but when it ran DOS, at
that time, the world was already moving toward Windows. Now, we are
delivering Windows CE only about
one year after Windows 95 came to the
market. In addition, Windows CE is
actually a multi-threader operating system, as is the present Windows NT. Use
your imagination about what is built into
the typical PC today and you can envision what may be possible in the
Palmtop PC of five years from now.

EWS

A First Look at the
New Windows CE
Handheld PC
Hewlett-Packard's Windows CE handheld PC, to
be introduced in mid-1997.

Will HP Palmtop users want to switch?
By Hal Goldstein

HP ZOO LX - Alive and Well

As you glance through this first
issue of 1997, you will see that the
HP 200LX platform is alive and
well. The featured story of HP
Palmtop developments in Japan,
HP's announcement of the new 4
megabyte Palmtop, and the new
Windows-to-200LX Puma IntelliSync product demonstrate the
strength of this platform . Still
many of us are excited, or at least
curious about HP's upcoming
Palmtop due out in the middle of
the year.
Many of us complain that
when we finally take the plunge for
a new computer product, a newer,
upgraded version gets introduced
the following week. This time,
however, HP is giving us a little
lead time on the introduction and'
Palmtop users can take the time to
make an intelligent choice whether
to stay with the HP 200LX platform
or move to the world of Windows
CEo In this column I will try to give
you some information to support
your decision whatever it may be.
Seven announced
Windows CE Handheld PC's

At the Fall 1996 COMDEX I saw
prototypes or actual shipping units
of the seven announced Windows

CE units . Check out my column
last issue (also posted on our
www.thaddeus.com Web site) for
an overview of Windows CE. All
the machines have built into ROM
the Windows CE user interface that
has the look and feel of Windows
95. This gives the Windows CE
user the ability to seamlessly synchronize, communicate, and
exchange information with Windows 95/NT-based PCs. Included
in each Windows CE system is
Pocket Microsoft Word, Pocket
Excel, communications software,
and an information manager that
includes Calendar, Contacts, and
Tasks . In addition, Windows CE
systems all sport accessories and
utilities that includes a two-city
world clock, a calculator, a solitaire
game, plus a RAM-install able version of Internet Explorer. Each
Windows CE device comes with a
cordless plastic pen that acts like a
mouse when tapped on the touch
screen . Each system supports a
PCMCIA slot and comes with an
IRDA infrared port and a serial
port.
As of this writing Casio,
Compaq, and NEC, are shipping
their Windows CE handhelds.
Physically, the Casio and Compaq
handhelds are the same machine.
CD software bundles and distribution strategy will distinguish them.

Both units have backlighting and
support digital exchange of photos
from Casio QV10/100 digital cameras. NEC's keyboard has a different feel than the Casio. Also, rather
than having four megabytes of
ROM software, the NEC MobilePro
has 8 megabytes of ROM software
included . Hitachi and LG Electronics will ship CE handhelds similar to one another and probably
II
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The Windows CE information manager
includes Calendar (top), Contacts (middle)
and Tasks (bottom) options.
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both will include a built-in fax
/modem.
Philips is the most innovative
of the bunch. It has a built-in voice
recorder. Files are stored as WA V
files, 16 minutes per megabyte.
Such a unit could be used to record
contact info at trade shows, ideas
when thinking of them, parking
place locations, and other brief
messages. The Philips device will
also include a fax/modem. However, Phillips had to sacrifice other
hardware features to include this
innovation. There is no PCMCIA
slot in the main unit. It has two
smaller slots that can hold DRAM one of those slots is for ROM upgrades. At this time 4 Mb is the
maximum size for the slots. There
is an add-on attachment that supports a PCMCIA card.

A look at HP's
Windows CE handheld
I have had a lot of talks with HP
Palmtop people about Windows
CEo They really want Win CE to be
THE STANDARD handheld PC
operating system, so that a user can
feel confident of software and support no matter what brand he buys.
However, even with a common
operating system supporting the
same third party applications, each
handheld will have its own
strengths and limitations. HP
understands this, and given its
hardware and marketplace experience, it feels it is in an excellent
position to compete, once there is a
real marketplace to compete in.
HP is going to focus on its corporate, vertical markets, rather
than on retail distribution. In other
words the Windows CE HP unit
will be no easier (and probably
harder) to find than the HP 200LX
in stores.
HP will wait until mid-1997 to
introduce its Windows CE handheld, which will have a larger
screen with higher pixel resolution.
HP feels that this display will give

them a significant competitive
advantage that they will be able to
maintain for some time.
In fact, many potential users
will want to wait for the HP
machine with its wider screen with
640 x 240 pixel resolution rather
than the smaller standard 480 x 240
screen on the other machines. The
higher resolution mens that, unlike
its competitors, the HP screen will
look like a normal-sized desktop
PC screen so that e-mail, web
pages, fax, and word processing
and spreadsheet text can be viewed
in more presentable and familiar
formats. In addition, the higher
end HP model will have a compact
flash slot (in addition to a PC card
slot) and backlighting. This means
that users will have more flexibility
in choosing wireless, fax/modem,
and storage options.

The HP keyboard
HP Palmtop Paper contributor,
Conrad D. Cox, 76164.467@compuserve.com, had the following to
say about the new HP keyboard.
"I played with the HP prototype.
Compared to the other Windows
CE devices, it had the feel of a full
sized keyboard. Now, I know that
statement will raise an eyebrow or
two.
"The HP prototype's keyboard
possessed none of the typical HP
'calculator keyboard' feel. The rectangular keys felt solid under my
fingertips. No wobble or 'slop,' so
the keys are always exactly where
you expect them.
"The HP keyboard keys exhibited about 50% more vertical travel
top to bottom (that is, from a key
not pressed to fully depressed)
when compared to my HP 100LX. I
didn't feel a solid 'click' which didn't concern me. The travel felt perfect for me when typing with the
unit sitting on a table. But cradling
the unit in my hands and typing
with my thumbs felt a bit odd . I
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think it was a combination of the
extended key travel and all the
new-found space between the keys.
" All in all, I liked the keyboard
very much."

I

A final note on the HP keyboard.
Unlike the HP 200LX there are no
function keys or application keys.
There is an embedded numeric
keypad (other WinCE machines
don't even have that). HP does
have a "Fn" key that the other
machines don't have which could
mean support for extra functionality by third parties.

Will you want to switch
from the HP Palmtop?
Will existing Palmtop users want
to switch? HP has fully embraced
and encouraged the WinCE philosophy: create a "standard" handheld operating system with familiar-looking, standard PIMs (look
and feel of Win95, Word, Excel);
create an environment that encourages third parties to write software
solutions.
Unlike the HP 95LX/100LX,
invented by Corvallis engineers,
Windows CE machines are first and
foremost a creation of marketing.
Microsoft and the other participating companies want to move the
handheld PC market from a relative-

6.)4 PM

The Windows CE comes with built-in versions
of MS-Word (top) and MS-Excel (bottom).

DoubleFlash Plus

ACE Technologies sets the standard with the next generation in PCMCIA
FlashRAM storage, featuring faster data access, larger capacity, lower prices per
megabyte and a one year warranty. New 32K buffer for up to 400% faster data
access than previous ATA FlashRAM cards. No batteries required-ever! No moving parts, and is easy to install. Simply plug and play. ACE's DoubleFlash Plus
cards are solid state and laser-welded in a durable stainless steel case. Available
storage size of up to 80MB, with patented LZS built-in Stacker data compression.
The ACE DoubleFlash Plus is your solid state, storage solution!

DoubleFlash Plus Storage Cards
Sizes available:

6MB • 10MB • 20MB
40MB • 60MB • 80MB

Please Call for Current Pricing

To Order:

800-825-9977

Ace carries a fulllille of accessories for the HP Palmtop, please call for a product catalog or visit our web page.

ACE Technologies, Inc.

592 Weddell Drive, Suite 6, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Telephone: (408) 734-0100 Fax: (408) 734-3344
www.ace-tech.com (HP Palmtop Accessories)
www.palmtop.com (Windows CE Accessories)
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o & A Software,

Inc.

The Leaders in HP Palmtop Software Development

Our commercial products include:
•
•
•
•

WWW/LX - A Palmtop Web Browser
ABC/LX - Advanced Battery Charging program
VOLT!LX - Battery Monitoring program
More exciting programs coming in 1997!
'UM #I.2¥"Q'I".ZlfI ra M

.'C'M'c',

..

Also missing on the CE handheld
are HP innovations such as HP
Calc, the wonderful 200LX Database engine, the HP OmniGo organizer fold-over screen, and even
the" sticky" shift key (at least on
the prototype). HP states that third
party developers will provide custom solutions such as advanced
calculators and database engines
for those who require them. As a
user of a souped up HP 200LX with
memory and speed upgrades, an
85 Meg SanDisk PC Card with tons
, of useful DOS software, I am not
ready to give up my 200LX.
However, as you will see below, a
Windows CE handheld will be an
ideal tool for many professionals.

WWW!LX Visits the HP Palmtop Paper Online

Windows CE primed for success
Contact 0 & A Software to develop and market your vertical application program.

o & A Software, Inc.
920 Hampshire Road, Suite A
Westlake Village, CA 91361

Telephone: 805-370-1088
E-mail: info@dasoft.com
http://www.dasoft.com

ly small (even though enthusiastic)
group of buyers to the mainstream.
From market-driven specifications,
Microsoft did a nice job of software
engineering to produce a useable
Windows CE operating system in its
first release. From what I gather, the
Windows CE operating system is
surprisingly stable and solid.
Windows CE is based on a
"desktop-centric" model. A
Windows CE device is a "PC
Companion ." It is designed to
carry desktop data on the go. The
ability to synchronize Windows
95/Windows CE data is a fundamental capability of Windows CE
handhelds.
Many HP 200LX users operate
in a "handheld-centric" rather than
"desktop-centric" environment. In
other words we use our HP 200LX
as our "main" computer since on it
we perform our most important
functions, store our most critical
data and have it available at any

time. We use desktops and laptops
secondarily. They are used for
word-processing and e-mail convenience, when we require using software on our network, or when we
want to run a large Windows program that won't work on our
Palmtop. As time goes on this distinction may get blurred. Puma
IntelliSync software lets HP 200LX
users synchronize with their
Windows applications (see page 7).
Third party Windows CE solutions
will allow Windows CE handhelds
to be more self-sufficient.
Even so, I think power users of
the HP 200LX will be initially disappointed with the Windows CE
platform, at least until a solid crop
of third party solutions appear. HP
200LX users will find that the CE
handheld has no numeric keyboard, limited built-in RAM (at
least in initial releases), weaker
PIMs, no ability to run high-speed
modems efficiently, and no DOS.
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The Microsoft-HP strategy for popularizing handhelds in the general
marketplace is brilliant both in
design and, so far, in execution.
Seven of the strongest internationally-based companies, and literally
hundreds of smaller companies
have joined together to create
Windows CE handheld PCs and
applications for them. Everyone of
those companies is working for the
success of the Windows CE platform in order to be successful
themselves. These companies have
all bought into the vision that HP
Palmtop Paper readers accept as a
given - that handheld PC's are
useful, enjoyable, vital productivity-enhancing tools.
From a business standpoint,
servicing a larger market of more
mainstream Win95/WinCE users
should be a great opportunity for
my company, Thaddeus Computing. Microsoft and HP are
enthusiastic about our upcoming
Handheld PC Magazine. Both
Microsoft and HP want to support
all efforts to promote WinCE as
THE standard handheld PC operating system. (It turns out key
Microsoft Windows CE marketing
folks are big fans of the HP 200LX
and The HP Palmtop Paper).

The IBM Modem Saver

Announcing

ACE's Five Star Power Utility Pack

$89.00

The Modem Saver alerts you to digital line telephone jacks that can damage your modem. This is a must for
travelers using unfamiliar phone
jacks! Using this invaluable device
is simple. Just plug it into a telephone jack
and remember what mom told you: green
means go, red means stop.

IBM Modem Saver (Part No. GEN-MSAVER) ...................... $25

Magnify!
Magnify's "lens" enlarges selected text up to 4x its original size.
Activate it in all built-in applications, with its HotKey feature. Autoalign with rows and columns in your Phonebook entries. Navigate
the lens with the arrow keys and quick keys. With Magnify, text is
EASY to read, and quick to locate.

ACE-Link
File transfers made simple. Valuable memory space is saved
because ACE-link doesn 't require installation to a PC or on the
Palmtop. ACE-link is compatible with Windows environments, DOS
and OS/2. Use the Palmtop's Filer to transfer data between Palmtop
and PC at speeds of up to 115K. (File transfers require a serial
cable. Ask us about ACE's serial cable)

ACE-FAX

Get connected cable-free, with the
Megahertz 14.4 PCMCIA modem.
Plug your telephone line into the
patented "X-Jack" line connector instead of using an additional cable or phone adapters.
Its V.42 compression saves up to
75% phone time and requires no disk
space to use. Works with the 100/200LX and with most
laptops. Contains "Fax Works Data 3.0 for Megahertz"
Windows Data/Fax software for your PC and is fully compatible with your Palmtop, by using ACE-FAX faxing software, from our Five Star Power Utility Pack. (ACE-FAX is
not included with modem)

Megahertz Modem

(Part No. IN1414) ..........................

$139

Serial to Parallel Direct Cable

This DOS-based fax program is designed with the unique needs of
the HP Palmtop user in mind. It gives you basic ASCII facsimile
transmission ability, along with fax reception of text, graphics, photos and illustrations. ACE-FAX features a modular format that allows
you to choose which program functions you wish to use. If you
want to use ACE-FAX only for receiving faxes, for instance, you can
save space on your C: drive by installing only the program's fax
reception module on your Palmtop. Other features of ACE-FAX provide you with the ability to create faxable files from standard word
processing documents and the option of viewing and/or printing
faxes you have received.

ACE's new DIRECTcable is the perfect printing solution
for your HP Palmtop. Now you can print directly from
your Palmtop to most parallel printers. Your HP Palmtop
serial port is automatically converted to a parallel interface with the DIRECTcable's built-in electronics. No additional software, cables or external batteries needed.

Serial to Parallel Direct Cable

(Part No. SPDIR) ............

$79

Serial to Parallel Printing Converler

APPMAN!
AppMAN! increases the Application Manager's capabilities to launch
DOS-based programs. You can launch your favorite DOS programs
without having to exit System Manager, a feature that saves you
time and makes multi-tasking possible. '

BATTman

Megahertz Modem
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which monitors your
Palmtop's batteries and
provides safe power management. You no longer have to worry
about losing your data. BATIman's write-protection feature informs
you if you do not have enough memory to write to a file. You are
alerted by an indication screen and a beep when your batteries are
low. Supports Alkaline, Lithium, Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-MetalHydride AA batteries for the 100/200LX. BATIman automatically
launches when it is installed in your AUTO EXEC. BAT file, so there is
no launching every time you turn on your Palmtop. All settings are
maintained even after you reboot or reset your Palmtop.
TljP....

An essential item for portable printing,
this gem connects your HP serial cable
(F1 015A or A 1015A) to the Centronics
port of any parallel printer. The converter
draws its power completely from the
parallel printer saving you a bundle on
batteries.

{llk..,.l~np

Serial to Parallel Converter (Part No. SPlOO) ................. $69

To Order

800-825-9977
Ace carries a full line of accessories for the HP Palmtop,
please call for a product catalog or visit our web page.

Five Star Power Utility Pack (Part No. SW-SSTAR) .... $89.00
ACE Technologies,

592 Weddell Drive, Suite 6, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Tel: (408) 734-0100
Fax: (408) 734-3344
www.ace-tech.com (HP Palmtop Accessories)
www.palmtop.com (Windows CE Accessories)
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If Windows CE becomes popular we can expect to see many variations of Windows CE computers.
For example, we might see
machines with numeric keypads,
AA-driven subnotebook-sized
units with fax/modems for word
processing and e-mail, and other
machines with third party handwriting recognition software built
into ROM. It'll be interesting to see
what appears.
Although some third party
developers are already delivering
handwriting recognition solutions,
Microsoft is down playing such
possibilities, perhaps due to the
negative publicity from the POA
marketplace. However, at his
Windows CE announcement, Bill
Gates said that the versions of
Windows CE machine to be
released in Japan and throughout
Asia sometime next year will support some kind of handwriting
recognition and character generation capability.

cerned, it's got all the things I've
wished for - VGA, backlighting,
touch screen, etc. It does provide 80
column in most circumstances, and
in most applications and utilities
I've examined there is the ability to
change fonts or zoom. It works for
me in most situations."

Mixed reviews of the screen on
existing Windows CE handhelds

"I've been playing with my new
Cassiopeia for the last two weeks,
and have a few observations. I
have purposely lent out my 200LX

Many users will find the HP 200LX
screen better than any of the
Windows CE screens seen thus far.
The reason is that the pen recognition touchscreen requires an extra
layer of screen hardware. A significant number of users were so disappointed with the screen that they
returned their Casio Cassiopea, even
though it supports backlighting.
Balancing this option out,
some users love the display.

Favorable reviews of
Windows CE handhelds

The people who seem to like
Windows CE machines over the
HP 200LX are those who mainly
use their handheld for word processing and e-mail, and who use
Windows 95 or Windows NT on
their PCs. Those who use the
200LX for a variety of functions
including calculation, database and
DOS will probably keep their HP
200LX for a good while.
Don Hergert, who commented
on the screen above, goes on to say:

so I won't be constantly looking
back over my shoulder at what I
used to have and do. The 200LX is
a marvelous platform - it is just
time for me to move on since the
new stuff is out. Please take my
comments in context - they are
just observations - the jury is still
out on these new Handheld PCs.
"Not to say the Casio Cassiopeia is perfect - there are some
bugs that one has to work around,
and I have listed the ones I've
found below. But to me this unit
,has collected most of the improvements that palmtoppers have been
requesting over the last couple of
years. I'm happy with it.
"1 was having problems, failed
writes, with my Flashdisks SanOisk's SOP5-10's. I found the
solution to the problem is to create
a subdirectory on the disks, and
put all Files in that subdirectory.
"I've been using two different
modems with the unit - the external pocket modem dials properly,
but the internal modem doesn't so I
have to manual dial with it. Also,
the Casio won't recognize connect
strings from either unit at 14400
kbs, so I have to set it to 19200 kbs

Don Hergert at
72235.32@compuserve.com states:
"I actually like the screen. I have
used a myriad of palmtops, and to
me in most regards the screen on the
Casio Cassiopea is superior to them.
To me the backlighting is not a joke.
I can use the system easily in very
dark situations, which I could never
do with other palmtops without a
flashlight. As far as the screen is con-

Casio's Cassiopeia handheld PC with the Windows CE operating system built in.
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where it works. The batteries only
last up to 30 minutes best case with
the internal modem - maybe more
if you set it to 2400 kbs. That was
also the case with my HP 200LX, so
I wasn't surprised.
"As far as communications
(one of my main requirements) are
concerned, if you're going to use
the Terminal program, the VT-IOO
emulation on the Cassiopeia handheld is very primitive - border
line dashes aren't converted to
graphic lines, partial screen scroll
with protected fields doesn't work
(although I don't know if that is a
part of the true VT-IOO specification), etc. Also, there are no upload
or download protocols provided.
You can capture text, and send text,
but that's it. You can download off
of the web using Pocket Internet
Explorer, but I haven't seen it do
uploading at all. Terminal does do
the job, mostly, at least well
enough that I can call in to work
and maintain my Unix minicom-

puters with this unit instead of the
HP 200LX I used to carry. And I
can use it to peruse CompuServe
and Delphi as long as they support
text - afterward, hopefully, the
Pocket Internet Explorer will fill
the bill. Terminal's zoom function
is also helpful. The terminal program on the HP Palmtop is much
superior, though. I haven't tried
the Mail functionality at all yet.
And yes, I can still hook my high
speed acoustical coupler to this
system and a cellular phone for cellular telecommunications.
"Of course the biggest thing I
miss is DOS compatibility. I miss
playing Battle Chess and Mahjong,
and Flight Simulator. I miss the
MIDI player, and myoId reliable
Quick C compiler. But even though
I had those and other things on the
200LX, I honestly only seldom used
them, just to wow myself or others.
So really, I miss showing off that
the 200LX can do these things.
"Instead I get the smooth syn-

TechRAM™

DiskDock™

4MB Upgrade

Low-cost Backup or Auxiliary Storage
System using PCMCIA Technology

Attention 200LX users you can
increase your internal RAM to a total
of 5MBs. Some newer machines can
actually achieve 6MBs.

• Backup your Notebook or Laptop
with a high-speed, low cost
2-1/2" Hard Drive
• Great for systems requiring
security
• Removable-portable-compact
• PCMCIA to IDE interface

Free up the PCMCIA slot for
modem or other use!

Pricing:
4MB TechRAM & TechSpeed Kits .. ... $31 4
4MB TechRAM Kit.. .......... .. .......... ...... $289
TechSpeed Kit. .... ... ..... ...... .. .. .......... ..$50
Shipping not included
Visa & Mastercard Accepted
Warranties:
I year parts, 30 day money back guarantee, 90
day palmtop warranty (physical
damage excluded, U.S. Only)
Check out our web page for more
details and latest prices.
Quantity discounts available.
Sorry 951.X users no memory upgrade options are
available at this time.The use of the upgrade kits
will void your HP warranty.

..-_ ~~

chronization with my Win95
Desktop, multiple font Excel and
Word, and a really clean implementation of the Win95-WinNT4
user interface on a pocketable Pc.
AND, I get a real browser, which
doesn't have to skip the graphics or
sounds (although I have just confirmed it isn't Java enabled yet).
This is all packaged in a system
whose speed can keep up with my
desktop system pretty decently.
"In my use of other palmtops,
I've seldom used the PIM-type applications. MS Schedule+ seems pretty
nice, as are the Task and Contact
applications. But I cannot really provide comparison details. Also I really
didn't like or use the HP 200LX number key pad. It was very nicely done,
but for me it was taking up valuable
real estate. I can certainly understand
others requiring this feature. The
Cassiopeia keyboard is closer to one
with which I can touch type than my
200LX keyboard, although it is still
not easy to do."

PalmTop Adaptor
External Power
• Enables Notebooks and
Laptops to use devices
requiring more power, i.e.
PCMCIA Hard Disks

Times2 Tech
105 Maple Street· Maylene,AL 35114
Email: mack@traveUer.com
Web: hnp:l/www.bhm.tis.net{-mack
Phone: 205-620-1408
Fax: 205.{)20-5205

European dealer Rundel Datentechnik
Asian dealer Times2 AsiaPac Technologies
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Physician Don Vine
at 71147.2013@compuserve.com

"One of my favorite uses of a palmtop has been reading medical material that I need to keep up in my
field. Sources include a wealth of
material in ASCII format, from
medical abstracts, obtainable from
information services like Knowledge Index on Compuserve, to
material you can cut and paste
from sources on medical CD ROM.
Non-medical information I enjoy
includes Scientific American articles
obtainable from AOL, and Atlantic
Monthly or Time articles available
on the Internet.
"Pocket Word permits me to
load this material, convert it to 14
point bold and comfortably read
for long periods under a variety of
lighting conditions. This capability
virtually eliminates the need to
purchase paperbacks for cross
country flights. And for those that
enjoy old novels, there are abundant resources on the Internet. The
largest file I've dealt with was
about 150 Kb, but I understand file
size is limited only by available
memory.
"Since multiple documents can
be opened at once, I can switch if I
become bored and if I want to
highlight material I can change it to
italics or bold . If I want to take
notes, I can simply pen click or
ALT-Tab to another word document and transfer it to my PC
when I'm finished and it is convenient.
"If I need to make a call, or
look up an appointment, I tap the
pen on an icon to "hot-pen" to the
appropriate application, do my
thing, then continue reading.
"If, for some reason, I want to
convert the ASCII document to an
outline, this can be done by creating headings while reading.
"One potential use of this feature is the ability to locate material
you have already reviewed more
quickly. Another is the availability
of software that converts word

documents directly to HTML format (eg HTML-Transit) . This
means you could work on material
you want to post to the Internet
while away from your desktop
then perform the conversion when
finished."
Jack Nolan
at 73663.63@compuserve.com

Jack first describes limitations and
then confesses he likes his
Windows CE machine quite a bit:
"Word and Excel are stripped
down. No spell checker. No graphics. No charts. File formats are not
directly compatible with the desktop programs but do convert flawlessly.
"Excel and Work files are converted on the desktop, not the
Handheld Pc. Therefore, giving a
Pocket Excel or Pocket Word document to someone who does not
have the Handheld PC software on
his computer (via e-mail, SRAM,
etc.) is not possible.
.. E-mail works great; however,
there is no attachment capability.
Faxing works great; however, it is
send only. (This Casio-supplied fax
software is limited to text-only but
an upgrade is available.) There is
no handwriting recognition. There
is no drawing capability.
"Synchronization works flawlessly and quickly, as good as, or
better than Pilot.
"Application speed is generally very good, although the
Schedule Plus can be a little slow
putting together the agenda. There
is no monthly view in the agenda.
"Having made my objective
observations about its limitations, I
love the thing! I have been looking
for a device like this for years. A
real Windows computer that fits in
your pocket! A replacement to the
HP 100LX which is a real DOS
computer that fits in your pocket.
And it already works MUCH better
than the first generation laptops
running Windows did.
"Furthermore, the list of com-
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panies that plan to support
Windows CE is awesome! (See the
Microsoft CE web under hardware
and software suppliers.) The software and hardware is going to get
better real fast! I'm sure that within
a few months there will be a solution to every limitation I've mentioned.
"And for those frustrated
Palmtop and Newton users, just
think, you don't even have to wait
for a proper Connectivity kit, it
comes with the Handheld PC!"

Windows CE limitations

Besides the screen and lack of DOS
support, users have voiced other
concerns.
Clarence Breskovic at
75151.370@compuserve.com
"I picked one up at Computer
City today and at once fell in love
with it, after having tried everything else from HP-95LX to 200LX,
Sharp Zaurus, and Pilot 5000 .
However, I was quickly disenchanted when I found out that you
can't print from the @#$%% I\ thing!
You have to go through a desktop
computer to print! You can't just
point the infrared port at a HP
Laserjet IR port and print!"
Chelly Catlin at
75470.231@compuserve.com

"There is no global find feature .
That means that you can't search
all documents on your Handheld
PC for a text string. It would sure
be nice to have it. The Task/
Contact/Schedule databases each
have a search utility that extends
only to the individual application.
A bigger problem is that I haven't
found a search function in the
Handheld PC Explorer - this
means I'm unable to search for
documents (Word, Excel) by title
(let alone content)."

Victor Roberts at
70413.1423@compuserve.com
"So Pocket Excel doesn't have
either macros or graphs. Since 1-2-3
on the 100/200LX has both, it
seems that the WinCE machines
will be a giant step backward. (A
cynic might even say that since
extensive market research shows
that 51 % of potential WinCE users
don't use these functions, they are
not needed by any users.)
"The fact that there is no file
attachment in e-mail software
seems like a serious omission.
Microsoft is selling us this portable
computer which has the specific
advantage of being able to
read/write files that are at least
somewhat compatible with their
standard desktop applications. Yet,
they have not provided any way
for the out-of-office person to get
new files or return revised ones!"

Ray Kumpat
71773.1274@compuserve.com
"If HP Calc is not on HP's Windows
CE machine and there is not a numeric keypad, it is worthless to me. "

Programmer Dan Rowley. at
74777.2620@compuserve.com
Dan is at Innovative Computer
Solutions developers of TakeNote!
a notepad for Windows CE (published by LandWare, www.landware.com). He notes:
"Windows CE software publishers will need to provide separate executable (versions) for the
different microprocessors running
Windows CE (currently three).
Even though it's just supposed to
be a 'simple recompile' there are
differences between the platforms
that need to be accounted for. For
example, The MIPS based units
from Phillips and NEC don't have
floating point units, so when you
compile for MIPS, an additional

Thaddeus Computing announces
Handheld PC Magazine
to support the new Windows CE Handhelds
Handheld PC Magazine is a bi-monthly Thaddeus Computing publication, due Mid-1997, exclusively for Windows CE handheld computer
users. Subscription price is $34.95 1 year, $59.95 2 years. Each issue is
crammed with tips, articles and reviews that focus on built-in software
and third-party solutions. Autobiographies describe how professionals
use their handheld PC's to solve everyday challenges.

Special, pre-publication
offer until March 31 - $29.95 for 1 year, $49.95 2 years.
(Outside North America add $18 per year shipping).

Bonuses with subscription:
1:1 Annual Windows CE Buyer's Guide - complete listing of known commercial Windows CE products plus best shareware and freeware
1:1 Goodies Disk - best 25 pieces of Windows CE freeware and shareware
1:1 Special report: "12 Things every Windows CE user should know"

How To Subscribe (3 ways):
1.

E-MAIL usat:orders@thaddeus.com

Be sure to include your name, address, phone, and fax if you have one.
Leave your Master Card, Visa or AMEX number and expiration date.
2.

PHONE us at: 515-472 6330 or 800-373 6114;
FAX us at: 515-472-1879

3.

SEND US THE ORDER CARD IN THIS ISSUE,
along with a check or MC/VISA/ AMEX info to:

Thaddeus Computing, Inc., 110 North Court, Fairfield, IA 52556, USA
If you would like to contribute to Handheld PC Magazine with articles, email Hal Goldstein at:
Compuserve: 75300,2443
haCgoldstein@thaddeus.com
INTERNET:

math software library is linked in,
increasing the application size by
as much as 30k. Thirty kilobytes is
a significant amount of space to
lose on a memory constrained
device like a handheld Pc. We
recorded a significant part of one of
our TakeNote stationery modules

to use integer math instead of floating point math to get around this
problem, but other developers may
not take the time. I for one would
like to see one processor (or processor family), but I don't see this happening any time soon."
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Japanese Innovations
Improve the HP Palmtop
What started out as an e-mail message ended up as a wonderful
review of powerful software and hardware innovations
made by Japanese users of the HP Palmtops.
By Toshiki Sasabe
Towards the end of last September, I
received an e-mail message from
Hal Goldstein, suggesting that I
write an article on how the HP
Palmtop is used in Japan, including
a description of the hardware and
software that has been developed
here for the Palmtop. It seemed a
good idea to me. A lot of very interesting hardware and software has
been developed for the Palmtop
here in Japan, and very little has
been reported about it.
I talked about this idea with
NORI, the Sysop (Forum moderator)
of NIFTY-Serve's FHPPC forum (the
Japanese equivalent of CompuServe's
HPHAND Forum). NORI, one of the
pioneers of the Japanese Palmtop
community, reacted fast. He set up a
PATIO (a kind of private forum in
NIFTY-Serve) for the discussion about
this project, invited authors to write
different parts of the article, and wrote
a part of the article himself.
Hiroyuki Sekiya coordinated
the whole plan and wrote the software part of the article. MARIS and
Makoto Niwa picked up the hardware and PC Card parts and contributed informative articles. Many
other people contributed to the project by reading the articles and submitting corrections or additions.
All of the separate parts of this
article were originally written in
Japanese and translated into English
by me. I only hope that the factual,
clear and rich language of the original documents was not lost in my
translation.

About the authors
NORI (middle of the bottom row in picture) has
been the Sysop of the FHPPC forum of NIFTYServe since September 1994. As of November 12,
1996, this forum has 63,000 members. He started
to create the Japanese environment for the HP
95LX with Kaduhi. You can find his program,
Flyicon, in the data library of the HPHAND forum,
Compuserve. He lives in Musashino City in the
western suburb of Tokyo, with his wife and two children. Elisa font, the freeware Japanese font collectively created for the HP 95LX and now ported to
other PDAs, borrowed its name from his three-yearold daughter, Elisa. NORI's e-mail address is:
SDI00784@niftyserve.or.jp.
MARIS (left top row in picture) works for a construction industry consultation company and is engaged
in the management of personal computers and
CAD . He spends most of his free time in hobby
electronics, skiing, motorcycle touring, and origami.
Known as 'Doctor,' he always carries a soldering
iron and a Palmtop double-speed crystal to off-line
meetings, ready for emergency operations. MARIS
lives in Musashino City in the western suburb of
Tokyo . He can be reached bye-mail at
CXN00506@niftyserve.or.jp.
Hiroyuki Sekiya (right top row in picture)is a freelance technical writer in the field of portable computers and PDAs. Hiro has so far published three
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books on the HP 100/200LX and is now working on
a fourth. He is also a professional programmer for
device drivers and other system-related software.
He is the author of EMM200, MoreEXM and many
other freeware programs for HP 100/200LX. Hiro
can be reached bye-mail at JBD00432@niftyserve.or.jp.
Makoto Niwa (bottom row, right in picture) works
for a construction company and is engaged in system development for the utilization of GPS. He is
interested in connecting GPS and other various
peripherals to the HP 100/200LX. Makoto is an
assistant Sysop of the FGPS forum in NIFTYServe. He lives in Tokyo and his e-mail address is:
DNC01095@ niftyserve.or.jp.
Toshiki Sasabe (bottom row, left in picture) works
for Digital Equipment Corporation and is engaged in
the technical support for procurement of printed circuit boards from external suppliers. Toshiki's current interest is in translating the documents of
Japanese Palmtop programs into English and making them available to the international community.
Toshiki lives in Musashino City, a western suburb of
Tokyo, with his wife and a son. His CompuServe ID
is 73560,524.
[Note: The screen images used in this article are
captured by CAPSYS.EXM ii or CAPLX.EXEii,
screen capture programs for the 100/200LX created
by Hiroyuki Sekiya.]
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Plenty of Support
in Japan for the HP Palmtop
With a NIFTY-Serve Forum, a number of excellent Web sites, and
an active group of users, the HP Palmtop is well-supported in Japan.
ByNORI

It is impossible to start any article
about the use of the HP Palmtop in
Japan without first mentioning the
FHPPC forum on NIFTY-Serve.
NIFTY-Serve is the Japanese counterpart of CompuServe, started in
1986. NIFTY -Serve, the largest
commercial information service in
Japan, has a large number of
forums. FHPPC is one of them and
has always dealt with the LX series
of HP Palmtop computers.
When the original HP 95LX
was first introduced in Japan,
members of this forum were so
attracted by the new Palmtop, they
started to develop the software
necessary to make the Palmtop
work in Japanese - display
Japanese characters, accep,t
Japanese word entries and edit
screens in Japanese. Years later,
when the 200LX was released in
Japan, this software was further
refined and released as a mature
commercial software: a Japanese
Language Kit (JKIT).

hone: NOSMOlON

.

All Phone Book

ILe~s

96 11 03 19:05:4

HJ6 :g

Japanese on HP LX
series of Palmtops

The Japanese Language Kit (JKIT)
installs a Japanese language envi-

The Japanese language environment displays the complicated Japanese characters
in the Palmtop's graphic mode. Shown above are sample screens from
Appointment Book (top), DOS (middle) and PhoneBook (bottom).
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ronment on both DOS and SystemManager levels (see previous
screens). The Japanese language
environment requires that a relatively large set of "device drivers"
be installed prior to starting System
Manager. You need a system
administration driver (which provides API to each component), an
EMS driver (if you use extended
memory), a display driver for DOS,
a font driver, a Kanji conversion
interface driver and Kanji conversion driver for Japanese DOS system, also known as FEP (Front
End Processor) driver. The FEP driver receives a key input and translates it to a specific Japanese character. This driver consumes a large
amount of the conventional memory and was a headache until the
EMS driver was developed. (The
EMS driver breaks the DOS 640 K
limit. These drivers, which require
a lot of system RAM memory,
make RAM disk space available as
extended memory. )
The Japanese language environment displays the complicated
Japanese characters (ideograms) in
the Palmtop's graphic mode.
Applications written for the original English environment sometimes have problems displaying
characters due to this video mode
incompatibility.

Resources in Japan for the HP Palmtop
Japanese Internet Resources
Following are the HP Palmtop related Internet
resources from Japan.

o Newsgroups - Following are the newsgroups
where the 100/200LX is often discussed (in
Japanese):
fj.sys.ibmpc
fj.sys.hp
fj.sys.misc
tnn.sys.palmtops
o WWW - The FHPPC forum of NIFTY-Serve
has its home page at:
http://www.niftyserve.or.jp/forum/fhppc/
Hewlett-Packard Japan has its palmtop page at
http://www.jpn.hp.com/CPO/ppg/palmtop/

o The authors of the software and databases
mentioned in this article have their home pages at
the following locations:
GAOGAO (S.leiri) - the authors of BATILOG http://home.highway.or.jp/ieirisof/index_us.html
and http://www.ieirisoft.com/
http://www.vector.co.jp/authorsNA006708/
index_us.html
guel- the authors of 123G, MMLhttp://www.vector.co.jp/authorsNA0023221
HEI - the author of a numerous PCX maps http://www.kt.rim.or.jp/-hirasawal
E. Itoh - TRAIN, W32FILER, LXDC GETAREAhttp://www.asahi-netor.jp/-HL1E-ITU
Taku - the author of 777, jangorohttp://www.vector.co.jp/authorsNA004815/
Digiyama - the author of EVA http://home.highway.or.jp/digiyamal

"Off-line" meetings

Naoya - the author of MAC-like Topcardshttp://user.tokachi.or.jp/naoyas

Social activities within the Palmtop
user community are among the
most important goals of the FHPPC
forum. Almost every week" offline" meetings are held somewhere. Exchange of information is
very active. If you plan to visit
Japan, please do not forget to notify us bye-mail. You will be welcome wherever you plan to visit in
Japan. (Hal should know very wel'come you are.)

TO NTATA - the author of Pocket Launcher http://ux01.so-net.or.jp/-mmaedai

o Other interesting information about the palmtop
is found at:
NORI - Sysop of the FHPPC forum http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/-TA3N-ISZW/
itojun - guide to HP95/100/200LX Internet
resourceshttp://www.mt.cs.keio.ac.jp/personiitojunlHPLXI
Kaduhi - a pioneer of the Japanese language environment for the HP palmtophttp://www.st.rim.or.jp/-kaduhi
Ringo - detail introduction to the Internet access by
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the Palmtop http://www.tcp-ip.or.jp/- hideki-s
Nakadai - information on backlight EL panel and
the photographs of its installation by VALTAN http://www.bekkoame.or.jp/-naka_daiihp200Ix
/ellxe.html (in English)
Ueno - Various information on the HP1001
200LXlOmniGo 100 http://tny-www.cs.titech.ac.jp/-ueno/
hp100Ix-eng.html (in English)

o Anonymous FTP
I

ftp://www.vector.co.jp/commonldos/machine/hp/
ftp://ftp.csl.sony.co.jp/pub/HPLXI
ftp:l/ftp.pu-toyama.ac.jp/pub/hp100Ixl
ftp://is107.tech.chiba-u.ac.jp/pub/pub.yjo/HPLXI
ftp://ftp.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/

Publications in Japan
With the exception of The HP Palmtop Paper,
there are no magazines in Japan (or elsewhere)
dedicated exclusively to the LX Palmtop. A monthly magazine "Mobile PC has a variety of articles
about the 100/200LX (Hewlett-Packard), Thinkpad
110 (IBM), Libretto 20/30 (Toshiba), or other
portable PCs.
Recently there has been a flood of new books
on the 100/200LX, too many for me to follow
everything. Among them, the following two are the
best: HP 100LXI200LX BIBLE (with 2 FD) and HP
200LX SOFTWARE BIBLE(with a CD-ROM)
Pack for Win, a collection of Japanese freeware/shareware programs in CD-ROM set (published by Vector Design) includes a section for the
100/200LX programs.

Commercial products
mentioned in this article

o

Mobile Pc, Monthly magazine published by
Softbank, Circulation: 80,000, Yen 980

o

HP 100LXI200LX BIBLE, a book written by
Hiroyuki Sekiya and Hirotaka Hamada, published
by Softbank, 1995, ISBN 4-89052-644-7, Yen
3200, with 2 FD

o

HP 200LX SOFTWARE BIBLE, a book written
by Hiroyuki Sekiya and Hirotaka Hamada, published by Softbank, 1996, ISBN4-89052-911-X,
Yen 2800, with a CD-ROM

o

Free Sohware and Shareware Pack for Win, a
book with 4 CD-ROM disks, edited and published
by Vector Co., 1996, ISBN4-900952-01-X, Yen
5800. This collection is updated semiannually.

o

The HP 200LX Japanese Language Kit,
OKAYA SYSTEMWARE Co., Ltd. , Available in
major PC stores in Japan.
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No Phones, No Wires Stay In Constant Contad From Anywhere.

After that, you can to rent the modem ($39.95/month), or
purchase it if you prefer.

If communication is key to your success, you should know
about this breakthrough for your HP Palmtop ... WyndMail.
WyndMail enables you to send and receive wireless E-mail,
send faxes, send to all alphanumeric pagers, send text-tospeech messages to any telephone, receive speech-to-text
phone messages, and more - right from your HP Palmtop!
You work effectively and efficiently - anywhere, anytime.
WyndMail works with your HP Palmtop, Windows, Mac,
Newton, and DOS systems.

Along with the modem, you'll get unlimited FREE messaging.
Take WyndMail with you for the next month. See how it fits
into the way you work.

Increase Produdivity and Save
Time and Money with WyndMaii ...
Yours FREE For 30 Days.
Does this sound like you?
• Your customers, vendors, associates and staff rely on
you - they regularly need your help, direction, opinions
and input ... and they need it fast.
• Every minute counts - you're too busy to waste
precious time waiting for dial tones.
• E-mail is your lifeblood - it keeps your fingers on the
pulse, keeps you in touch and on top.
• Your cell phone bills are outrageous - but you need
to be connected wherever you are.

Reliable, Affordable Service.
You get reliable nationwide coverage without roaming charges,
long-distance fees, or erratic cellular service transmissions.
WyndMail uses the RAM Mobile Data Network, which covers 92%
of the metro areas in the U.s., and packft radio technology
assures that your E-mail, faxes, pages, and phone messages go
through 99.999% of the time. Forget the interrupted transmissions, frustration and wasted time of ordinary cellular modems.
And if you have high cellular pager bills, WyndMail can save
you big money. You only pay for data exchanged, not for
airtime or call setup. No roaming charges or
dropped calls to pay for.

Try It FREE!
You'll get free use of a wireless radio
modem ($500 value) during your
30-day FREE Trial.

Ad Now And Receive Our
"20 Tips" Booklet, FREE!
We'll get your FREE Trial Agreement out to you right away ...
your wireless modem will follow shortly thereafter. Simply
call our toll-free number or fax us to get a wireless PC Card
modem, WyndMail software, and easy-to-follow instructions
for installing and using hardware and the software.
And if you act now, we'll send you absolutely FREE the
informative booklet "20 Tips for Successful Remote
Communications."
Don't let your out-of-office communications system slow
you down any longer. Call now.

d
-I
Wyn Mal ·
Try

FREE
UNLIMITED MESSAGING
FOR 30 DAYS

1-800-549-2600
Fax 1-800-549-6001
Confirmation Code: 609WM006

Get Connected!
with Windows 95
•

uSing

IntelliSy'nc

m

for the HP 200LX Palmtop PC
IntelliSync software for the UP 200LX is an ideal way to enhance
the power and convenience of your UP 200LX Palmtop PC . If
you love the portability of your UP200LX, but need to exchange
data directly with your various personal information managers ,
contact managers, and group schedulers-all at one timeIntelliSync for the UP 200LX is the perfect answer.
The Puma Technology logo and IntelliSync logo are trademarks of Puma Technology, thot may be
registered in some jurisdictions. All other trademarks ore owned by their respective owners.

• Maintains up-to-date information on your HP
200LX and your PC
• Works diredy with today's leading PC applications
• Keep important information safe with built-in
backup and restore functions
• Automatically resolve conflicts between the
HP 200LX and your PC
• Fully customizable to your PC applications
• Full Synchronization with:
• Microsoft Schedule+ 7.0, 7.0a

• NetManage ECCO 3.03
• Lotus Organizer 2.1
• Sidekick 95
• Sidekick for Windows 1.0, 2.0
• Day-Timer Organizer 2.0, 2.1
• Now Up-to-Date for Windows 1.5
• Transfer Data to and from:
• ACT! for Windows 2.0
• Microsoft Cardfile/Calendar
• Paradox
• Dbase

$65
• Microsoft Schedule+
• Polaris Advantage
• ASCII (SCY format)
• Transfer Data to Your HP 200LX from :
• HP OmniGo 100
• Sharp Wizard & Zaurus
• Cosio B.O.S.S.
• Psion Series 3.30
• Convenient PC serial connection cable
included

PALMTOP HANDBAG
The Palmtop handbag from COAST provides a portable office solution. Room
for your Palmtop or OmniGo, paper, pen,
business cards, and even a cell phone.
This soft leather bag orininally sold at
over $120, NSW has a limited supply
available for

ONLY $49.95

The Pc Card with Fast Parallel Port and Flash for:
• Connection to parallel devices: 100 MB Zip drives and other parallel peripherls.
• Printing to parallel printers from DOS and System Manager Applications.
• Instant transfer and management of files between Palmtop, Notebook and Desktop PC's.
• Fast parallel 10 bits wide data acquisition and control.
This Type I multifunction card, incorporating Trans Processor developed by Trans Digital (manufactured by
NEC Japan) and 128 K Flash, compiles with PC Card '95 Standard. Trans Processor, compatible with AT
Parallel Port, has built-in Write-Back Transfer Engine for high speed and error-free transfer between PC's.
The speed is 8 times faster than EPP (850,000 Bytes/sec. between two Notebook PC's). Trans PC software for transfer (DOS Command Line and Point and Shoot interface) and Card Installation Client flash.
These programs are running directly from the flash on the Card wich becomes 200LX drive A; upon insertion . The Card has very low power requirement.
The Card comes with 3 ft. dual head Trans Cable for connection to PC parallel port
(transfer) and for connection to the printer cable or Zip drive. Available is 6 ft. or 20 ft. Universal Trans
Cable for ultra high speed transfers between two Cards.
Trans PC Card with dual head Trans Cable, Users' Manual and Quick Reference - $159.00
Optional Universal Trans Cables 6 ft./20 ft. - $29.50/$59.50

THE POUCH
The POUCH is the perfect casual case
for the Palmtop or OmniGo 100. Made
of waterproof neoprene, the POUCH will
protect your palmtop from dings and
dirt. Specify OmniGo or Palmtop model
when ordering.

Only $15.95 ea.

Three Very Useful Aecessories for your
HP95/100/200 Palmtop Computer

HP 200LX Palmtop's
True DOS compatitiility

WORLD'S SMALLEST PALMTOP LIGHT
Fits easily in pocket or briefcase

~~0
•
•
•
•
•

WORLD'S SMALLEST COPY HOLDER

The HP 200LX features true DOS compatibility - the ONLY PDA with this feature. Built in programs
such as appointment book, phone book, data base, memo, Pocket Quicken, and Lotus 1-2-3 make
it easy to organize your business or personal information. The 200LX features true PCMCIA compatibility as well as being able to run a wide variety of compatible software programs including all
those DOS favorites from the PC days. The 200LX is a powerful business tool with several web
browser and e-mail programs available. NSW provides the HP 200LX in factory configurations as
well as our own modified versions with expanded memory capacity.

HP-F1216A
HP-F1061A
NSW-F1066A
HP-F1011A
HP-F1021 B
HP-F1015A
HP-F1016A
PUMA IntelliSync

Just rotate to snap on or off
Attaches and holds firmly without use of velcro
Plastic rubber gooseneck adjusts lamp position as desired
Lights up display and keyboard without blocking view of either
Needs only 2 AA batteries (not included) & uses commonly available bulb

Fits easily in pocket or briefcase
TelescolJes down to 6 "
lflidth under} 1I

r---I,l--~

any-- in

$669
$529
$710
$35
$99
$22
$22
$65

HP200LX w/4MB memory
HP200LX w/2MB memory
HP200LX modified to 6MB memory
AC Adapter for 100LXI200LX
HP DOS Connectivity Pack
HP to PC Connectivity Pack
HP to MAC Connectivity Pack
HP to Windows 95 connectivity software

Snap in/Snap out

MODEM
SAVER

Only $24.95

" . •• 'loll\>

)

HP
·::'"hI:':;'''~''~::JII

OMNIGO
100

'349
$119

229

~~

Don't risk your modem to an unsafe telephone line.
Test the socket before you plug in. Color LEOs
indicate jack status. No battery needed.

Shaped to exactly
mate with contour of
HP palmtop case

SmUisk§ AlA FLASH cards
Sizes are not compressed. AlA cards are for use in HP 200LX and 1OOOCX only.
SAN.:AIA.Q.21Y1-..6
SAN-ATA04MB
SAN-ATA06M6
SAN-ATA08MB
SAN:..,lITA 10MB
SAN-ATA20MB
SAN-ATA40MB
SAN-ATA85MB

S..andLs.k 2mILATA card.
Sandisk4mbATAcard
Sandisk 6mb ATAcard
Sandisk 8mb ATAcard
SSi.ru:!isk 10mbATAcard
Sandisk 20mb ATA card
SanaiSK 40mb ATA card
Sandisk 85mb ATA card

$1..0~WO

$129.00
$159.00
$219.00
$249.00_
$349.00
$819.00
$1,675.00

• Built in Phone book & Appointment book
• Store thousands of names
• Enter data on the Pilot or your pc
• Graffiti power writing software
• One touch backup to PC or MAC $299

$59
$42

9.99
$22

109
$215

Nof.book Stlppl, Ulor.hou••
Evefl,lthmg

\IOU need for

mobile computmg

655 N. Berry Street, Suite E, Brea, CA 92821

Tel: 714-257-1&80, Fax: 714-257-1&B8

PENTAX
POCKETJET
PORTABLE
PRINTER

HP ACCESSORIES
AND CABLES
Accurite PCMCIA floppy drives 11 OV s229
Accurite PCMCIA floppy drives 220V $249
GA935
Serial/parallel converter
s55
GA945
Direct HP-parallel cables 75
SHI-PJ
HP-Pentax cable
s29
. ~th.ier .aJ<..C1S Y.e.rsi.Q.IL3.1a
~
Cable-card retractable phone cord

EXP 14.4 fax/modems with
Flash for HP 100/200LX
EXP-LXM/2
EXP-LXM/4
EXP-LXM/8

2MB Flash
4MB Flash
8MB Flash

•
•
•
•
•

PCl-4 compatible
Weighs only 17.5 OZ
Fast 3ppm printing
300x300dpi resolution
Includes printer, battery, AC adapter,
thermal paper and carry case
PEN-202007 PocketJet printer
SHI-PJ
HP-Pentax Cable

Internet Address: nsupply@nsupply.com
Compuserve Address: 73430,133&
Visit us online at: www.nsuppty.com
Also, visit us at the I-Mall at: www.nsw-Inc.com

Toll-Free Order Line:

1-800-566-6832
[fi] [Z] [±1J [jIJ
Payment accepted by MC. VISA, AE, Discover, COO Cash and
Bank Wire Transfer. Government, Educational and
Corporate Purchase Orders accepted-lnternational orders,
call 714-257·1680 or fax 714·257·1688.
Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
Member: National Association of Fraud Protection (NAFP).
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Making the Palmtop Faster,
Brighter and Better
The HP 100j200LX is a beautiful machine as is. However, some
Japanese users wanted to make a good thing better and
began tinkering. The results were as follows:
By MARIS

Faster clock speed

The clock speed upgrade was one
of the very first Japanese improvements made to the 100/200LX.
The system clock of the
100/200LX operates at about 8
MHz. Although it is very low compared to the current desk top PCs,
it gives you enough speed and
swift response in the Palmtop .
However, some Japanese users
wanted it even faster. One of the
main reasons for this is that the
Japanese language environment
software requires additional overhead for the display of the complicated Japanese characters, the dictionary look-up and character conversion for each input, or the text
processing with the double byte
character set. They are a handicap
for CPU power. The most simple
method to overcome this problem
is to make your CPU run faster.
The procedure for making it
run faster is relatively easy. You
need to disassemble the case,
unsolder and remove the system
clock crystal from the mother
board, solder a new crystal with
higher frequency in its place and
assemble the case again. Anyone
with an adequate soldering skill
can do the job. The main issues

here are not the soldering skill, but
the selection of the crystal and
installing the software driver needed to compensate for the change of
the system clock.

o The SHS crystal developed by
Setagaya Haijin Salon.
This is the first and most popular double-speed crystal. Setagaya
Haijin Salon is the name of a section in the FMODEM forum in
NIFTY-Serve, where the study,
implementation and test of the
double-rate system clock were conducted. The activities have resulted
in a commercial product 'Clock
Upgrade Kit,' which a PC store in
Tokyo, called PS/Plaza Wakamatsu, started to market in October
1994.
This crystal is tailor made to
meet the circuit of the 100/200LX
and has a oscillation frequency of
31.673550 MHz, exactly twice the
original frequency of 15.836774
MHz. (The system clock is a half of
the crystal frequency) The physical
size is different from the original
one and designed to easily fit into
the limited space of the Palmtop.
The CPU of the 100 / 200LX is
designed to be used with several
clock frequencies . The crystal of
SHS is made to correspond to its
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highest frequency. Thus, the CPU
can handle the higher frequency
easily but there is another problem:
the system software of the
100/200LX supports only the normal frequency. Running normal
system software with the doublespeed crystal will cause the following problems:

* the screen is shifted or distorted,
* the clock progresses twice the
normal speed,
* the serial port speed is twice the
setting,
* the beep sound is higher than
normal,
* the battery voltage cannot be
measured correctly.
To eliminate these problems, you
need to install CLKUP31M. a software driver program that compensates for the change in clock speed.
To compensate the alarm sound in
PIM, you better load playEX 19, a
alarm enhancement program created by MeW (described further on
page 39).

o The off-the-shelf 32 MHz crystal
The SHS crystal is a custom made
one and thus expensive. Also the
availability is only in Tokyo area

except by mail order. Due to this
situation, some have attempted to
use an off-the-shelf 32 MHz crystal
that is more easily available and
inexpensive. You need to install a
different system driver (CU32
.COM) developed by HARDY A, to
compensate for the change in clock
speed.
In J ul y 1996, in the FHPPC
forum, Haruneko published the
procedures for the clock upgrade
by an off-the-shelf 36 MHz crystal.
The driver for this configuration,
CLKUP36.5YS, was also developed
by HARUY A. This upgrade still
has some problems: for example,
the fast rate for file transfer via the
serial port (57 kbps and 115 kbps)
does not work with this clock frequency.
Some studies are under way to
replace the crystal with a clock
oscillator in the 40 MHz range.

"daughter board." The 4 MB addon RAM replaces this daughter
board, giving you a total of 5 MB of
internal RAM memory on the
200LX. What complicates the
process is that some of the 1 Mb
200LX's have the connector to the
daughter and some don't. In addition, some later 2MB 200LXs have
all 2MB on the mother board and
also don't have the daughter board
connector. You don't know until
you open up the case.
As such, you ought to have a
daughter board connector on the
mother board to make the add-on
board to work. If you have the necessary connector or not, you cannot
tell until you disassemble the case
to expose the mother board, since
the RAM configuration in the
200LX changed several times.
PS/Plaza Wakamatsu, the
dealer of the RAM board in Japan,
has a service to mount the connector to a mother board without it.

Expansion of
the internal RAM

The 100/200LX has 1MB or 2MB of
internal RAM. Japanese users were
eager to have larger capacity to
hold Japanese fonts or room for the
EMS memory needed to run the
Japanese language environment
software effectively.
The 4 Mb add-on RAM board
from FTL (Future Technology
. Laboratories Co.,Ltd.) solved this
problem. This board hit the market
around September 1995. It uses the
4-layer printed circuit board, witl}
exactly the same form factor as the
original 1 Mb daughter board, so it
easily fits into your Palmtop. The
soldering, assembly, cleaning and
tests are conducted with the same
rigid guideline as the original, so
its long term reliability is assured.
A beautiful design with beautiful
workmanship.
At the time of this development, the mother board of the
200LX was the same for both 1MB
and 2MB models. The 2MB 200LX
has an additional 1 MB on a

External light for
the HP lOO/200LX

The screen of the 100/200LX is
reflective monochrome LCD (liquid crystal display). Color backlit

LCD screens are used in most notebook personal computers these
days. The HP's non-backlit screen
helps give it its long battery life. It
is very visible in good lighting conditions, but Japanese users wanted
more.
They wanted to use their
100/200LX anywhere, even when
the lighting was not so good. In a
coffee shop with dim lighting, on
the night street, on the bed side
before sleeping.
In 1995, an enthusiastic member of the HP 100/200LX user
group, known only by his network
handle "KTR," found a small map
light with an EL (electroluminescence) panel operated by a small
battery. He immediately wanted to
customize it to better fit the
Palmtop and organized a group
purchase of customized (oblong)
version of this light from the manufacturer. A year later, in September
1996, Device Net Co. started to
market this card light for the 200LX
as a commercial product.
This external light with an electroluminescence panel .connected
to a small battery housing. The
whole gadget can be attached to
the top end of the LCD screen as
shown below.

Card Light for the 100/200 LX by KTR. The small box on the
back houses batteries and inverter circuit (power supply).
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Fi Iter*'~~~
for m1IDI

Backlit LCD module

*

.......... . 200LX ................. ;
Once this KTR's custom-made
external light was completed, several Palmtop users noticed that it
was thin and roughly the size of
the Palmtop'S screen. They began
experimenting to see if the Palmtop
could be modified to use the EL
panel for backlighting. They disassembled the LCD module, carefully
removed the reflector sheet with its
adhesive layer, inserted the EL
panel and reassembled everything.
In the initial experiment an external box houses the batteries and
inverter. The developers have
found a smaller inverter circuit and
trying to include the inverter inside
the Palmtop'S case.
The Japanese user community
has made several developments of
hardware which have become commercial products, such as doublespeed crystal upgrade and add-on
RAM board. The backlit LCD still has
a long way to go before it reaches
such stage. We will see what will
come out of this interesting activity.

__________ •

Short c:it"'cui t

See Note 2 •
0. 39uF"

I

To Stereo

t=>r""otec:tion resistc;tr

:

100

Note 1-

150uH

:

Headphone

Internal. speaker

Notes:
(1) This fi Iter is for blocking the modulati'on
no ise of LXMIDI.
(2) 0.39 uF is the value for 36 MHz crystal
with -c95 option. For the double-speed
crystal with -c64 option. use 0.47 uFo
Circuit diagram for adding an earphone jack to the HP Palmtop.

External earphone and speaker
The internal speaker of the HP
100/200LX is fine if u s ed for
Appointment Book alarms and
simple beeps. But software programs are available that let users

play music on the Palmtop. (One
such program is LXMIDI ii, a software MIDI synthesizer for the
200LX). For such uses, higher quality sound reproduction is desirable.
This is why some Japanese users
have added an receptacle for an
external earphone to the 100 /
200LX. The receptacle generally is
situated on the side of the Palmtop
with the PC card slot, just below
the hinge. The circuit diagram for
adding an earphone jack is shown
above. You may want to add a filter to kill the base noise (modulation frequency) of LXMIDI, when
you use the external earphone.

Optical fiber for infrared
connections between Palmtops

The screen of the 200LX with backlit LCD panel.
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The IR (infrared) port of the HP
100/200LX is a very convenient
way to transfer data . One drawback is that the two Palmtops must
be close to each other for the transfer (a maximum distance of six
inches according to the HP Palmtop
User's Guide) .
I bought a plastic optical fiber
light guide in a do-it-yourself shop.
It was meant to be used in the visi-

HP 1000LX
Has: V 5.0 MS DOS
V Laplink
v lMBRAM
Two palmtops connected by plastic light fiber. The bracket that connects the IR fiber to the
Palmtop is made by one user in Japan. (Photo courtesy of Michikazu "mkaz" Sakata.)

ble light range for decoration and
similar purposes. However, it can
be used to conduct infrared light
between two Palmtops, if it is not
too long. According to one 200LX
user, it becomes unstable when the
fiber reaches the length of 1 meter.
Using at less than 50 cm distance is
recommended for 200LX users. The
200LX seemingly has a less powerful IR port than the 100LX, which
supported longer fiber cables.
The IR port and backup battery
are covered by a small plastic cover
(right edge of the Palmtop). Slip
this cover off and you notice that
the IR port is actually two IR
devices (one is for sending and the
other is for receiving the IR signal).
You need two lengths of the optical
fiber (one for each port). You also
need a way to hold the ends of the
optical fiber in place over the I~
devices. I trimmed down two standard erasers until they were the
same length and width as the plastic cover and fit snugly into the
plastic cover slot . I carefully
marked on the eraser the location
of each IR device. I removed the
erasers, bored two small holes in
the eraser and inserted the ends of
the fiber optic cables . Notice that
one of the IR devices is larger than
the other. You have to arrange the
fiber optic cables so that the large
IR device on one Palmtop is con-

nected to the small one on the other
Palmtop.
When I want to transfer files
between two Palmtops using IR
ports, I remove the plastic covers,
insert the modified erasers in the
cover slots and transfer files (see

.-: calculator
world d
~

fI/(

OI/'(JI (Ill

Tel: 610-588-4444
Fax: 610-588-1727

Repair • Buy • Sell • Trade
diagram below).
[Important Note: All of the modifications described above void the HP
warranty. You should do the modifications at your own risk.]

Contact Information for products mentioned in this article
NOTE Some of these products are second source. This means that the products are not identical
with those odginally developed in Japan.
Clock-up kit (Crystal clock upgrade kit). Developed by SHS and marketed in Japan by PSIPlaza
Wakamatsu, Tokyo, Japan," Phone: +81-3-3251-8933,· Fax: +81-3-3258-1445. (Wakamatsu also
offers a installation service and sells the HP 200 LX with preinstalled double-speed crystal).
U.S. Contact: Times2 Tech, 105 Maple Street, Maylene, AL 35114, USA.,· Phone: 205-620-1408,· Fax:
205-620-1408," E-mail: mack@trave//er.com or CompuServe ID: [103611,3560]," Web:
hUp:/lwww.bhm.tis.netl-mack
European Contact: Rundel Datentechnik, Rappenstr. 20, 13033 Goeppingen, GERMANY,· Phone:
+49-1161-14101,· Fax: +49-/12-1326211," E-mail." CompuServe ID: [/00023,2411]
4 Mb add-on RAM board
From FTL (Future Technology Laboratories) marketed in Japan by PSIPlaza Wakamatsu (see
above for contact information). Wakamatsu also offers the installation service and sells the HP
200LX with pre-installed 4Mb RAM board.
U.S. Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc., 592 Weddell Dr. Sulle 6, Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA," Phone: 8OD825-9911 or 408-134-0100,· Fax: 408-134-3344. or
Notebook Supply Warehouse, 13100 Alton Pkwy., #154-281, Irvine, CA 92118, USA.," Phone
orders: 800-566-6832,· Questions and international orders: 1/4-153-8810,· Fax: 114-153-8812. or
Times2 Tech (see above reference).
European Contact: See Rundel Datentechnik reference above.
Card Light for the HP 200LX,
From Device Net Co. TEL:+81-6-946-7430, http://www.tarze.or.jp, Yen 4980, Marketed by I-Two
Mobile Senka (Akihabara Shop) (dealers in the United States will be set up in future).

Shareware/Freeware mentioned in this article
LXMIDI and playLX - See software list, page 43.
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Maximizing the HP
Palmtop with Japanese
Software
By Hiroyuki Sekiya

Probably I am a little biased, but
with over 90 System Manager compliant applications developed
(most of them freeware), I believe
that Japan leads the world in the
development of software for the
HP 100/200LX.
Why so much development
activity in Japan? In my opinion it's
because originally nothing was
available in Japanese. When the
Palmtop was introduced in Japan,
it couldn't even display Japanese
characters. The most basic Japanese
language environment had to be
created from scratch.
When the programming tools
became available, Japanese developers began to produce a number
of very useful programs. It is
impossible to introduce all the
good software from Japan in this
article. Following is my selection of
some of the more interesting applications.

-

••

:.

JAPAN

to develop programs that enable
the Palmtop to display graphical
data in combination with the
Database program.
MAPPOT ij

(Program by
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori)
MAPPOT is a program to display a
map in combination with a
Database. For example, you might
have a Database listing the location
6f businesses in a city. MAP POT
lets you select a particular business
in the Database and display a

Dat.a It.el'l (1/2)

at.abase:AUTHORS

Dat.a It.el'l

Nal'19

1!:':m:~:n:tlgm

96-12-19

8:57

: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : .: : : : : : : : : : ' : : : : : :::: : : : : : : : : : : : :': : : : : : : : : :

!!escript.ion !theexcu£IveedI£or)'pubIIsher
!of The HP Pall'lt.op Paper
il'lagazine, published by Thadeu_
iCo",put.ing, Inc.

Illustrate Databases
with graphics

The Database application on the
100/200LX is strong and sufficient
as long as it's dealing with text
data. However, information isn't
always found as text - a picture is
sometimes worth a thousand
words. This motivated two authors

. ··············.·;niW;·· ···i·i·~,.i·t¥i

Top screen: MAPPOT displaying a map with pointer showing the location of the shop.
Middle screen: iPeX displaying a map locating the business along with the individual Phone Item.
Bottom screen: iPeX displaying Hal Goldstein's photo in a custom contact Database.
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With GETAREA you locate the shop first on the map and
a small label shows the name of the shop.

graphical map showing its location
(see top screen, previous page).
There are a number of MAPPOT-compliant databases published in Japan, for restaurants,
electronic shops, film theaters, etc. I
can find no MAPPOT -compliant
databases published in the United
States or other countries, but the
English-language version of MAPPOT comes with a sample Database and map of San Francisco.

look-up in reverse direction, that is,
from the map to the Database. For
example, you can select the area on
the map and show the shops within that area in the subset of the
Database. You can mark multiple
records in the database and show
them all on the map, with its shop
name in a label (see screen display
above) . There are not many
GETAREA-compliant databases so
far, but hopefully that will change
soon.

graphic files, not on film. They are
very popular in Japan and are
becoming more so in the rest of the
world for two good reasons:
First, pictures are stored in
internal memory so you don't have
to keep buying film. The number of
pictures you can store is limited by
the amount of memory the camera
has. Some of these cameras have
slots for memory cards, but these
cards are expensive.
Second, you can easily transfer
the images to your personal computer to store, manipulate or print
them out. Transferring images to a
personal computer helps to overcome the problem of limited internal memory. Transferring images
to the Palmtop, or to a memory
card in the Palmtop, is particularly
useful because the Palmtop is with
you wherever you are.
The following two software
programs were developed to transfer graphic images from digital
cameras to the Palmtop.

iPeX ij

(Program by
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori)
iPeX is another image display software program created by Brahma,
the author of MAPPOT. In MAPPOT
you highlight a Database entry and
switch to the corresponding map.
iPeX displays a graphical image in
the Database itself. The screen at the
bottom of the previous page shows a
custom contact Database with the!
photo of the individual displayed.
The middle screen shows a phonebook Database displaying the map
locating the business along with the
individual Phone Item. iPeX works
with Database, Phone Book or
Appointment Book.

GETAREA ij

(Program by Eiichiroh Itoh)
GET AREA is an extension of the
function of MAPPOT. It enables the

BMP2LX ij

QVCom ij

(Program by Takeo Katoh (Take))

(Program by
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori)

BMP2LX is a utility that converts a
graphic file from the BMP format
(a standard graphic format in
Windows) to the PCX format (the
standard graphic format on the HP
lO0/200LX). It also converts color
pictures into monochrome and
changes the picture size to fit the
Palmtop'S 640x200 screen. All is
done almost automatically. Since
numerous software utilities are
available to convert JPG, GlF and
other formats into BMP, any graphic format can be converted to PCX
for the display on the lOO/200LX.

Transferring images from
digital cameras to your
HP Palmtop

Digital cameras save images in

The Casio QV-IO digital camera,
with its built-in color LCD monitor
to display the picture, ignited the
current digital camera boom. At
first it was marketed only in Japan,
but now it can be purchased in
other parts of the world.
QVCom is a software utility for
the Palmtop that lets you transfer
the picture images between the
QV-IO and the l00/200LX, connected together by a serial cable.
With QVCom running on the
Palmtop you can view thumbnail
images of the pictures stored in the
camera, select the desired images
and transfer them to the Palmtop
in one simple operation (see screen,
top of next page) . QVCom is not
shareware or freeware, but "photoware." Try it out free of charge to
see if you like it. If you decide to
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continue using it, send a photograph you've taken with your QV10 to QVCom's author, Brahma.
QVCom was created for the
first generation of the QV-10 series.
It can be used with the QV-10A
and QV-30, but does not support
the high resolution mode of the
QV-100. The author wanted to add
more functions to QVCom and
asked Casio for details about the
communication protocol of the
Camera. Casio rejected his request,
making further development of
QVCom, and support for the QV100, impossible. I hope Casio
reconsiders its decision.

• I

Uersi on 1.99

Taken/Rest 98/99

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!IlII.
LXDC IU

(Program by Eiichiroh Itoh)
The DC20 digital camera from
Kodak is famous for its compact
form-factor. However, its compactness may contribute to the fact that
it only holds eight pictures in its
internal memory. This capacity is
too small to be practical, unless you
have a way to transfer images off
the camera. The DC20 is bundled
with software that lets you transfer
images to Windows and Macintosh
computers. Unfortunately the
desktop and notebook computers
running these operating systems
are not as portable as the Palmtop.
A program called LXDC lets
you easily transfer images between
the DC20 and the 100/200LX. Like
QVCom above, LXDC lets you
select images from a thumbnail display. You can also transfer all the
images by one simple operation.

The sound of music

The sound reproduction capabilities of the Palmtop are pretty basic.
It's good for beeps and simple

Top: Thumbnail images are transferred from the QV-1 0 to the 200LX.
Bottom: Thumbnail images are transferred from the DC20 by LXDC.

Use LXDC.EXM to transfer photos from
Kodak's DC20 Digital Camera to the Palmtop
My choice of the Kodak DC20 digital camera was dictated by cost and convenience. At $349 list,
and $300 on the street, it was about half the price of the next cheapest digital camera and a tenth of
the price of professional models with advanced optics and higher pixel density. While a crisper,
more enlargeable picture can be gotten from Casio and Ricoh cameras, or even from higher-end
Kodaks, none of these cameras have the extreme light weight (under 40z.) and small size of the
DC20, which fits into a shirt or jacket pocket almost unnoticed. The picture quality is fairly good for
snapshot size, but the camera can only store a limited number of pictures. Unlike more expensive
(and clunkier) digitals with expandable memory card storage, the DC20 can only take eight "high
definition" pictures. You need to download these to a PC to clear the camera for more action. This
means that as is, it is not a practical vacation or weekend camera, unless you're willing to lug
around a laptop PC. I'm not -I carry my Palmtop PC in my pocket.
Luckily for me, other Palmtop users felt the same way and did something about it. An inquiry
on the Internet site comp.sys.palmtops brought word of an English-language web page maintained
by Mr. Hideki of Japan (hideki @yk.rim.or.jp) (http://www.yk.rim.or.jp/-hideki/es1000/Ixdc-e.html).
This page has links to Eiichiroh Itoh's LXDC.EXM, a System-Manager compliant program that
enables you to connect the Kodak DC20 to an HP 100/200LX and transfer the pictures to the
Palmtop's A or C drive (you chose the location by editing the LXDC.INI configuration file located in
C:\_DAT). Each picture is a 130k .IMG file, so a 10 Mb flash RAM card can store 75 shots. You can
then put LXDC.EXM into server mode, hook the Palmtop up to a PC or Mac running the Kodak
Windows (or Mac) TWAIN software to complete the transfer. Hideki's page describes ways to make
the cable needed to link the Palmtop with the DC20: the quick and dirty way is to patch the HP
Connectivity Kit's serial cable to the DC20 cable with the 9-pin male-to-male null modem adapter
which comes in the Connectivity Kit (NOT the simple straight-through 9-pin male-to-male gender
changer!). Mr. Itoh showed me how to reset the transfer speed on the TWAIN Windows program to
accommodate the Palmtop and I was in business. Mr. Itoh has promised to prepare English language documents to help get others going, but the program is pretty easy to use as is.
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alarm melodies, but is not designed
for playback of sophisticated real
sound data, such as PCM (pulse
code modulation) format or MIDI
(music instrument digital interface)
format. However, there are a few
programs written to enhance the
sound function of the lOO/200LX.

Palmtop. You simply highlight the
alarm code and press 1!!!l-c::J to
copy it to the Palmtop's clipboard.
Then run CliPlay to play the tune.
This program makes it easy to set
up a Database or NoteTaker file
with a list of tunes and play them
one at a time.

MoreEXM does not appear on the
menu of AppMgr as an icon. It
should be started by the assigned
Hot Key. If you want to start the
application from an icon in a menu
screen, please use SMMx (see
below).
MoreEXM also has a function
that suppresses the clearing of the
previous screen when you start an
EXM program. This function gives
software developers an easy way to
make a program pop up on top of
another application. Take a look at
Pocket Launcher and 123g
(described below) to see how this
feature is utilized.

LXMIDI ij

(Program by HARUYA)
This astounding software helps to
overcome the Palmtop's sound
reproduction limitations. The program enables the playback of the
maximum 16-note polyphonic
MIDI sound data. It is really touching to hear complex music come
out of the Palmtop. Of course, the
built-in speaker is still a limiting
factor, but some users have wired a
jack for an external earphone into
their Palmtop (see page 34).
playEX ij

(Program by MeW)
If you have modified your Palmtop

with the double-speed crystal
upgrade described on page 32, the
alarm sound is played twice as fast.
Simple beeps can be tolerated, but
the alarm melodies sound funny.
playEX corrects this situation. You
can also use playEX to play tunes
written in MML (Music Macro
Language), which is compatible
with the syntax used to create custom alarms on the lOO/200LX.
Numerous tunes in MML and'
the Palmtop'S alarm format are
available in the data library of the
FHPPC Forum on NIFTY -Serve.
Alarm Sound Collections by Jun-ku
or by UnROM are particularly
famous, based on copyright free
classics or other material.
CliPlay ij

(Program by Junji Masamitsu)
CliPlay replays tunes written in the
custom alarm format of the

Improvements to
System Manager

A number of small programs are
available in Japan, which improve
the functioning of the System
Manager, making it easier to use.

SMMx ij

MoreEXM ij

(Program by Hiroyuki Sekiya)

(Program by Tabi Kuro)

One of the biggest headaches associated with using AppManager is
that you can only install eight additional EXM applications (System
Manager compliant applications)
on the 200LX and nine on the
lOOLX. Actually, you can install
more than eight/nine, but when
you try to run them, you encounter
the error message: "Cannot find
application to open."
MoreEXM is a TSR program
that overcomes this annoying limitation and lets you install and use a
practically unlimited number of the
EXM applications. MoreEXM is
absolutely necessary, if you want
to utilize the abundance of EXM
applications made in Japan.
An application added by

The debut of MoreEXM eliminated
the limitation to the number of
EXM programs that can be used on
System Manager. System Manager
lets you start programs in one of
two ways: by installing the program in the Application Manager
or by assigning a hotkey to the program in the APPNAME.LST file.
MoreEXM is a TSR program which
supports this second method. It
does not display an icon in
AppManager and the EXM program must be launched by pressing the hot key assigned in APPNAME.LST.
SMMx displays a menu that
looks similar to the AppManager
menu, but displays the EXM applications added using MoreEXM (see

~

TRAIN

Iools

Dal-abase

Inl-ernal
Apps

IRAIN

16(~

Global

~earch

,KeyM

233K Free /

He~

Calc
249K Tol-al

BEMCOM
3 Free /

35 Tol-al Sockel-

The screen of SMMx resembles the AppManager, but lets you display folders
and data files as well as applications in an AppManager type menu.
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screen below). A unique feature of
SMMx, not found on AppManager,
is that it lets you display folders of
related materials, and data files, as
well as programs. If you select a
folder, it leads you to another
menu listing the files in that folder.
If you select a data file, SMMx
checks its file name extension,
searches for the application it is
associated with and opens it.
The screen of KeyM . The highlighted title shows a running application.

EXkey iii

(Program by Yoshihiro Hanaoka)
I

EXkey is a TSR utility that adds
greater macro capability to the
Palmtop. It is not an add-on program to enhance System Macros,
but a fully independent utility program with many advantages over
the built-in System Macro function,
including the following:

* You can have more than 10
macros.
* The macro start keys are not limited to Fn+F1 through Fn+F10. Any
keys can be assigned as a macro
start key, including the alphanumeric keys.
* A set of macros can be assigned to
each application. (This feature is
valid only for the users of the HP
200LX Japanese Language Kit).

* You can use EXkey while operatingin DOS.
* You can use simple conditional
branches. (For example, you can
create a macro to do one thing if a
certain condition exists and another thing if it doesn't.)

The syntax of an EXkey macro is
upward compatible to System
Macros which enables you to easily
replace a System Macro with an
EXkey Macro in most cases .
EXkey's only drawback is that the
maximum length of a macro is
shorter than a System Macro. If

you use very long macro, you better stay with System Macro.
[Editor's note: We mentioned the
use of EXkey in a Quick Tip on page
58 of the Nov/Dec 96 issue of The HP
Palmtop Paper. In that issue we incorrectly identified EXkey as a shareware
program and list a previous version of
the archive file for this program.
ExXkey is copyrighted freeware and is
available in the location shown at the
end of this article.]
KeyM iii

(Program by CARGO)
If you use MoreEXM to add a larger

number of EXM programs, or EXkey
to expand the number of macros
you use, you're going to have a lot
more hotkeys and macro key combinations to remember. KeyM was
created to overcome this problem. It
displays the start keys for EXM
applications and macros in a highly
organized screen (see figure above).
You can even launch an application
from this screen.

.. .
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Pocket Launcher iii

(Program by TONTATA)
With Pocket Launcher, you can
register the applications, data files,
and/ or keyboard macros, which
you frequently use. You can invoke
them easily when you need it. You
can quickly open the file you need
by starting Pocket Launcher,
searching by the initial letter of the
title, and pressing IENTER I (see bottom screen). The other advantage is
that the titles displayed in the list
of Pocket Launcher have no 8 plus
3 character restriction of the DOS
file names. You can use more recognizable and readable names.
123g iii

(Program by guel)
The built-in Lotus 1-2-3 program
uses the menu structure of the DOS
version (with the exception that
IMENUI as well as IZ1 activates the
menu). The Lotus menus are different from the menu structure of the

Packel Launcher
Global Search
WhereIs
f.± LXGREP
BPI' -----------------------------l"lE

~

D~~'iI
O~~

,Selup

S Packer

l~~~__~~~cl ~~fI~~~!
333K Free /
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Backgal"ll"lan

Syslel"l
tlacras
Quil

The screen of Pocket Launcher. You can run the application by
selecting with the cursor keys and pressing IENTER I.

Detect/Plot Radioactivity
On Your HP 100/200LX

A:¥MAIL>dmail

+--------------------------------------------+
I
D-Mail u2.2
B
+============================================+
for PC/lCP (c)Copyright 1992-199G M.Watanabe
User: nori_m Host: megw.me.seike.ac.jp

a:::.
,
[II]

Complete RM 60 System: $149.50

~

- . _- _...

,_

nmm; MAIN n%%%m
The Menu screen of D-Mail.

VISA I Me I EURO

=

To order or for more in/ormation call:
(800) 729-5397 - 45 day $ back.

other built-in applications. If you're
a long-time user of 1-2-3, you're
used to the Lotus structure and can
work with it easily. However, if
you start using the 1-2-3 for the
first time on the 100/200LX, you
may feel uncomfortable with it.
New users may want to try 123g.
As the screen below shows, this
program displays the 1-2-3 menus
as pull-down menus, with the
look-and-feel of the other built-in
applications.

Connecting up to the Internet

AWARE

Electronics
D·Maii iii

P.O. Box 4299, Wilmington DE 19807

(Program by Makoto Watanabe)
D-Mail is a software program that
lets you send and receive e-mail
from a DOS computer like the HP
Palmtop (see screen above). It supports packet driver, PC/TCP,
InetBIOS, and direct serial communications, giving you a variety of
ways to send and receive e-mail.

Phone/Fax: (302) 655-3800
E-mail: aware@aw-el.com
Visit us at: http://www.aw-el.com

It's easy to configure it to display
Japanese or English menus . You
can define your favorite editor or
viewer to work with D-mail, and
adjust parameters such as the number of lines per screen. This particularly helps users of the Palmtop
adjust for its tiny screen.
-
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The screen of 123g (described on next page). You can execute most
of the operations of the Lotus 1-2-3 on the pull-down menus.
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DosLine iii , described in the subsequent List of Japanese Software, provides a pop-up window
on the Palmtop to access DOS commands from the built-in applications. In this example, the
DOS CHKDSK command is visible at the bottom left corner of the Filer screen.
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Four consecutive screens from EVA iii , a
movie player with sound for the 100/200LX.
EVA is described in the List of Japanese
Software on the next page.
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I
List of Japanese Software
High-quality Japanese software for the HP 100/200LX is not limited to those mentioned above. Below I have listed those which I thought would be of most interest to international
I users.
Many of those listed have English documentation. Have a look at them, try them if you want to, and enjoy.
, All the software listed is FREEWARE unless otherwise indicated,

I

ii Indicates that software is on Jan/Feb 97 issue of The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (incl{jded in the Complete Palmtop Library).
and Thadde{js Comp{jting's Web site: www.thaddeus.com
Description of program
Author's name

Location of archive file

On the Jan/Feb 97 ON DISK and
on www.thaddeus.com

123CLlP

Cut, Copy and Paste to and from the selected area of the built-in Lotus 1-2-3. You can switch between the 1-2-3 and other applications.
Hiroyukl Sekiya
available
123CL100 .ZIP
CompuServe HPHAND or http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

Iii

1239

Adds pull-down menus, dialog boxes and other features to Lotus 1-2-3.
guel
available
123G177.ZIP
http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

Iii

m

Falling object type game, similar to Tetris. Can play with other palmtop with IR or serial connection.
Takuma Mizui
Available
777.ZIP
http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

Iii

a2e

a2e converts AVI (standard movie format on Windows) to EVA format which runs on the 100/200LX.
R.,ichiro
available
a2e02a3.zip
http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

Iii

BATTLOG

Monitors and logs voltage of batteries, and displays a graph of the voltage changes over time.
GAOGAO
available
BATLOG14.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

Iii

CAPLX

Screen capture program for the 100/200LX. DOS TSR program.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
CAPLX103.ZIP

Iii
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC

Screen capture program for System Manager. MoreEXM is needed.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
CAPS100.ZIP

NIFTY-Serve FHPPC

CAPSYS

Iii

BMP2LX

Converts BMP file to PCX files, which can be displayed on the 100/200LX.
Takeo Katoh (Take)
n.a.
BMP2LX2.LZH
http://www .vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/graphics/

Iii

BSDFiler

Lets you use Filer to transfer files between the Palmtop and a UNIX workstation.
Dai ISHIJIMA
n.a.
BSDFIL03.LZH
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC, http://www.trLpref.osaka.jp/-ishijimalfreesolVlx-filer.html

Iii

CIiPlay

Replays sound data (alarm sound format) copied in the clipboard.
Junji Masamitsu
Available soon
CLiPLAY.ZIP

Iii
Compuserve HPHAND

DOS program that lets you send and receive e-mail on Internet.
Makoto Watanabe
n.a.
DMAIL220 .LZH

ftp://ftp.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/PC/networkldos/Dmail

Cut and paste between DOS and built-in applications.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
n.a.
DOSCL104.LZH

http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machinelhp/

D·Mail
DosClip

Iii
Iii

DosLlne

Pop-up window to access DOS commands from built-in applications.
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori
available
DOSLN100 .LZH
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC or http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

Iii

EMM200

Adds EMS (extended memory) to the 100/200LX, an ideal companion to Software Carousel and other DOS programs requiring EMS.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
EMM200.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

Iii

EVA

Replays the digital video (movie) files on the 100/200LX in EVA f o r m a t .
Iii
Tetsushi Yamamoto
available
EVA250.ZIP
http://home.highway.or.jp/digiyamallxsoft.htmlor http:// www.palmtop.net/super.html

EVA data

Sample Data (movies) in EVA format.
Tetsushi Yamamoto
available

EXkey
GETAREA

I

English document Archive file name

Iii
EVASMPL.LZH

Reassi~n key positions and create key macros.
Yoshihlro Hanaoka (Maruha) available
EXKEY024.ZIP

http://home.highway.or.jp/digiyama!1xsoft.html

Iii
Compuserve HPHAND

Enhances MAPPOT (see below), allowing you to go from the map to the related items on the database.
Eiichiroh Itoh
n.a.
GETAR051.LZH . http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/-HL1E-ITU/index_e.htm

Iii

GlobalSearch Searches through multiple files of multiple applications looking for a key word. Appliction can be automatically launched with selected data file.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
GS120.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

Iii

ICE

Iii

ICE (Icon Exchanger) replaces icons on Application Manager for built-in applications with your favorite icons.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
ICE100.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND
KJCON4 kikuyan's Icon Collection Vol.4. Use this set with ICE.
kikuyan
available
KJCON4.ZIP
http://www.palmtop.net/super.html

I Icn2txt\txt2icn Converts ICN files to plain text images (and in reverse direction).
Naohiko Kawamura (chawa) available
ICN2TXT.ZIP
I
http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/ (Japanese)

lii

Iii
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA,

I

iPeX

Add graphic ima~es to System-Manager applications - Phone Book, Database, Appointment Book.
Masaki "Brahma Tsumori
available
IPEX112.ZIP
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC , CompuServe HPHAND, http:// www.palmtop.net/super.html lii

jupiter

Vertical reader for a Japanese Text.
MeW
n.a.

KeyM

JUP05 .LZH

Lists start keys for the System Manager applications and Macros.
CARGO
available
KEYM.ZIP
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http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machinelhpfjapan/

Iii

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum,
or http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/kbut!keym033.lzh (original)

Iii

LXDC

Communication software for Kodak DC20 Digital Camera lets you store DC20 photos on your Palmtop.
Eiichiroh Itoh
available
LXDC032.LZH
http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/-HL1E-ITU/index_e.htm

LXETHER

This driver lets you use an Accton Ethernet PC Card to connect your Palmtop to Ethernet LAN.
Yoichiro Ueno
available
LXETHER3.LZH
http://tny-www.cs.titech.ac.jp /- ueno/HP100Ix-eng.html

LXMIDI

Playa music file in MIDI format on the Palmtop. Maximum 16-note polyphony is supported.
HARUYA
available
LXMIDI62.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

MACTOP

Macintosh-like Top Card for the 100\200LX.
Naoya
available

MACTOP.ZIP

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

MAP POT

Lets you display graphics associated with a database entry.
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori
available
MAPPOT.ZIP

maxdos

Launch from System Manager a program requiring a large amount of conventional memory.
MeW
n.a.
MAXD03B.LZH
http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/

MIMAC

Gives a look and feel of Apple Macintosh to your Palmtop.
Masaki "Brahm a" Tsumori
available
MIMAC.ZIP

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

Start an application added by MoreEXM (see next software).
guel
n.a.
MML150.lZH

http://www .vector.co.jp/authorsNA0023221mysoft.html

mml

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum, PowerDisk 1995

MoreEXM

Add an unlimited number of EXM applications to the System Manager.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
MOREEXM.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

MptAid

Reads the coordinate of a pOint on a map and saves it to the clipboard in MAPPOT-compliant format.
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori
available
MPTAD012.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

pixy

Graphic filer/viewer for PCX and ICN files. (Japanese environment needed for this program.)
MeW
n.a.
PIXY02A.LZH
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC

playEX

Enhances the alarm function of the System Manager. Replay the Palmtop alarm sound data files(Extended MML Music Macro Language) format.
MeW
available
PLAYEX.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum
Bach Collection Sound data for playEX. Work of J.S.Bach. Suites for unaccompanied Cello.
UnROM
n/a
BACHSND6.LZH, BACHSND7.LZH
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC
Jun·Ku's sound data Jun-Ku's collection of sound data for appointment alarm and playEX.
Jun-Ku
n/a
JUNKSND.LZH
NIFTY-Serve (available as JUNKSND1.LZH etc)

Pocket Launch Launch predefined application to open predefined data file.
TONTATA
available
LAUNCHER.ZIP

Save photos from Casio's QV-10 Digital Camera to a flash card in the 100/200LX. \ (Photoware)
Masaki "Brahma" Tsumori
available
QVCOM52.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, On Disk May/Jun 1996

SCP55_HP

Enable the MIDI PC Card SCP-55 (by Roland) on the HP Palmtop.
Sour23
n.a.
SCP55_HP.LZH

SMMx

Add or delete applications to and from MoreEXM or launch an application from its icon. (Nokoware for Japanese residents, Freeware for others.)
TabiKuro
n.a.
SMMX0100.LZH
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC \

SPP100

Enables the Quatech SPP100 parallel port card. This driver lets you use the high-speed EPP mode.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
SPP020.ZIP
NIFTY-Serve FHPPC, HompuServe HPHAND

TaskList

Enables Tasklist similar to Windows 3.1.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

Searches for the optimum route in the Japanese train network.
Eiichiroh Itoh
available
TRAIN261 .LZH

TREE

Graphic display of trees growing. Created by Rey Kinoshita, ported to the 100/200LX
Rey Kinoshita and Shozo Ito available
TREE.ZIP
Compuserve HPHAND, PowerDisk 1995, On Disk Jui/Alig 1995

TXT2MAC

Convert System Macros to and from plain ASCII text
OGASA
available
TXT2MAC4.LZH

NIFTY-Serve FHPPC, http:// www.palmtop.neVsuper.html

TYPER

Game program for the typing exercise.
Takeo Katoh (Take)
available

Compuserve HPHAND, PowerDisk 1995, BestTips 1996

TUNE.EXE

A tool for a musician, including a chromatic tuner, a metronome and a jazz scale trainer in one application.
Ringoro
n.a.
TUNE.LZH
http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/ if not available, try
ring.asahi-net.or.jp/archives/common/

W32 Filer

Server program that lets you connect Filer on your Palmtop to a PC running 32-bit Windows.
Eiichiroh Itoh
n.a.
W32FIL02.LZH
http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/-HL1E-ITU/index_e.htm

ZOOM

Enlarge the display of a System-Manager application.
Hiroyuki Sekiya
available
ZOOM110.ZIP
http:// www.palmtop.neVsuper.html
TSR that lets you zoom the screen in DOS programs runnillq in graphics mode.
Torry
n.a.
ZOOMC.ZfP
http:// www.palmtop.neVsuper.html

ZOOMC

iii

http://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/machine/hp/

TRAIN

TYPER.lIP

iii

Compuserve HPHAND, AOL PDA forum

QVcom

TLST120.ZIP

iii

http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/-HL1E-ITUfindex_e.htm

Remarks:
Unless otherwise indicated, the software listed here is freeware. You can freely use this software for non-commercial, private purposes. The copyright of the program is owned by
. its author(s). Generally you are not permitted to use it for commercial purposes unless you receive a prior permission from the authors. In many cases you are not permitted to
; post it to other BBS or FTP sites, unless you receive a permission from the authors. Contact the author first.
I

The software in this table works on US English version of the HP 100/200LX, unless noted otherwise. Some of the programs (for example the installer macro for MAPPOT) were
found not to work correctly on European language verSion, since the macro labels and menu items are different from the US English.

r
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Adding Pictures to Your Phone
Book, Appointment Book
or Database with iPeX
The iPeX image display program lets you add graphics to the Palmtop's
built-in Database, PhoneBook or Appointment Book.
Toshiki Sasabe
The iPeX program is an image display software program created by
Brahma. iPeX lets you display a
graphical image in a Database . A
sample Database file, AUTHORS
.GDB 101 , shows a custom contact
Database with the photo of individual displayed (see page 36).
However, simply opening this file
in the Database applicaiton is not
enough. You first need to install
IPEX.COM (archived in IPEXll0
.LZH 101 ) on your Palmtop. The
installation procedure is as follows.

ipex -fa: \data \ipex

chrome PCX or ICN format, the
maximum size is 1639 x 1199 pixels. If you use PCX format, you can
reduce the time it takes iPeX to
open the .PCX file by using the
PCXEXT.COM program included
in the iPeX package. After you
have created the .PCX file, go to the
DOS prompt and run:

4. Close the AUTOEXEC.BAT file
and press ICTRq-IALTI-IDEq to restart
the system .
Now iPeX will works for you.
Open the AUTHORS.GDB file in
the Database applicaiton to see
how the database items with pictures look. (See screens on page
36.)

Tips for entering the iPeX data

Suppose that you are going to
modify the data in the Database
you are already using. In such case
you may want to suppress the
functioning of iPeX, which stubbornly wants to display the image
whenever you open the Database
item or modify the iPeX data

How to make a picture file

1. First you need to decide where
you store the graphic files. For this
example, let us assume that you
selected A:\ DATA \IPEX. (You
can select any drive or directory for
this purpose.)

You should have some original
graphic file, created by a scanner, a
digital camera, a CAD software,
Paint software or whatever.
Change that graphic to mono-

2. Place the appropriate graphic
files in this directory. For the
AUTHORS.GDB Database we'll
put AUTHORS.PCX 101 in the directory A: \ DATA \IPEX.
3. Use Memo editor or other programs to edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file on A: drive. (If you do not have
one, copy it from C: or 0:) The file
contains (most probably as the last
line) a line with '100' or '200' command. Insert the iPeX command
before this line as follows:

y
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Database Items

Graphic showing that iPeX "clips" a portion of an image file and "pastes" it into a
specific location on the screen displaying a Database Item.
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The iPeX data string
If you look at any database item in
AUTHORS.GDB, you will find that there is one
field which contains a strange combination of
characters, such as: "%@P@AUTHORS
,025025/000000142150+0". This line of characters tells iPeX what to display.
iPeX clips a part of a picture from a graphics file and pastes it to the screen displaying a
Database item (see image below). iPeX needs
to get the information about where the graphics
image is, how much of the graphics file to clip,
and where to paste it. The combination of characters described above is the "iPeX data string"
that contains all the necessary data.
Let's take the following iPeX data string as
an example:

used with Label field (See below for "Label field
or Text field").
AUTHORS - Graphic file name
The name of the graphic file is written in the
data string from the fifth character on. Since the
data string already indicates the file format
(PCX or ICN) by P or I, you don't have to enter
the file extension .PCX or .ICN.
025025 - where to paste
The 6 digits after the comma character defined
where to paste the image on the screen. (3 digits each for X- and Y-coordinates of the its
upper-left corner).
000150130150 - how to clip

%@P@AUTHORS,025025/000150130150+0
The data string means the following:
%@ - iPeX identifer
The first two characters are the iPeX identifier.
All the iPeX data strings should begin with these
two characters.
P (or /) - graphics format
iPeX supports two graphics formats: PCX and
ICN. The third character of the data string (P or
I) defines which format is used in the graphics
file to be displayed.
@(or %) - displaylhide data string
The fourth character of the data string tells iPeX
whether or not to hide the data string. If you
want the user of the database to see the iPeX
data strir:lg, put @ in this place. If you do not
want to display the data string, put % in this
place.
The '%' setting (Hide the string) is mainly

,

...................... .

The digits 0 to 7 after '+' character in the iPeX
data string specify how that image is to be displayed with another graphic. The above example
shows how two graphics, an arrow and bars, are
displayed using the different options on the end
of the iPeX data string for the arrow.

The 12 digits after the foreslash character
defined the part of the graphics file that will be
clipped and displayed. The first 6 digits describe
the position of the upper-left corner of the
square box that will be clipped (3 digits each for
X- and Y-coordinates) . The following 6 digits
describe the width and height of the box that will
be clipped (3 digits each for its width and
height).
If you use the whole picture of the graphic
file, you do not need to clip. In that case you can
skip this part, beginning with the I.
+0 - specifies multiple images
You can paste several images on one data card
by using iPeX data strings in more than one
field in the database. If one image is displayed
in the same location as another image, you can
specify how the new image is to be displayed
relative to the old image. The digits 0 to 7 after
'+' character in the iPeX data string specify how
that image is to be displayed (see figure below).

?

string. A program called IPOFF
.COM comes with iPeX and is used
for this purpose. Run it once and it
disables iPeX. Run it again and it
reactivates iPeX. IPOFF.COM can
be run from the DOS prompt you
get with Ctrl+123 key . (More
sophisticated method should be
run it from Dos Line program. See
page 42.)
It often happens during the
layout of the database screen, that
you want to display one and the
same image at the same position on
all the database items: a company
logo, symbol marks, pointers to
other images (arrows, bull's eye)
etc. It is a part of the form, on
which you enter the data.
In such case you can use Label
field of the Database application. In
Label field, unlike Text field, the
text is fixed on all the database
items. If you enter iPeX data string
into Label field, you always have
the same iPeX data string, so you
always have the same image (logo,
icon. mark, etc) at the same place.
In addition, you may want to
use also the 'hide the data string'
switch (' %') in the iPeX data string.
If you use this option, the data
string is hidden and only the image
(logo, icon, etc) appears on the
screen . This will make a really
smart screen layout.

Shareware!freeware
mentioned in this article
IIPEX112.ZIP.- Archive file containing
IPEX.COM, PCXEXT.COM, IPOFF.COM iPeX Ver.1.12. A copyrighted freeware, created by Masaki Tsumori <JCG00070@
niftyserve.or.jp>. Archive name: Available
on this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper ON
OISK, at CompuServe, HPHAND, on
http://www .palmtop.net/super.htmland on
http://www.thaddeus.com/

0= FORCE (Overwrite). 4 = Invert and FORCE
1=AND. 5 = Invert and AND (White on black)
2 = OR (Overlap) 6 = Invert and OR
3 = XOR 7 = Invert and XOR
The default is 0

AUTHORS.ZIP - Contains AUTHORS
.GDB and AUTHORS.PCX. Compiled by
Toshiki Sasabe. Available on this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper ON OISK and at:
http://www.thaddeus.com/
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Using the GPS (Global
Positioning System)
on Your HP Palmtop
By Makoto Niwa

The "Global Positioning System"
(GPS) uses information from the
U.S.'s 24 orbiting Global Positioning satellites to enable a
marine, aviation, or other user's
receiver to calculate position, altitude, and velocity, anywhere in the
world.
The photo below shows a PC
Card Navigation Kit PACY-CNVIO
from SONY. It consists of the GPS
Unit IPS-SIOOG, a PCMCIA Serial
I/O PC Card, a connection cable,
and Map Software" ATLAS RD for
Windows 95" from Alps Mapping
Co.,Ud.
This kit is primarily for a
Notebook PC running Windows
95. As such, the software cannot
run on the lOO/200LX as it is.
However, the palmtop can use the

hardware of this kit (GPS unit, PC
Card and the cable) and several
maps extracted from the Map
Software to give you position.
Other GPS units with PC
Cards, such as NavCardLP from
Rockwell, have been available on
the market for some time.
Unfortunately, these draw too
much power from their host and
cannot be used on the Palmtop Pc.
The GPS unit IPS-SIOOG from Sony
draws less power and can work
with the limited power supplied by
the lOO/200LX.
To use the GPS unit you insert
its PC card interface into your
palmtop and connect it to the GPS
unit. You can enable the card with
CICIOO (a built-in card enabler
software found in D: \ BIN on the

LXGPSP1.JPG: Full set of the PC Card Navigation Kit PACY-CNV10 from Sony.
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lOO/200LX) in the same manner as
for a modern card. The GPS unit is
recognized as COM2 port and
ready to use.
Once per second, GPS data is
sent to the communication port as
plain ASCII text. Start DataComm
on your System Manager, press
IMENU I Connect Settings and make
sure you're configured properly by
activating COM2 as the Interface
port. Then you can easily acquire
the latitude and longitude of your
current position.
Latitude and longitude are just
numbers. It's much better to display your position on a map. To do
this, use CMAP (by NetSurfer), a
software program that overlays
and displays GPS data on a map in
monochrome PCX format. CMAP

Connecting the GPS unit to the interface card inserted into the 200LX,

CMAP running on the HP 200LX.
can display multiple maps defined
in its configuration file and therefore is good for the navigation in a
wide area.
You can create the maps in
PCX format with ATLAS RD for
Windows 95, a software program
bundled with the kit. To do this
you need to:
1. Run ATLAS RD on your Win95
PC and display the map you want
to use.
2. Select the necessary area in the
map and copy it to the Win95 clipboard. (Clipboard now contains
bitmap data of the map and a text
data locating the upper-left and
lower-right corners of the map in
the latitude and longitude.)
3. Paste the bitmap data into a
graphics program, such as
Photoshop, adjust the contrast and
aspect ratio, reduce the colors to
monochrome and save it in monoI
chrome PCX format.
4 Copy the latitude and longitude
data from the selected map to the
configuration file of CMAP.
5. RunCMAP.
Your current location is shown by a
cross-form cursor on the map (see
graphic above). The latitude, longitude, speed, distance above sea
level, and the time are also displayed on the screen. This information can be recorded in a log file for

later playback. You can also trace
your movement on the screen.
This navigation kit, CMAP and the
HP Palmtop have the potential of
greatly expanding the field of GPS
navigation. If you are traveling by
boat or car, you can use a notebook
PC with this kit. If you are out for
mountain climbing or hiking, you
can use CMAP and the 100/200LX.
[N ote: CMAP is still in beta

version. Current version supports
the display in Japan and its vicinity
(Korea, China and others). The
author of this article has requested
that CMAP's developer modify it
for other areas of the world, but it
has not materialized yet.
The bundled software" ATLAS
RD for Windows 95" is only for
Tokyo and surrounding Kanto area
in Japan. If you want to use it in
other areas - in Osaka or in Beijin
for example -, you need to prepare the maps in PCX format.
Scanning a normal map will do.]

Pricing and Contact
Information for products
mentioned in this article
PC Card Navigation Kit PACY-CNV10 from
SONY - Available in Japan from major PC
stores. In other countries, please inquire at
your local SONY dealers.

The

World Wide Web Browser
for the HP Pahntop
WWW/lY.. (pronounced Web/ t)(, from D&A Software inc ..
is the first World Wide Web access solution specifically
designed for the HP Palmtop computer.

Features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Easy installation and setup with WWWSETUP program .
Support for SLIP and PPP communications protocols,
Support for forms, GIF images and file downloads,
Hot lists (aka bookmarks)
Easy access to local files,
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SHIER SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE, INC,

C;HIFR C; yste m s & Sof tware, In c. s pe cializes i n HP Pa lmto p Co mplJ tp.r", rlnn ::I("('"F!c;<;;or ip.<; , Thi c; Wp.h <: itp.
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provid es a loo k at ma ny of our prod uct s plu s other useful informati o n
f or th e HP Pa lmto p
- ~ It's here!
• ~ Th e new boo k: !PC in You r Pocket!! is here now! C all us to order it to day!

-~---~---~~

Customer Reaction to WWW /LX
"WWW/ LX will single-handedly broaden the appeal of the HP Palmtop beyond measure, I
do not believe that a better online browser could be written" ,"
Ian Melville - Marketing Director - AutoSystems Co, Ltd,

Shier Systems & Software , Inc ,
920 Hampshire Rd" Suite A
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Phone: (805) 371-9391 Fax: (805) 371-9454
E-mail. infa@shier.com Web Site: http://www.shier.com

'Price does not include shipping costs, CA residents include 7,25% sales tax
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Visual Information
Radio Card Working
with the Palmtop PC
By Makoto Niwa

FM text-multiplex broadcasting
started in Japan in April of 1995.
"Visual Radio," as it is called,
broadcasts text information,
including traffic bulletins, weather
forecasts, program information,
sports and other news flashes.
You need a dedicated FM
Radio receiver with embedded
decoder to use Visual Radio. Small
portable radio receivers with the
decoder circuits were the first to hit
the Japanese market, followed by
PC Card and ISA bus decoder units
for computers. The PC card
decoder is particularly useful when
combined with portable PCs.
Wherever you go, you can receive
the information you need - in text
format - and save it for later
viewing, use in a document, etc.
The Panasonic CF-JVR010,
released in December 1995, is one
such PM text-multiplex tuner card.
When inserted in the PC Card slot
of a computer the receptacles for an
external antenna and a earphone,
and a volume control remain outside of the slot (see below).
This card was designed to be
used with notebook PCs and comes
with software for Windows 3.1 and
Win95. As soon as this card was
released, palmtop users found that
the card's interface was defined as
a communication port, in the same
way that modem card interfaces
are defined. This meant that the
Panasonic card should work with
the 100LX / 200LX and other DOS
computers.

The Panasonic card is supported on a vendor-moderated forum
in NIFTY -Serve, which quickly
became a place to exchange ideas
between Panasonic's people and
the users of the palmtop. Finally,
four months after the release of the
Windows version, Panasonic started to sell the DOS version of its
Visual Radio Software to allow the
card to work with DOS computers.
I would like to thank Panasonic for
its prompt reaction to the requests
of the user community of the HP
100/200LX.
To run this software on the
Palmtop, you first have to install its
driver in CONFIG.5YS and enable
the port with the palmtop's built-in
CIC100 software. Visual Radio's
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pull down menus make it easy to
use on the palmtop. The text messages are displayed in the central
box of the palmtop'S screen and
can be saved to a text file if so
desired (see screen below). The
sound portion of the radio signal
can be played on the Palmtop's
internal speaker or through an earphone connect to the card.
I am very happy with this card.
It and the Palmtop let me access
FM text-multiplex broadcasting
!easily, anywhere and at any time.

[Note: FM text-multiplex system
in Japan is technically called DARC
(Data Radio Channel). It was developed by NHK (Nihon Hoso Kyokai Japan Broadcasting Corporation) in
Japan, in co-operation with TERACOM in Sweden. In 1995 DARC was
accepted as an 'International Standard
in ITU-RJ
Pricing and Contact
Information for products
mentioned in this article
FM text-multiplex card CF-JVR101 from
Panasonic. Available in Japan in major
PC stores.

Receiving the FM Text-Multiplex broadcasting.
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Connecting Your Palmtop
to a LAN with the Ethernet
Card EN2212/2216 from Accton
Japanese users developed the software necessary to connect the
Palmtop to a LAN using Accton's ethernet adapter cards.
ByNORI

The EN2212 and EN2216 by Accton
are PCMCIA ethernet cards you
can use on the 100/200LX to interface with and access data from
your organization's Local Area
Network. To use these cards you
need to run a NetWare client driver, a Windows 95 client driver, or
other network drivers on the
Palmtop. These software programs
enable the Palmtop to communicate with your LAN through the
Accton ethernet card . They are
called" client drivers" because they
allow the computer to become a
"client" for the" server" on the network (this is called a "client/server
network).

NetWare Client

The following drivers are needed to
enable the Palmtop as a NetWare
client . (Please see "Shareware /
Freeware mentioned in this article"
at the end of the article, for the location of this software.)
OP2216.EXE - a " point enabler"
for EN2212/2216 card (freeware,
created by Yoichiro Ueno).
PD2212.COM - a "packet driver"
for EN2212/2216 card (based on

NE2000.COM,
Yoichiro Ueno).

modified

for example, NETSTART.BAT) to
automatically load these drivers
and attach to the network. Listed
below are the command lines for
such a batch file, in the proper
order and with the appropriate
options selected:

by

NETX.EXE - a NetWare client driver.
PDIPX.COM driver.

a NetWare client

op2216.exe
pd2212.com -n Ox61 5

You can use a batch file (named,

C:¥PCTCP)netx
HetYare Yorkstation Shell u3_32 (93111?) PTF
(C) Copyright 1993 Houell. Inc. All Rights Reserued.
Patent Pending.
Running on DOS U5.88
Attached to seruer SEIGYO_l
89:55:1?
95-18-25
C:¥PCTCP)f:
F:¥lOGIH)IO~n hplx

l\o~9-~-oc.A

L

c:,* *
DAT
aut.oe><ec
capl><
clkuP31l'1
clkuP31l'1
config
l'Ia><dos
qvcol'l
scrnOOOO
scrn0001
scrn0002
scrn0003
t.l'IP

"C <:

t.:."2 t': _

I Local
bat.
e><e

COl'l
sys
sys
COl'l
dl'lP
pc><
pc><
pc><
pc><
t.l'IP

<DIR>
124
6,368
565
624
356
6,483
153 , 600
3,171
4 , 219
2,092
6,828
0

H

'* ,*

i.trm~I~
ASCI9506
BIRD
DOS
EVERYONE
EXP SMP
IPPr:US
JII<I<EN2
JOB OLD
JPEG
LOTSHARE

I Local
"View Up"

I,'ll>
<61
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>
<DIR>

1M
Top: Netware login Screen.
Bottom: Filer application of the 200LX, connected to Netware showing the network H drive.
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JAPAN: Ethernet LAN Card

pdipx.com
netx.exe
You can also include these lines in
your AUTOEXEC.BAT on the C
drive, reboot with the network card
inserted in the 200LX and it will
boot the network. This is all you
need to connect your Palmtop to a
Novell NetWare server.
[Note: On the 100LX, you cannot start the System Manager while
you are running the NetWare client
software. On the 200LX, you can
start System Manager by running
0: \ BIN\200.COM.]

Windows9S Client

You can connect to Windows 95
computers on your network by
running the Windows95 NDIS
client driver (with NetBEUI protocol) on the 200LX. The EN2212 and
EN2216 cards from Accton are the
only LAN cards available in Japan
which can use this driver. The driver is not bundled with the cards,
but is distributed separately. In
Japan the driver is available from
K.S Network Co., LTD, who represent Accton in this area. The drivers for the HP Palmtop are available in the archive file 2216HP .ZIP
ii, which can be found on the data
library of the vendor moderated
NIFTY -Serve Forum, SLANV A
(LAN Vendor Station A). This driver package includes the necessary
001 driver and works on major
network operating systems.
You'll also need to load onto
your Palmtop the DOS client software found in MSWGCN.EXE.
This self-extracting archive file contains the Microsoft Network Client
- Windows for Workgroup. This is
a DOS client driver designed to let
you connect to a Windows for
Workgroup network, but it also
lets you connect to Win95
machines on the network.
Setup is done as follows (In
this example, initial setup is done
on a desktop PC and then trans-

ferred to the C: \NET directory on
the Palmtop) .

prompt. (This runs NET.EXE with
the argument of START).

1. Run MSWGCN .EXE at DOS

3. Then enter net to go to the interactive screen for mounting the
shared drives and printers on your
Palmtop. Follow the self explanatory instructions on this screen.

prompt on a desktop or notebook
PC to decompress the archive.
2. Run SETUP.EXE and follow the
instructions . When SETUP asks
you to select a LAN driver, specify
the directory which contains the
setup information file for NDIS driver from Accton (mentioned above,
this file is also included in the
2216HP.ZIP archive).
3. Confirm that the PC's
CONFIG .SYS file has been modified (we will use it later for manually editing the CONFIG.5YS on
the Palmtop). Confirm also that
PROTOCOL.lNI and SYSTEM.lNI
have been created. (See sidebar on
this page for examples of what
these files should look like.)
4. Copy the following files from the
desktop to C: \NET directory on
the 200LX. PROTOCOL.lNI, ETHPCM.DOS, NET.EXE, PROTMAN
.DOS, PROTMAN.EXE, WORKGRP.5YS, NET.MSG, NETH.MSG,
SYSTEM.lNI.
5. Modify the CONFIG.SYS on the
C: drive on the Palmtop, according
to the CONFIG.SYS in the PC (see
point three above).
This is all you have to do. Connect
the Palmtop to a PC running
Windows95 as described below.
(The instructions assume that the
network setup for Windows95 has
already been completed.)

Sample configuration
and initialization files
C:\CONFIG.SYS file:
device=C:\NET\protman.dos /i:C:\NET
device=C:\NEl\ethpcm.dos
device=C:\NEl\workgrp.sys
lastdrive=Z
(Note: the lastdrive = command line should
be changed to suit your needs.)
C:\NEl\PROTOCOL.lNI file:
[network.setup]
version=Ox3100
netcard=en2216d,1,EN2216D
transport=ms$netbeui,MS$NETBEUI
lanaO=en2216d,1,ms$netbeui
[protman]
DriverName=PROTMAN$
PRIORITY=MS$NETBEUI
Bindstatus= YES
[MS$NETBEUI]
DriverName=netbeui$
SESSIONS=6
NCBS=12
BINDINGS=EN2216D
LANABASE=O
[EN2216D]
DriverName=ETHPCM$
IOBASE=Ox300
IRQ=5
C:\NEl\SYSTEM.INI file:

1. Insert the LAN card into the
200LX and press ~ . The CARD
BATTERY LOW message may
appear, but it should be ignored.
Restart the system with soft reset
ICTRq-1 ALl I-I DELI.

[network]
computername=HP200LX
lanroot=C:\NET
autostart=basic
dospophotkey=N
username=HP200LX
workgroup=HP
reconnect=yes

2. From the DOS prompt on the
Palmtop, change to C: \NET and
login by typing net start from DOS

Note: computername, username and workgroup should be changed to meet your
needs.
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D-Mail (Mail application running
on DOS)

National Center for Supercomputing Applications
NCSA Telnet 2.3.86 for the PC
Alt-H presents a summary of special keys
HP-UX megH A.89. 83 E 9888/715 (ttysl)
login: _

Coexistance of a NewWare
and TCP/IP connection

NewWare and packet driver
(TCP l IP) can coexist on the
Palmtop. You need the following
software for this purpose.

I~A:¥MAIL>dmai 1
0----------------------0

6=======D-Ma
i 1
v2.2 ======6
for PC/TCP (c)Copyright 1992-1996 M.Watanabe
User: nori_m
@@@@@

~.Q.(s)
~.

Host: megw.me.seike.ac.jp

..x -1 "'J ..x =.1 -

inboxG) mail box(m) T.I.

@@@@@

"V 7(C)

7.t/,y =t

"'J(o)

PKTMUX.EXE - a packet driver
multiplexer (created by Graham
Robinson).
PKTDRV.EXE - a pseudo packet
driver interface (created by
Graham Robinson).
The entire batch file for launching
this should be as follows:
op2216.exe
pd2212.com -n Ox61 5
pktmux.exe 2 Ii
pktdrv.exe Ii
pdipx.com
netx.exe

Top: Screen of NCSA~telnet
Bottom: Screen of D-mail

Now you can use these drives in
the same ways as the normal network drives.

TCP/IP Connection

You can also enable TCP lIP
transport to interface with the
Internet (or office Intranet). Earlier
in the article I described a batch file
named NETSTART.BAT used to
automatically load the necessary
NetWare client drivers and attach to
the network. You can do the same
thing for packet driver (TCP lIP)
connections. Your batch file should ,
contain at least the following two
lines:
op2216.exe
pd2212.com Ox61 5
These lines can be followed by a
command line to start your packetdriver-compliant application.
Examples of such software, which
works on TCP lIP connections, are
as follows:

NSCA-Telnet (for telnet and ftp)

Where there's a DoubleSlof~ there's awav...
To use 2 PC Cards at the same Ume· even COPlllles between Cards
To run muldple PC Card products -SRAM,
lax/modem, mamon cards. etc.
To connect TVPe I, II and III Cards -even a
TJpall and III at the same Ume
TI externalll powar PCMCIA Cards -lor those
power hungn PCMCIA peripherals
To run ATA nash cards and hard drives -like
the notebooks canl
DoubleSlot PCMCIA Slot Expander -reaching
new heights 01 performance lor Ilur HP Palmtop.

Add the Travel Floppv™ to your Palmtop...
World's smallest 3.5" nOPPI drive
PCMCIA. tlpe II compatible
For Palmtops or othar DOSlWindows computers
Ise h to translar Olas. archive, or run
programs dlracllJ Irom disk
Portable IIkalour Palmtop -goas an_ere
Isas Inaxpenslve 1.44 Mb or 1201 dlskeRas
JiI~,"";i!J;T'El'® 48460 Lakeview Blvd, Fremont, CA 94538-6532
~ ~""""".&~ ~.&:t;
T

E

C

H

N

0

LOG

I

E

SIN

C.

(510) 668-4900 FAX: (510) 668-4905
sales@accurite.com http://www.accurite.com
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Pricing and Contact
Information for products
mentioned in this article
All prices are manufacturer's suggested
retail price. It may be possible to purchase
the product for less at third-party vendors.

Accton PC Ethernet Card - $139 - $149
The EN2216 from Accton comes in a twisted pair version and a duo version with twisted pair and BNC.
Japan contact: The Accton card is
available in major PC stores in Japan.
U.S. contact: The Accton card is available from Accton Express; Phone: 888-9222866; Fax: 603-888-6658.

Shareware and Freeware
mentioned in this article
OP2216.EXE and PD2212.COM are available at: ftp://ftp.cs.titech.ac.jp/pub/misc/hpIxllxether3.lzh
PKTMUX.EXE and PKTDRV.EXE are available at: ftp://ftp.cs.titech.ac.jp/pub/misc/hpIxlpktmx12h.zip
NETX.EXE is available at: ftw,llftp.indiana
.edu/novell/updates/dosup9/ne\x!nelx.exe
PDIPX.COM is available at: ftp://ftp.novell
.com/pub/netwire/novuser/02lpdipx.zip
MSWGCN.EXE (Microsoft Network Client Windows for Workgroup) is available on
Microsoft's ftp site at: ftp://ftp.microsoft
.com/Softlib/MSLFI LES/mswgcn.exe
NCSA-Telnet is available widely, for example at: ftp://iij.ad.jp/pub/msdos-j/teI2306b.zip
D-Mail is available at:
ftp://www.vector.co.jp/common/dos/
networkimail/dmail220 .Izh
2216HP .ZIP contains the necessary
Windows95 drivers to connect the Palmtop
to a LAN using the Accton EN2212 or
EN2216 ethernet adapter PC card. Is available on NIFTY-Serve Forum, SLANVA
(LAN Vendor Station A).

JAPAN

JAPAN

Many Uses for PC
Parallel Port Card
New software driver for parallel port card
speeds up data transfer.
By Toshiki Sasabe

The article by Craig Payne in The
HP Palmtop Paper (May IJune 1996),
about Quatech's SPP-100 parallel
interface card, aroused a great deal
of attention and enthusiasm in the
Japanese Palmtop user community.
A lot of people reported success in using the Quatech card to
connect to various peripherals.
Japanese user Hiro (Hiroyuki
Sekiya) did extensive experiments
with this card, and successfully
connected to the following devices:

a

IOMEGA ZIP drive (parallel) ZIP drive is a removable disk drive
using 100 Mb low-cost cartridges. If
your floppy disk 0.44 Mb) is too
small to contain your data, the larger capacity of a ZIP drive may help
you. Two versions of the ZIP drive
are available - one with a SCSI
interface and another with a parallel
interface. The parallel interface
drive was tested with the card.

a Hard disk drive - A parallel!
IDE adapter MD2 with IDE 260MB
Hard Disk Drive (HOD). The MD2
(Mobile DIsk 2 from Datafab
Systems) is a small drive with IDE
interface, which can be connected
to the parallel port of your Pc.
a Parallel-to-SCSI adapter Bridge 777EP and Mini SCSI Plus.
This adapter was then used to connect the Palmtop to the following
devices:
* CD-ROM drive
* 7-slotCD-ROMdrive (Nakamichi).
* Magneto-Optical (MO) drive - If
the 100 MB capacity of the ZIP
drive in not enough for you, you
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would probably want to use this
Magneto-Optical (MO) disk drive,
which supports up to 640 MB.
* PCMCIA card drive with SCSI
interface (PCD500) - You can
"daisy-chain" devices with SCSI
interfaces. For example, you can
connect the MO drive to the
Palmtop and this PC Card drive
to the MO drive. Then you can
back up your Flash card directly
to the MO drive.

a Parallellethernet adapters
(Pocket Ethernet Adapter II
Xircom). By this, you can connect
to LAN with TCP lIP, Netware,
Win95, or other methods .
Connection to Windows 95 was
reported.
The previous article discussed how
to use the Accton ethernet adapter
card to connect a Palmtop to a
LAN. It is also possible to do this
using the parallel port adapter and
a pocket ethernet adapter with parallel interface. The following is
based on the report on the FHPPC
forum (a large part comes from
Hiro). I skipped the parts which
are already reported by Craig in
his article.

Connecting to an ethernet LAN
using a parallel port adapter
and pocket ethernet adapter

A pocket-sized ethernet adapter (of
unknown manufacturer) and
Xircom's Pocket Ethernet Adapter
II were both used with success.

COMPLETE PALMTOP LIBRARY
All the knowledge. All the software. One Low Price.

You may purchase the Knowledge Products on this page individually, or save money by
purchasing them as a package. See order card and COMPLETE PAlMTOP LIBRARY on page 8 for details.
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IThe HP Palmtop Paper's CD InfoBase I
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THE

NEW 1997 VERSION: Buy or Upgrade

HP Palmtop
Paper's

This PC Windows based CD contains, in
searchable hypertext format, all 1991-96 HP
Palmtop Papers, detailed product descriptions from advertisers, the HP 200LX User's
Guide, and the HP lOO/200LX Developer's
Guide. In addition, you'll find the over 2QQ..
pieces of freeware and shareware from the
1991-96 On Disk collection, from the Subscriber
Power Disks, and from the Developer's Guide.

CD InfoBase
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The HP Palmtop Paper's CD InjoBase

PC

PC In Your Pocket

IN YOUR

POCKET!
How the

tlq~,lJ1i/Hl~

"The contents of the CD are great! I
love having all the information in
one single place instead of having to
search through piles ofpaper."
Thomas Rundel

New HP Palmtop book: Ideal for users, great gift for interested friends
The editors of The HP Palmtop Paper have organized some of their best material
into a readable, practical book about the HP Palmtop. The book is filled with hundreds of real-life examples of the HP Palmtop's features and capabilities. Busy professionals describe how they use the HP Palmtop to organize their time, information, and
money to be more effective. Order directly from us and we'll include a disk containing
most of the software mentioned in the book. Written both for users and for those considering purchasing an HP Palmtop.

power
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Best of
The HP Palmtop
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PCIn Your Pocket

I MicroRef Quick Reference Lotus 123 and DOS 5 Guides I
MicroRef Quick Reference
Lotus 123 and Dos 5 Guides

Get the DOS and Lotus Answers You Need - Fast and Easy
Locate subjects fast. Numerous examples and illustrations.

"Far superior to any other gUide, cheat sheet, or original documentation. .. an excellent
gUide Jor all users.... Highly recommended!" John Dvorak - PC Magazine

I ' The HP Palmtop Paper On Disk

"Best Tips On Disk" comes free with The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk subscription

Thaddeus
Computing

Get all the great freeware and shareware you read about in each issue
of The HP Palmtop Paper.
This invaluable supplement to The HP Palmtop Paper also contains detailed information from advertisers plus the full text of The HP Palmtop Paper for text search.
PLUS: Each year we compile the best palmtop tips and the best freeware and shareware and put it on two 1.44 Meg floppy disks. Included FREE with yo~r The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk subscription, or can be purchased separately.

INC.

Publisher: Tbe HP Palmtop Paper and lfalldIJeld PC A/agazille
57 East Broadway, Fairfield, IA 52556-3201
80()-37 3-6114· S15-472-63 30
Fax: S 1S-472-1 879 • E-Mail: orders@thaddc us.coffi

ria- /ttGw/ Complete Palmtop Library offer expires 2-28-97
Special "You Win" Guarantee: If you are dissatisfied for any reason with the
Complete Palmtop Library, return it for a full refund, but keep the book
"PC In Your Pocket" as our gift (a $20 value).
continued from page 8

JAPAN: Parallel Port Software Driver

Sample CONFIG.SYS file.
Fifth line down is the command line for the SP100 driver:
files=30
buffers=20
lastdrive=z
device=c:\dev\clkup31 m.sys
device=c:\dev\spp 1OO.exe
device=c:\wg\protman.dos li:C:\WG
device=c:\wg\workgrp.sys
device=c:\wg\ethpock.dos
shell=d:\dos\command.com d:\dos Ip

<== clock upgrade driver
<== parallel card driver
<== other drives follows
<== installed by SETUP

Both could run only in the bi-directional mode (non-EPP mode). The
Transfer rate, calculated from file
copy operations, was around 130
KB/sec. Unfortunately Xircom's
Pocket Ethernet Adapter III (supporting EPP mode) was not available. (For more an the EPP mode,
see sidebar titled "What is EPP
mode?" on this page.)
The DOS client driver of
Windows for Workgroups runs on
the 200LX, enabling a connection
between the 200LX and Windows
95 over ethernet. The network driver used on the 200LX is from the
archive MSWGCN.EXE i j found
on the FTP site of Microsoft. The
set-up procedure was already
explained by NORI in his article
about LAN Card (see page 49). The
only differences are the following
two items.
1. During the set-up, use the
Xircom driver instead of the one
from Accton.
2. Add a command line for the
parallel card device driver
SPIOO.EXE in CONFIG.5YS (not in
AUTOEXEC.BAT) as the first
device driver. (Exception: If you
have the clock speed upgrade, its
driver should be first.) The sidebar
on the next page shows an example
of CONFIG.5YS.

SPPIOO.EXE

Iij

is a new driver

SPPIOO.EXE, used in CONFIG.SYS,
is a new driver created by Hiroyuki
Sekiya. It has the following advantages over the original driver that
shipped with the Quatech card:

1. This driver can be loaded in two
ways - as a device driver and as a
DOS TSR program. As a device driver, you can load it within CONFIG.5YS. As a TSR program, you
can load it within AUTOEXEC
.BAT or other batch file.
Having this flexibility is very
useful. For example, if you wanted
to use the SCSI adapter mentioned
above, you would have to load
SPPIOO first in CONFIG .SYS
because the SCSI adapter's driver
expects to be able to find a parallel
port . On the other hand, if you
were just going to use the parallel
port card to connect to a printer,
you could load it as a TSR from the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
2. Hiro' s driver can set the register
of the SPP-lOO card to "EPP mode."
This makes some (but not all)
adapters run in the faster EPP
mode (see sidebar for description
of EPP mode). The parallel SCSI
adapters Bridge 777EP and 888 run
in EPP mode.

Sharewarelfreeware
mentioned in this article
MSWGCN.EXE - The DOS client of
Windows for Workgroups. Available at:
ftp://ftp .microsoft.com/sofllib/msfiles/
MSWGCN.EXE
SPP100.EXE - Card enabler for SPP100,
by Hiroyuki Sekiya. Available at
CompuServe, the HPHAND forum, as
SPP100.ZIP.
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What is EPP mode?
In the beginning, the parallel port on a PC
was used only as an output port for a printer. However, several companies started to
use is as a port to connect other devices,
such as scanners or external storage
devices.
In such devices, you need to use the
port also for input, to send data from the
device to the computer. The original printer
ports had only 8-bit output capability.
However, there were two methods to implement the input capability to the port originally designed for output only.

CJ The use of the control signal lines There are several lines used to carry the
control signals from the printer to the computer, such as Error, Select, Paper Empty
or Busy. You can use these lines to transfer
Hit pieces of data. A byte (8 bits) of data is
transferred in two "nibbles" (4 bits), from the
external device to the computer. This is also
referred to as Nibble mode.
CJ The introduction of an 1/0 controller with
the bi-directional 8-bit data port. This was a
hardware change. This mode is referred to
as Byte mode or Bi-directional mode.
Bi-directional (byte) mode is faster
than nibble mode. However there were
needs for faster transfer and two other
methods were created.
CJ The EPP (Enhanced Parallel Port) was
developed by Intel, Xircom, Zenith Data
System. It lets the 1/0 controller take care of
the handshake between the computer and
the peripheral and thus frees the CPU from
having to check the 1/0 port status every
time it sends or receives a piece of data.
This speeds up data transfer.
CJ ECP (Extended Capacity Port) was
developed by Hewlett-Packard and
Microsoft. It introduced the data compression, FIFO buffer and other sophisticated
features to the parallel data transfer.
All the features above were defined in
the IEEE standard 1284-1994 "Standard
Signaling Method for a Bi-directional
Parallel Peripheral Interface for Personal
Computers" You can find a very good introduction to this standard at: http://www.fapo
.com/ieee1284.htm

• •• BASIC TIPS •••
[All tips are by HP Palmtop Paper
Associate Editor Ralph C. Turner, unless
otherwise noted. You can contact Ralph
at ralph_turner@thaddeus.com.j

IMISC. I
Two separate volume
controls can be set
There are two different volume levels
you can set on your Palmtop, one in
Appointments, the other in Setup.
In the Appointment Book, if you
press IMENU 1.Qptions Alarm aeep, you'll
be presented with a dialog box where
you can set the alarm volume to low,
medium, high, or mute it altogether. A
volume selection here will affect only the
Alarm beep for AppOintments. The Mute
selection, however, silences both the
Appointments and Stopwatch beeps.
Even if you have the Stopwatch Alarm
turned ON, the Stopwatch won't beep at
its set time if the Appointment Alarm is
muted.
;
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In Appointments, the alarm volume
setting affects only your Appointment
alarms, but Mute affects both Appointments and the Stopwatch alarm.

In Setup, if you press IMENU 1.Qptions
.system, a similar dialog box will allow
you to choose between the same four
volume levels. But a selection here
affects the volume of beeps accompanying error messages, or those beep~
resulting from pressing inappropriate
keys. You might want to alter this setting
if you plan to use your Palmtop at an
important meeting, or at a lecture or
church. With the volume set to OFF, you
won't have to worry about producing
embarrassing beeps.
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The alarm volume settings in Setup
affect only the error message beeps
and key-pressing beeps.

The volume settings in the
Appointment Book don't affect the volume settings in Setup, and vice versa.
For example, even if you set the volume
to OFF in Setup, your Alarm-enabled
appointments will still beep, unless the
Alarm Beep setting has been muted in
the AppOintment Book. If you want to
make absolutely sure that your Palmtop
won't make noise under any circumstances, you'll have to mute the settings
in both the Appointment Book and in
Setup.

Using the backtab
can save time
Pressing IShiftl, then ITABI is referred to
as the "backtab" key-combination. When
you are entering information into fields,
using backtab will often be the easiest
way to move the cursor to the previous
data field. Let's say, for instance, that
you've typed a name into a new Phone
Book record. After pressing ITABI twice,
you've entered a telephone number into
the Home field. You now realize, however, that you want to add a telephone
number to the previous field (the
Business field). Press IShiftl, then ITABI,
to move the cursor backwards to the
Business field. (Repeatedly pressing
~, then ITABI, moves you backwards
through the fields.) Backtab also works
in dialog boxes, including the boxes for
file operations, such as file .Qpen, file
~opy, etc.

Producing special characters
Have you ever wanted to insert a special
character into one of your documents?
Maybe you've wanted to use the British
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pound sign, or the cent character, or the
copyright or registered trademark signs.
These, and many other special characters, are all available on the Palmtop.
There are actually two different
ways to access special characters. The
first method involves pressing the ~
key, then another key. For example, if
you press ~-I!J, a small "1/4" character appears on your screen. Fifty-one
special characters can be generated in
this way, and to find out which keys produce which characters, look up "character set" in your User's Guide index.
The second way of prQducing special letters and signs is by holding down
IALTI and IMENU 1 simultaneously, then
typing a 3-digit number. For example,
pressing IALTI-IMENU I, then 168, produces an upside-down question mark.
One hundred and twenty-seven special
characters are available by this method,
many of them letters from alphabets
other than the English alphabet. Your
User's Guide has a two-page table
showing the codes for all of these 127
characters.

Menu bar commands
The function keys make it easy to perform common operations, such as ADD
a new record (~), or EDIT a Note
(I!n). However, since some of the lesscommon operations can't be accessed
from the function keys, browsing through
the different pull-down menus is a good
way to find out about commands you
may never have known existed. To
access menu commands, press the
IMENUI key (or the IALTI key) . Then press
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You can produce many different special characters
that don't appear on your keyboard.
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menus is a good way of discovering commands you may not have been aware of, and
of finding out what the shortcut keys are.

one of the underlined letters (such as (!)
for the ~earch menu, if you're in
PHONE).
You can now choose one of the
underlined letters from the pull-down
menu. Not all commands will be available in all situations. If a command
appears dimmed, or "grayed" (such as
"Prev Item") it's not accessible in the
present context.
If you choose a command that has
three periods after it (for example,
"find ... ") you'll get a dialog box soliciting
more information.
The pull-down menus also show
what the "shortcut keys" are for specific
commands. For instance, pressing ~
I!!l in PHONE repeats a search, and is
a shortcut for IMENU , ~earch Repeat .!..ast
Find. Since this command isn't displayed
above the function keys, those of you
who haven't browsed the Menu bars
may not have taken advantage of this
(and other) "hidden" commands.

IMEMOI
Copying Phone Book
entry into MEMO
If you're using Memo to write a letter to
someone listed in your Phone Book
database, employing Smart Clip will
allow you to easily plug the name and
address into the letter.
In Phone Book, use the UP and
DOWN ArrowKeys to highlight the recipient's record, then press ~ (Smart
Clip). Arrow down to the "Name and
Address" clip, then press IENTER'. (This
copies the name and address of the
highlighted record to the clipboard.) Now
enter the Meom application, then press
f!!:!)-I Paste', and the name and address

alph C. Turner
7 East. Broadwa"",
a i r C i e l d IA 52556
Rather than having to type names and
addresses into letters or other documents,
Smart Clip allows you to easily copy the
data from one application to another.

Then when it comes time to locate those
instructions, you might wonder where in
the world you hid them.

will be pasted into the document.
Which fields get pasted (and in what
order) is determined by the instructions
in the Smart Clip that you chose. (The
advantage of using the "Name and
Address" Smart Clip is that it clips just
those fields that you want. Also, the
name of the person gets pasted as
"John Doe," regardless of whether
you've entered the name in Phone Book
as "John Doe" or "Doe, John.") You
could also paste the same data in other
applications, such as into a NoteTaker
note, or a Lotus spreadsheet.

·51

Fortunately, you will be reminded
about your notes by a little page symbol
that shows up next to your appointment
entry. It will appear next to any appointment, event, or ToDo for which a note is
added.
Similarly, other symbols provide
instant visual clues about the nature of
the entry.
TO DO

Find and replace
can save your face
You've quickly composed a report in
Memo and are about to send it to your
portable printer when you decide to do
some proof reading. Oops, you've transposed characters in ''the,'' making it "teh"
each time.
To remedy those twisted characters,
first place your cursor at the top of your
document. Then press ~ (Find and
Replace) to bring up a dialog box. In the
Search For box, enter the present
spelling, ''teh,'' and in the Replace With
box enter the correct spelling, "the."
Choose Find Next and replace one at a
time. That way you can distinguish
between "the" in mid sentence or a "The"
that needs to be capitalized at the beginning of a sentence. On the off-chance
that a word contains the letters "teh," you
could add a space before and after each
word in your request, in other words:
~ teh Ispacebar' and Ispacebar' the
Ispacebar' to your find and replace lines.
Carol de Giere
Associate Editor, HP Palmtop Paper
caroLdegiere@thaddeus.com

I

!.

An exclamation point means a To Do
is due that day.

::a::

A sunrise shows up when you ente
a new item. This helps you separate the
new task from anything carried ove
from a previous day.
• A bullet next to an item indicates it wil
be repeated.

e

Sad Face: If you set a due date for a
ToDo in the Appointment Book but don't
complete your task on time, the next day
the sad face appears as a subtle hint
that your task is overdue.
While all of the above symbols are
automatic, you can also add the check
mark symbol when you complete a
ToDo, by highlighting the item and then
pressing the ~ or 0 key. The
check mark automatically moves the
ToDo to the bottom of the list.
APPOINTMENT BOOK

IApptBook I

• A bullet next to an item indicates it
will be repeated.

Appointment Book symbols
provide visual reminders

.I!t i The musical note on an appointment reminds you that an alarm has
been set.

What if two weeks in advance of an
appointment you want to enter notes on
travel directions? You press !!!I to add
notes and promptly forget about them.

Carol de Giere
Associate Editor, HP Palmtop Paper
caroLdegiere @thaddeus.com
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Cancel

1

Edit consistent mistakes in your Memo documents using Find and Replace.
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...... QUICK TIPS ......
ILotus I
"Date Stamp" Macro
for Lotus 1·2·3
Date
Stamp
on
the
100/200LXs is a very useful
feature. With it you can easily
keep track of when you did
something. However, the date
stamp doesn't work as
expected in Lotus 1-2-3. For
example, if you were to open
a Lotus spreadsheet on
Christmas morning, 1996,
and press ~:o (the Date
Stamp keys), 12/25/96 is
entered into the cell and
Lotus displays 0.005, which is
12 divided by 25 divided by
96.
Lotus handles dates as
numbers, specifically the
number of days since
January 1, 1900, which to
Lotus is day 1. For example, if
you entered @NOW in a
Lotus cell and pressed I ENTER)
at 2:23 PM Christmas day,
Lotus would enter the following number in the cell:

cell. Press I MENU I Bange
format Qate 4 and the cell
with 35424 will be displayed
as 12/25/96.
An easier way to do this
is to create a Lotus macro
that takes care of everything.
1. Open Lotus 1-2-3 and go to
a location in the spreadsheet
that will not be deleted or
overwritten. For this example
we'll go to AS500 by pressing
~ GoTo, keying in AS500
and pressing IENTERI.
2. Now we will type in the
name of the hotkey that will
activate this macro. For this
example, type in '\d . Don't
forget to place the apostrophe (') as the first character.
This lets Lotus know that the
cell is text and not a function.
Without the' the cell will display ddddddddd.
3. After you have entered '\d
in
cell
AS500,
press
IRightArrow I to go to cell AC500
and type in the following:

35424.606678.

'@now-/rv--/rfd4-

The first part of the number
(35424) is the day. The second part of the number is the
time.
For Lotus to display
something more understandable, you need to format the

Again, remember to place the
, as the first character in the
cell.

Ai:

[W91

4. When you have typed this
into cell AC500, press the
ILEFT ARROW I key to go back to

@NOW

cell AS500. Press IMENUI
Bange Name Label Bight.
This will name the macro and
set up 13E!J 1£1 as the hot key.
Now, whenever you need a
date in this spreadsheet,
press 13E!J 1£1 and the current
system date will be entered in
the selected cell and displayed so you can understand it.
You can use the same
concept to place a time
stamp in a Lotus spreadsheet. The @NOW formula
would read: '@now-/rv--/rfdt1lbmGibson
fom_gibson@fhaddeus.com

Don't worry about
the Year 2000 in Lotus
Unless you are a hermit, you
have undoubtedly heard in
the press about the problem
with computer programs and
the year 2000. Some programs are not designed to
handle dates past 1999.
One program you won't
have to worry about is Lotus
1-2-3. Lotus is set to handle
dates until December 31,
2099, probably longer than
anyone reading this will be
alive. However, there is an
adjustment you need to make
to display the proper date.
As long as the year
remains less than 2000, you
can use the Lotus @DATE
formula as usual to display
the proper date. For example,
to display Dec. 25, 1996 in
Lotus, you would enter the
following formula into a cell:
@DATE(96, 12,25)

Lotus screen showing the command @now displayed as a
numerical string and the next cell showing the same
information formatted as Long International Date.

The cell would display 35424,
the number of days since
January 1, 1900, the first day
of creation as far as Lotus is

concerned. As previously
described, you can format
this cell as a normal date by
pressing
I MENU I
Bange
format Qate
4 (Long
International format). Then
the cell will display 12/25/96.
Let's say that next year
you want to enter the date
12/25/2000. If you were to
type in @DATE(OO, 12,25)
and press (ENTER) the cell
would display 360, which is
December 25, 1900!
To display the year 2000
and beyond, you have to
enter the date like this:
@DATE(1 00,12,25)
Note that the year is entered
as 100, or 100 years after
Lotus' first day of creation.
Enter this formula and
press IENTERI, and the cell will
show 36885. Format the cell
as described above and the
correct date, 12/25/2000 is
displayed. Well, not quite. The
date is now too wide for the
cell and a line of asterisks are
displayed. To display the date,
we must widen the cell from
the default width of 9 characters to 11 characters. To do
this press I MENU I Worksheet
~olumn Width 11 I ENTER! . The
date will now show up as
12/25/2000.
lbm Gibson
fom_gibson@fhaddeus.com

Use Norton
Commander to
navigate in DOS
Filer is one of the more practical of the built-in applications. Unfortunately, if I terminate System Manager to run
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a DOS program, I can no
longer use Filer.
To get around this, I
sometimes use Norton Commander Version 4.0 by
Symantec Corporation. Norton
Commander runs without any
problem on the HP Palmtop.
It's a great program for copying, deleting, moving and
renaming files. I can also view
WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3 and
graphic files. It also lets me
transfer files between my
Palmtop and other computers.
A full installation requires
about 2MB of disk space.
This can be reduced if you
don't need all of Commander's utilities.
Jorgen Wallgren
jorgen@lakecumberlandcom
wallgren@singnet.com.sg

Read Screens
More Easily in DOS
One nice feature of the
System Manager is the ability
to Zoom the screen in some
applications (such as Memo)
so that the information on the
screen is easier to see.
However, a zoom feature is
not usually available with
DOS programs running on
the Palmtop in graphics
mode, such as games.
A Japanese program
called ZOOMC.ZIP i j will
give you this ability. ZOOMC
is a TSR (Terminate and Stay
Resident) that allows you to
zoom the screen in DOS programs running in graphics
mode.
To
use
it,
copy
ZOOMC.COM
to
your
Palmtop. Then go to the DOS
prompt and run ZOOMC.
Then run other DOS program
in graphics mode. When you
want to activate ZOOMC,
press ICTRq-1 ALT I-I!) at the
same time while you are in
the DOS program. You can
move around with the arrow
keys.
To return to the regular
mode, press I ESC! . ZOOMC

_

Golf . to::
So 1 i t..a.i re : :~ ~:
'U'er 1..6
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Q to Quit
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This screen is zoomed using ZOOMC.ZIP, to help players use Golf
Solitaire from Curtis Cameron- a DOS game that uses graphics mode

only works in graphics mode
and only when you are in
DOS, but it will help cut down
on eye fatigue.
TOm Gibson
tom_gibson@thaddeus.com

Undocumented
DOS Commands
and switches
HP Palmtops operate with
DOS 5.0, so most of the DOS
5.0 commands should work
on your Palmtop. However,
the Palmtop's DOS 5.0 command set is limited. If you
have a copy of the original
DOS 5.0 diskettes, you have
a license to use the commands and they can be
copied onto your Palmtop.
DOS COMMANDS:
; (in CONFIG.SYS files only)
The semicolon is a short-cut
for the remarks (REM) command. If there is a ; at the
beginning of any line, CONFIG.SYS ignores the line. You
may use this if you are testing
different drivers that have to
be
loaded
via
the
CONFIG.SYS file. Put all of
the drivers in and REM out
the ones you aren't testing at
this time, much quicker than
typing REM.
:: (in batch files only)
Another short-cut for the
REM command. DOS skips
over any lines starting with ::.
ATTRIB,
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ATTRIB followed by a comma
has the same effect as
ATTRIB -A -H -R -S
It
removes the attributes of all
the files in the current directory. You may want to use this if
you have copied read-only
files from a CD-ROM to the
Palmtop.

.'*

COMMENT commenUD
(use in CONFIG.SYS only)
Allows you to add comments
or remarks onto the end of
CONFIG.SYS commands.
DIR, (DIR followed by a
comma)
Displays ALL files in the current directory, including hidden and system files.
SET DIRCMD=dirswitches
DIRCMD lets you pre-set how
the DIR command will work in
DOS. You can place any of
the DIR command switches in
the statement to tailor DIR to
your own particular desires.
DIRCMD is actually documented in DOS 5.x but many
people think it only works in
DOS 6.0 and higher.
SWITCHES
Turns off support for 101-key
"enhanced" keyboards. Some
older DOS programs run better with 101-key support
turned off.
VER/R
Displays the DOS revision
number and where DOS is
loaded (low memory, HMA, or
ROM).

XCOPY IV
The IV switch gets rid of overwrite prompts, and /-Y /-Y
causes them if COPYCMD=IV.

If you find any other undocumented commands, or if you
have any additional information on the commands listed
above, please tell me! Send
e-mail to Kevin Tekel N2WTO,
76362,2023 or leave me a
message on the PCDOS or
MSDOS
forum
of
CompuServe.
Kevin Tekel
CompuServe 10: [76362,2023}

ICommunications I
Can't transfer files?
Check the communi·
cations settings
One of the main reasons people have trouble when they
try to transfer data between
the HP Palmtop and another
computer is because the
baud rate or communications
port settings are incorrect or
don't match.
Check that the baud rate
is set the same on both computers. For example, if you
are trying to use the
Connectivity Pack to transfer
files between your desktop
PC and the Palmtop, check
the setup on both. On the
Palmtop in Filer, press

IMENU I

~ommunications

Remote Settings and on the
desktop PC in Filer of the
Connectivity Pack, press
IALTI

~ommunications

Remote Settings and make
sure that the settings are the
same for the BAUD rate and
that you have selected the
correct interface for both
machines (COM1 for the
Palmtop, COM1 or COM2 for
the desktop PC). For other
communications packages,
check the documentation to
find out how to set the baud
rate and then make sure

they
match
machines.

on

both

mm Gibson
tom_gibson@thaddeus.com

Check your ISP login
script with DataComm
The Internet is getting bigger
everyday and the way most
Palmtop users get access to
the Internet is through an ISP
(Internet Service Provider) in
their local area. To access the
internet through an ISP, you
usually have to dial up the
ISP's Web server and login.
Since most ISPs are independent of each other, they
will have different login
scripts. In other words, you
will not be able to login automatically using a standard
login script with your internet
software without some modifications. Here's an easy way
to find out what your ISP is
expecting your Palmtop to tell
it's server.
First
connect
your
Palmtop to the phone lines
using a modem. Then open
up DataComm on the
Palmtop, type in "dt" followed
by your ISP's connect number, and press IENTER I.
When the ISP's computer answers the phone, it will
ask you a series of questions.
Your palmtop needs to
respond correctly to each
question in the correct
sequence, so you'll need to
note what questions it asks
and what the questions or
prompts look like. For example, my ISP first asks for my
user name with the prompt:
Enter username>
Other ISPs may ask for the
same information with the
prompt:
Login:
While the answer or response
to these prompts are the
same, (you respond with your
login name), the way the ISP

computer asks the question
is important.
Most scripts are written
to wait for a specific 3- or 4
character prompt, usually the
last characters, and then
respond as requested. As you
can see, the last 4 characters
of the first prompt "user
name" are "ame>", whereas
from the prompt "Login:" they
are "gin:" If the script doesn't
find the correct prompt
sequence it will not respond
and you will never get onto
the internet.
Use DataComm to find
out what your ISP is asking
for and then respond correctly to every prompt, noting
what
the
prompt
and
responses are until you are
logged in. You can then logout and edit the login script
used by your internet software so that it will automatically wait for the correct
prompt and reply with the correct response.
Jorgen Wallgren
jorgen@palmtop.net

IMISC. ,

HP Palmtop
Serial Number
Have you ever wondered
about the meaning of all
those numbers and letters in
the Serial number burned
onto the bottom of your
100/200 LX? I sure have and
here is an explanation of the
information contained in that

,

Sharewarelfreeware
mentioned in
this section
ZOOMC.ZIP-- a TSR
(Terminate and Stay
Resident) program that
allows you to zoom the
screen in DOS programs
running in graphics mode.
Available on HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK Jan/Feb
1997.

serial number. The serial
number of the HP Palmtops
have the following format:
SGywwnnnnn
Where y is the last digit of the
year of manufacture, ww is
the week of manufacture, and
nnnnn is the individual serial
number. Thus SG451 01234 is

the 1234th unit manufactured
in the 51 st week of 1994. The
"SG" is the country of origin
(apparently all are manufactured in Singapore).
It seems a similar scheme is
used for many HP calculators.
mm Gibson
tom_gibson @thaddeus.com

HP Product Index
{Please find the price and contact information for commercial products mentioned in the articles at thge end of the
article in which the product is mentioned.1
HP Products contact information: Authorized HP computer dealers
worldwide (i.e. the same place you can purchase an HP LaserJet).
To locate an authorized dealer in the USA, call 800-443-1254. You
can also purchase the 95LX & 100/200LX and its accessories from
ACE Technologies at 800-825-9977 or 408-734-0100; Fax: 4;08734-3344; EduCALC at 800-677-7001; Fax: 714-582-1445. Global
Connections at 800-709-9494 or 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-7529548; Notebook Supply Warehouse at 800-566-6832 or 714-7538810, Fax: 714-753-8812. PDA Direct at 800-279-4732 ext 130.

HP PALMTOP PRODUCTS
HP 200LX 4 MB (HP F1216A)- $599
(versions available include: US English, UK English,
German, Spanish, French, Portugese, Japanese and Korean)
HP 200LX 2MB (HP F1061A) - $499
HP 1000CX 2 MB Palmtop PC (HP F1222A) - $449
(versions available include: US English, UK English,
German, Spanish, and French)
HP OmniGo 700LX - $NA
(Combination HP 200LX, fax software and Nokia GSM
cellular phone.)
1.8 Mb Flash Disk (HP F1024A, with Stacker) - $199
6 Mb Flash Disk (HP F1215C, with Stacker).- $425
10 Mb Flash Disk (HP F1013C, with Stacker) - $600
20 Mb Flash Disk (HP F1014C, with Stacker) - $999
AC/DC Adapter (HP F1 011 A)-$39.95
USA/Canada (Opt. ABA); Europe (Opt. ABB);
Australia (Opt. ABG);
South Africa (Opt. ABO)
United Kingdom (Opt. ABU);
PC Connectivity Cable (HP F1015A) - $24.95
MAC Connectivity Cable (HP F1 016A) - $24.95
100/200LX Connectivity Pack - $119.95
U.S. (HP F1 021 B); International (HP F1 021 C)
Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95
(HP F1023A) 4 adapters for connecting the 100/200LX
to modems, printers, and PCs.
Service Agreements (2-year extension) - $85
For U.S. HP Palmtop users. Units must be under warranty to extend. Contact: HP, Corvallis Service Center, USA;
Phone: 503-757-2002.

NOTE: Prices listed are suggested retail price. Dealer
prices may vary.
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HOW TO CONTACT US
[Please note: The HP Palmtop Paper does
not and cannot provide techntcal support.]
There are a number of ways to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff. You
can write, mail us a disk with your comments, send CompuServe or fnternet email, fax, or call. Our mailing address and
contact information is:

Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
57 E. Broadway
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330
or 800-373-6114
Fax #:515-472-1879
Internet: letters@thaddeus.com
CompuServe: 76125,1773
TO SUBSCRIBE, change address, or dear
up any problem with your subscription,
contact our subscription department. Call
or fax us at the phone numbers above. Email us at: orders®thaddeus.com
TO ADVERTISE in The HP Palmtop Paper
contact Brian Teitzman, Margaret Martin
or Tiffany Lisk at phone: 515-472-1660 or
800-809-5603; Fax: 515-472-8409.

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers technical support from 8:00am. - 5:00pm. P.s.T.
Phone: 970-392-1001.

Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
COMPANY

(PRODUCT) ..•.. • .. ••.• • •. • ••••.•••• ••• • ••• [PHONE/FAX NUMBERS].. PAGE NUMBER

Accunle
ACE

(Floppy Drives for loo/2ooLX) . ... ............................... [510·668·4900; Fax: 510-668-4905) .. 51
(ACE) ............. ........... .
. ...... [8oo·825·99n or 408·734·0100; Fax: 408·734·3344) .. 19
(PalmtoplOmnibook Products include: ACT! for HP Palmtops; ACE<->FAX Fax Software and Modem Bundles;
ACE <->UNK File Transfer Software; BATTman Battery Monitonng and Data Prolection Software; Carrying Cases;
Desktop Card Readers; Acoustic Modem Couplers; HP 200LX Palmtop Systems; HP Color OmniBook Software;
NiMH Batteries; Pnnters and Accessories; X·JACK Megahertz Modem Bundles. SkyTel2·Way Paging.)
(DoubleAash Plus PC Memory Cards. HP 200LX 5MB RAM Upgrade) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. 21
(PalmMate PDA Memory Card)..
... .. . . . . ... .
. . .. . . . .. . . [714·851·8242; Fax: 714·851·8249) .. 9
(Palmtop Computer Ught) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .... [800·771·3600 or 516·868·3638; Fax: 516·868-6897) .. 16
(Micro Roentgen Radiation Monitor) .
. .. [800·729·5397; Phone/Fax: 302-655·3800) ..41
(HP l000CX) .........................
. ...... [610·588·4444; Fax: 610·588·1727) .. 35
(Trade·in Palmtops) . . .......... • • ..... • . ... . ..
. ...... 14
(Palmtop Software) ................................ . . . .... . . . .. . [805·370·1088; Fax: 805·371·9454) ..20
(Wireless Messaging Service) . . .
. [888·243-8387 or 908·602·1144; Fax: 908-602'()990) ..13
(Leather Cases) ....................[80()'896-2273; tntl: 916-344·5047; Fax: 916·782·9306) ..inside back cover
(Accessones) .
I '... . .. . . .. . . . . .. [800·713-6526.714·582·2637) ..4
(ThinFax Modem) . . ............... [80()'EXP·6922 ext. 641 or 714·453·1020; Fax: 714·453-1319[ .. backcover
(Palm Link) .
.. .. ... . .. . .
. .. . . . [8O().476-4070 or 704·875·8490; Fax: 704·875·2801) .. 13
(PC CardsIDnversiAdaplers)
..... [800·600·5710 or 408·866-4739; Fax: 40&886-8328) .. 23
(CGA VGA Graphics Pack Vision) ..
. . . ... .. . . ..
. .. . . [604·98()'9991; Fax: 604·985·5597) .. 9
(FlashCard/Hard Drive/Card Dnve) ... . .............. [800·272·6242 or 213·413·9999; FAX 213·413·0828) .. 15
(Memory upgrades and assorted producls.) ... . . [800·586·6832 or 714·257·1680; Fax: 714·257·1688) .. center fold
(PCMCIA Memory Cards) ....................................... [510-440·8514; Fax: 51()'440·0534)..14
(Windows connectivity pack). . . . . . . . .
. . . . [80()'248-2795; 408·321·7650. Fax: 802·658·3991 ).. 12
(Wireless Messaging Service) .................. .
. ... [800·597·6245 dept. NT3) ..inside fronl cover
(Pnnter connecling cables).
.....[805·371·9391; Fax: 805·371·9454[ ..47
(World Wide Web Browser for Palmlops) ..
. .3
(CardUnk Dnves) . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... [Phone/Fax: 704·588·1780) .. 56
(Subscnplions: HP Palmtop Paper. HP Palmlop Paper ONDISK)
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ... 8
...........................................[800·373-6114 or 515-472-6330; Fax: 515-472·1879) ..
(Knowledge producls: HP Palmlop Tech Ref. Manual. LOlus/DOS Reference Books. HP PTP's CD InfoBase)....... 53
(HP 200LX 5MB RAM Upgrade)
....... [205·620·1408. Fax: 205-620·5205) ..23
(Trans PC Card·Universal Parallel Port) ..
.. [Phone: 510·745·9m; Fax: 51()'745·9937) .. 15
(Wireless Messaging).
. . . . . . . . . . .. [800·549·9800 or 805·781·6000; Fax: 805·781·8001) ..29

Aclionlec
ASF
Aware
Calculator World
D&A Software
DTS Wireless Messaging
E&B
EduCALC
EXP Compuler
Greenwich
Greyslone Penpherals
Inmax
MagicRAM
Notebook Supply Warehouse
Pretec
Puma
RadioMail
Shier Systems
Sleele Creek Technologies
Thaddeus Compuling

On-Line Support-offered by these bulletin board services.
o COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#231.
o AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-827-6364 or
703-893-6288 for membership information.
o INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops; or
comp.sys.handhelds

How to Submit an Article
The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper
comes from the contributions of Palmtop
PC users. We and your fellow users welcome your submissions. (We do not offer
payment for articles, your reward is knowmg that you've helped others.)
1f you have a good idea and want to "go
for it," send it in via CompuServe e-mail
[75300,2443], Internet: hal_goldstein@thaddeus.com, or send disk or liard copy to Hal
Goldstein or Rich Hall at the above
address. Alternatively you can send an
outline of your idea. We will try to guide
y:ou as to when and whether we woufd use
the article and contact you if we need clarification or have any suggestions - please
include your phone number. We may:
want to use an article but for a variety of
reasons you may: not see it for many
months. Please understand that we cannot
promise to run any particular article at any
particular time.
If you can, especially if you write a
Palmtop Profile, send us a pl:ioto of yourself - black and white is preferred, but
color is acceptable.

Times2Tech
Trans Digilal
Wynd Communicalion

Shareware and Freeware Index (January/February 1997)
Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe
PRODUCT

FUNCTION

CIS FORUM I LIBRARY

TYPE

ADVERT.ZIP
PTP31.ZIP
PTPDSK31.ZIP
README.ZIP

Text: DeSCriptions of products advertised in this issue
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper. January/February 1997
Database: PTP OnDisk Index in .GDB format
Text: Cover letter to the HP Palmtop Paper OnDisk

NA
NA
NA
NA
www.thaddeus.com

NA
NA
NA
NA
Freeware

JAPANESE SOFlWARE 51 pieces of Japanese software

PAGE
NA
NA
NA
NA
42-43

r------------------'-----------------------------~----_,

Special Jan/Feb 1997 Edition of
The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK*

Two Disk Set (two 1.44 Mb disks) full of freeware from Japan
described in this issue.
See pages 42-43 for a complete listing of the software.
* Included in the Complete Palmtop Library.
(Files also at www.thaddeus.com)
~------------
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TO ORDER the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or the
Complete Palmtop Library, see order card page 8

on

We have the greatest selec
of Leather Cases for your:
HP Palmtop,Cellular Phones,
Notebooks and Subnotebooks

(Mos t I:)opular Palmtop Cases shown on.Iy! Fo.rt
orher cases look us up I n our new Web 51 e)

Futura 30
Futura 20 $ 43.95
When your hands need to be
free .. .
Use this case on your belt or
shoulder strap and carry your
HP Palmtop safely. Space
provided at the bottom of the
case for two spare batteries/

$ 39.95

The SMALLEST case available now comes with a hand strap thai can be
tucked away when not needed. Protect your palmtop with this beautltul
zippered case, and carry it in your suit pocket.

,.

-Dimensions: 6.5' X 3.75' X 1.25'
(16.5 X 9.5 X 3.2 ems)

Snap your HP Palmtop In place wHh an optional plastic tray. Only

-Dimensions: 7.5' x 3.7 ' x 1.4'
(19 x 9.4 x 3.5 ems)

Futuro 50

$ 5.00

$ 44.95

This practical and small case is ideal for
your palmtop. " holds money, credit
cards, PCMCIA cards and a Mont Blanc
size pen.

Futuro 55 $ 52.95
The Most Complete Executive Solution for your
OmniGos or HP Palmtops. This beautiful and

-Dimensions: Futuro 50: 6.8S" X 4.2S· X 1.50'
(17.5 X 10.8 X 3.8 ems)

~~~~~~~~~ff~a~~~ =~7:1:"c~:J:F~~~!06:he

Snap your HP Palmtop In place with an optional
plasllc hay. Only $ 5.00

PCMCIA cards, an elasllc compartment for 2
AA balleries, can hold a wireless paging
receiver, and many essential traveling
documents. /I also holds one Mont Blanc size
pen and has a hand strap that can be tucked
away when not needed.
-Dimensions:

7.88' X 4.25' X 1.50'

(20.0 X 10.8 X 3.8 ems)
Snap your HP Palmtop In

place with an optional
plasHc Iray. Only

$ 5.00

2-AA

$ 64.95

Futura 100

Ideal far traveling and meetings. Fits

~~~~:~s~'R~~:':n~~~~!7tf,Sc~~gs.

PCMCIA cards, 2 pens and documents.
A tree notepad is included. Available
in two colors - Burgundy and Black

\~~lIIIIIIa....

Futura 60

-Dimensions: 8" x 6" x 2"

(20.3xlS.2x 5.1 ems)

$ 54.95

Protect your palmtop wffh this small and
beautiful dual section case. " comes
with a notepad and a place to store
spore bat/erles. " holds one pen,
money, many credff and PCMCIA cards
- Dimensions: 6.5' X 3.75' X 1.75"
( 16.5 X 9.5 X 4.4 ems)

- Regular $ 60.00
Snap your HP Palmtop In place with an optional
plasHc kay. Only $ 5.00

USA
Int'l
Fox
In Europe
In Germany
Web Site

1-800-896-CASE (2273)
916-344 · 5047
916-782-9306
49-7457-7773 (voIce & fox)
07457·7773 (voIce & fox)
www ebcases com

ALL PRICES PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING. FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS ADD TAX 7.25 %

CALL ANYTIME
Free Brochure
30 dayllrIaI offer

II you .... nol compJelely
_ed, limply rerum H unUHd
for a full retund of your
purchase price

•

F·tV.'l

Av ailable

The Only
HP Palmtop Upgrade
That Has It All.
To get the most from your HP 1001200LX palmtop, you need 3 advanced upgrades on 1 convenient PCMCIA card. First, you need to send and
receive both faxes and data at an exceptional 14, 400 bps speed. Second, you need fax/modem software that operates easily with the same HP
function keys and commands you already use ... without the hassle of downloading software and without consuming precious hard disk space.
Third, you need Flash memory for fast, easy access to all your software applications and for efficiently storing data. Plus you need to fax
from and receive faxes into your Flash memory for extra convenience. And, most of all, you need the flexibility to use all your upgrade
features together or independently, without inserting and removing separate fax/modem and memory cards. Now you can have it
all with ThinFax 1414LXM.
ALl THE ADVANCED UPGRADE FEATURES YOU NEED ... ON 1 CONVENIENT PCMCIA CARD.

EXP's award-winning MioiFax™ software. High-speed fax/modem. 2 or 4 MB Flash memory.
They're all built into the ThinFax 1414LXM card. That's why ThinFax 1414LXM is the
~ upgrade that's a must for your HP palmtop. So call the toll-free number
today for complete ThinFax 1414LXM specifications and the name of
an EXP dealer near you.
eRll:

7~4-453-~020 or F,u&: 7~4-453-~3~9

http://www.expnet.eom

~
MOBILE COMPUTING EXP ERTISE IS BUILT INTO OUR NAME.

